ABSTRACT
This dissertation explores the politics of representation and continuous identity
formation of Circassians, the indigenous peoples of the North Caucasus. Drawing on
images of Circassians, especially of Circassian women in Western and Russian cultural
discourses and master narratives, this study explores the consequences and effects of
particular modes of representation. It demonstrates how the notion of femininity has been
exaggerated into social constructions of gender and race, and how the frozen concepts
regarding the feminine and the masculine attributes of Circassians have led to a
proliferation of certain images and stereotypes. As these misrepresentations “traveled”
through various texts, crossing generic and cultural boundaries, they have acquired a
certain power of myths (the Circassian Beauty myth, the Whiteness myth, the harem
imagery) that have been internalized by both the West and by Circassians.
Part One of my dissertation focuses on dominant Western and Russian cultural
narratives as it explores the politics and aesthetics of literary and visual representations of
Circassian women from the early modern period to the end of the nineteenth century.
With an emphisis on gender and race, it strives to illuminate the ideological distortions of
the indigenous traditions that took place in the Caucasus. One of the key questions that I
examine in this part of my dissertation is how travelogues, the visual arts, the wildly
popular literature of Romanticism, as well as the emerging life sciences, physical
anthropology, and in particular comparative anatomy, contributed to the invention and
circulation of certain myths pertaining to the cultural identity of Circassians. These myths

and constructions are being recycled even today without a proper reexamination in
contemporary Circassian nationalistic discourses, reinforcing the patriarchal tendencies in
Circassian society and erasing the traces of feminocratic traditions.
Part Two closely examines three literary works by contemporary women writers
who challenge the received concepts and notions of the female, of native Circassian
women, and particularly the notion of submissiveness that has marked so much of the
colonial literature and the literary canon. These authors introduce a new subjectivity, a
new interpretation of self as they see it through their own eyes and self-representations.
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1. INTRODUCTION: THE POLITICS OF REPRESENTATION AND THE
FORMATION OF CIRCASSIAN IDENTITY

The subject of my dissertation concerns the politics of representation and
continuous identity formation of one single ethnic group – the Circassians, also known as
Adyghe in their own language. 1 It offers some insight into the complexity of issues
pertaining to the construction of gender, race, ethnicity, and identity of Circassians, the
indigenous peoples of the North Caucasus who have been extensively (mis)represented
by Western European, American, and Russian writers and artists alike. One of the central
ways in which the meaning of gender, race, ethnicity, and identity is culturally
constructed is through representations. Whether it is written texts, or a set of images,
these are the modes through which forms of knowledge and feelings, that is, discourses as
particular ways of talking about the issues of gender, race, class, and ethnicity are created
and disseminated. Drawing on images of Circassians, especially of Circassian women in
Western and Russian cultural discourses and master narratives, this study explores the
consequences and effects of particular modes of representation in a concrete historical
and localized situation. It demonstrates how the notion of femininity has been
exaggerated into social constructions of gender and race, and how the frozen concepts
regarding the feminine and the masculine attributes of Circassians have led to a
proliferation of certain images and stereotypes. These constructions are then juxtaposed
with the images of women created by Circassian women themselves to reveal the major
differences in the conceptualization of their identities.
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Although this study focuses mainly on the continuous construction of Circassian
female identities and the sites of their production, it explores a wide range of issues
including colonial fantasy, the colonial gaze, colonial desire, “white” slavery, the
coloniality of gender, tricksterism, border being and thinking. I will also investigate
contemporary cultural reconstruction projects undertaken by national elites in their
deliberate efforts to re-define the Circassian “feminine ideal” and to reshape national
identities. By focusing on the representations of Circassian women, this study attempts to
position women in these processes of construction, and explores issues of representation
through an eclectic set of literary and artistic texts.
The first part of my dissertation focuses on master narratives or dominant Western
and Russian cultural narratives as it explores the politics and aesthetics of literary and
visual representations of Circassian women from the early modern period to the end of
the nineteenth century. With a focus on gender and race, it strives to illuminate the
ideological distortions of the indigenous traditions that took place in the Caucasus. Many
local histories, including the history of Circassians, manifested feminocratic traditions,
gender egalitarianism and a lack of fixed gender divisions. 2 Traces of these alternative
relations and models can still be found in these cultures, but they were almost erased in
the collective memory, and are hard to restore. There were too many layers of radical
forms of colonization in the Caucasus that interacted with each other, erasing these
alternative forms of relations. Madina Tlostanova, a decolonial scholar, argues that
Western and Russian modernity is largely responsible for the ideological distortions
through which “the whole histories of peoples were erased and rewritten, depriving them
of any links with the past and methodically eliminating any subversive sources linked
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with passive and active resistance to colonization and reexistence and being in spite of
everything.” 3
Contrary to the Muslim women of the Middle East and Central Asia, who largely
remained invisible and impenetrable for the European colonizers, Circassian women
occupied the most central position in the imperial-colonial history and imagination. The
great freedom and respect that the Circassian woman was able to enjoy in her native
culture was misrepresented and misinterpreted by the Western, and Russian
commentators alike, who automatically imposed on Circassians the gender hierarchy of
their own societies. Ironically, the discourses of colonial modernity that twisted the
identity of Circassian woman and “liberated” her from the “barbaric” native traditions
and patriarchy led to her objectification, erotization and exotization, ultimately creating
and empowering the patriarchal structures within the native culture.
The present study demonstrates how the images and stories of Circassian women
have been filtered through a double lens, first through a Western European, then through
a Russian/Soviet imperial lens, after the region came under the total control of the
Russian Empire in 1864. This led to a multiplicity of conflicting and contradictory
images of Circassians, and particularly of Circassian women, circulating at the time.
Identifying the agents of these constructions and distinguishing the ideological goals that
they intended, or unintentionally served, is one of the major goals of this study.
One of the key questions that I examine in this part of my dissertation is how
travelogues (starting from the early modern period), the visual arts, the wildly popular
literature of Romanticism, as well as the emerging life sciences, physical anthropology,
and in particular comparative anatomy, contributed to the invention and circulation of
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certain myths pertaining to the cultural identity of Circassians, that even today are being
recycled without a proper reexamination in contemporary Circassian nationalistic
discourses. I will scrutinize the imperialistic, racist, nationalistic, and other influential
currents behind these dominant cultural narratives, and demonstrate how seemingly
contradictory and competing projects were built upon and reinforced each other. In
particular, I will closely examine the construction and perpetuation of the “Circassian
beauty” myth in the context of Orientalism and in emerging nineteenth-century theories
on race and gender, as well as this myth’s connection to “white” slavery and colonialism.
Race is a fundamental concept in the shaping of the modern/colonial imaginary. Racism
(as discriminating against darker skin color and privileging “whiteness”) and patriarchy
as both a creation and legacy of Eurocentrism are integral components of the Circassian
beauty myth as well.
In its chronological distribution, from the early modern accounts to the late
nineteenth century texts, the literature of this period displays an evident shift in the
representations of Circassian women from being an exotic (sexualized) “curiosity” to an
oriental Beauty and an oversexualized slave. This representational shift is also evident in
the context of racial classifications. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
Circassians found themselves at the center of scientific debates on race and racial
categories, and the Circassian Beauty myth was written into the earliest definitions of
race as a scientific category. The invention of racial hierarchies in the nineteenth century
led to two completely opposite racial “definitions” of Circassians, testifying to the idea
that the invention of race was a highly imaginative process. All the while Circassians
figured prominently in the Western discourses as representatives of a beautiful, superior
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“Caucasian” race, and later became known as “blacks” in Russian colonial and neocolonial discourses.
The image of the Circassian woman as an exotic beauty and as a sexual slave
“destined to fill the harems of Constantinople” 4 was one of the most powerful constructs
produced and forced upon her by European men of letters. This image was created by
using an unchangeable set of fixed traits, or analogies that came to be associated with
Circassian women who were often depicted as concubines in Ottoman harems. There is a
complex interplay that unfolds between the analogies or markers that came to define the
Circassian woman in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Western and Russian imperial
discourses: for example the analogy between the slave status of the Circassian woman,
her beauty, as well as references to her as a child, as subjected to the cruelty of Circassian
and Turkish men – in contrast, the European/the Western men presented themselves as
liberators and as “civilized.”
Similar to other colonial peoples, the Circassian colonial bodies were represented
through a set of images and interpretations which were forced upon them and often stuck,
even if these imported symbols were entirely arbitrary. Almost exclusively projected
from the male imagination, these images were highly gendered, sexualized, and
racialized. Circassians were depicted as primitive, tribal, and frozen in a nebulous past. In
terms of the Circassian woman, the reader/viewer was often presented with an image of
erotic bodies either veiled or naked on public display and open to public comments – a
commodity and/or a helpless victim. Circassian men were also often vilified or
stereotyped.
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Literature played a major role in constructing and producing these images,
revealing close links between imperialism and textuality. 5 Encountering unfamiliar
spaces and peoples, Europeans produced an array of texts in which they made every
effort to decipher, describe, define, and interpret these peoples and lands, often imposing
their own ideas and ideals to new and unfamiliar contexts. These texts, often infused with
imperial ideas and embellished with imaginative and rhetorical devices, assumed
authoritative power and performed, symbolically, the act of taking possession and
control. Thus, the literature and visual arts of that period played a major role in the
process of representation creating “channels for the exchange of the colonial images and
ideals.” 6 The figures of speech through which travelers and colonizers pictured the exotic
lands and peoples were developed through a process of reiteration and re-borrowing, into
conventions of comprehending the “others.” As the postcolonial literary critic Elleke
Boehmer puts it:
In literature, as in colonialist politics, one of the most significant aspects of
European self-projection was its representation of the people who inhabited
the lands they claimed: the natives, the colonized, the subaltern. They too
were interpreted by way of metaphoric or…stereotypic reproduction. The
familiar labels at once marked and masked the unsettling strangeness that
colonized peoples represented. (Boehmer, 75)
In other words, the Europeans created taxonomies, or generic descriptions of the
natives denying them their individuality and subjectivity. Through these descriptions
the natives were “known” and were taught to know themselves; they became
powerful mechanisms for overriding the local experiences.
The great number of existing sources suggests that there is a long tradition of
eroticizing Circassians in the art, literature, and popular culture of Russia, Europe, and
America, resulting in the construction of a perception of Circassian women as epitomes
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of female beauty and sexuality. The physical beauty of the Circassians, particularly of
Circassian women, was indeed the subject that dominated both fictional and non-fictional
narratives of that period. The Western and Russian construction of the Caucasus and its
inhabitants as part of a mythic “Orient” differed, however, in some respects. While
subjected first to the western forms of orientalism described in Edward Said’s study
Orientalism (1978), the Caucasus, when it became “Russia’s Orient,” was also subjected
to a “secondary orientalism,” reflecting and distorting the western originals in the
Russian cultural and mental space. This resulted in the production of more complex
orientalist constructs that were “built on the principle of double mirror reflections, on the
copying of western orientalism with a slight deviation and…with a carefully hidden,
often unconscious feeling that Russia itself is a form of a mystic and mythic Orient for
the West.” 7
Chapter 2 of my dissertation focuses on the representations of Circassian women
in travel accounts. The European and American travelers to the Caucasus extolled the
beauty of Circassian women; their representations of the place and people, their ideas and
images informed popular opinion and influenced later conceptions of the Caucasus and
its people. I will focus particularly on the concepts of gender and race that were
fundamental to the workings of the Western imperialism.
Chapter 3 examines the dialectical encounter between imperial Russia and its
Caucasian Others in the texts of Aleksander Pushkin (1799-1837), Mikhail Lermontov
(1814-1841), and Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910). It aims at deconstructing the colonial
discourse and the Orientalized images of Circassian women in nineteenth-century
Russian canonical literature through the prism of “secondary Orientalism” and “imperial
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difference.” According to Tlostanova, Russia’s complicated colonial-imperial
configuration has helped to create a “caricature secondary Orientalism” in Russia’s
colonies in the Caucasus and Central Asia:
The very encoding of Caucasus as part of the prototypical Orient –
biologically inferior, culturally backwards and forever fixed and fallen out of
history, which we can clearly see in the art, memoirs, and particularly in
Russian nineteenth century fiction, signalizes the deep interiorization in the
Russian imperial consciousness of the borrowed European discourses,
including the Orientalist clichés. (Tlostanova 2008, 2)
Similar to the Western colonial writers, who supported colonial expansion and were
engaged in “colonial fantasies,” the Russian Romantic writers used their literary texts as a
forum for extolling Russian military might and praising Russia’s evolving status as an
imperial power. 8 The representation of “the native woman” within the Russian colonial
discourse as the exotic “other,” sexual, sensual and attractive, clearly stems from the
European tradition. Circassian women, as is often the case with colonized subjects, were
framed, often simultaneously, as innocents in need of protection, as “primitives” in need
of civilizing, and as deviants. The resulting construction of gender difference during the
colonization of the Caucasus helped to construct and maintain the ideological, economic,
and political power of colonizing elites.
In both Pushkin’s and Lermontov’s writings about the Caucasus, we find a plot of
cross-cultural romance between the Russian protagonist and the Circassian female
character. Such narratives are typical of colonial texts that represent the conflict between
the colonizer and the colonized in terms of cross-cultural or cross-racial affairs. However,
in Russian canonical texts such “romances” never culminate in a “happy relationship” or
in an inter-cultural marriage. The Circassian female character is always being erased
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from the narrative – she ends up dying, either by taking her own life, or at the hands of
her own “barbaric” countrymen.
All these nineteenth and eighteenth-century texts and images helped to create and
sustain a body of knowledge that Edward Said coined as Orientalism, a discourse or a
“systematic discipline by which European culture was able to manage, and even produce,
the Orient politically, sociologically, militarily, ideologically, scientifically and
imaginatively during the post-Enlightenment period.” 9 Said’s breakthrough in
Orientalism became the groundwork for a revision of colonial writings, enabling scores
of intellectuals and scholars from post-colonial societies to “write back” to the empire in
an attempt “to correct the Western canon and its versions of truth.” 10 Part of this counterdiscourse that revises the relations between the colonizer and the colonized is the process
of de-orientalizing and de-mythologizing the native people.
Part Two of my dissertation closely examines three literary works by
contemporary women writers who challenge the objectified portrayals of Circassian
women and the constructions of otherness in Western and Russian colonial discourse. In
my analysis, I consider three decolonial/postmodern literary texts by Circassian women
writers: Dina Damian’s autobiographical novel I Am a Stranger in Your World, (2006), 11
Dina Arma’s autobiographical novel The Road Home (2009), 12 and a play written by the
Circassian poet and playwright Zarina Kanukova The Bridge (2006). 13 These works
demonstrate an increasing interest in the depiction of feminine consciousness in
Circassian literature and mark the beginning of the feminist tradition in such genres as
novel and drama, which have been historically relegated to men. All these writers
participate in Circassian women’s self-inscription into the historical process by
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positioning themselves both as subjects and objects of their histories. They are not just
authors, but also literary critics and public figures who produce theories and challenge the
perceived notions and stereotypical representations of Circassian women. These authors
introduce a new subjectivity, a new interpretation of self as they see it through their own
eyes and self-representations. These women often cross boundaries in their own lives and
their literary works in order to expose new ways of viewing the other and the self, or the
other as the self, and to reclaim their experiences and their representations through their
work. Some of the questions that I will attempt to answer in Part Two include: How do
indigenous women-writers frame and articulate their relationship to the gendered and
racialized histories of Circassian women in a (post)colonial and post-Soviet context?
How do they address colonial experience and representation? What are the modes of selfrepresentation and how are colonial language and imagery (re)appropriated, or not, by
contemporary Circassian women writers? To what extent do Circassian women resist,
revise, or transgress old ideologies and representations, and in what ways do they
reinforce such discursive constructs? To the extent that they revise or rebel against old
representations, what new models do they offer, and how do these new models, tied to
current Circassian political and cultural projects, raise problems and contradictions of
their own?
Through my analysis of Circassian literary and artistic works, especially women’s
literature, I intend to shift the focus from the dominance of Western and Russian
perspectives and, instead, foreground both Circassian women’s literature and history. The
majority of critical studies to date are focused on Western and Russian perceptions of
Circassians. Studies that introduce the Circassian perspective are needed in order to
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develop comparative work and for the dialogical relationship between Western/Russian
and Circassian perspectives to evolve. My interest in this topic is closely connected to the
history and cultural politics in contemporary Circassian and Russian (post-Soviet)
society. This project draws on the example of Circassian women in order to demonstrate
how cultural and national identities of the present, as in the past, are constructed through
works of imagination and eyewitness accounts; and how the myths of the Caucasus –
created, interrogated and ultimately sustained by European and American travelers, poets,
artists, and showmen, as well as Russian canonical writers and poets – became a very real
part of the contemporary identities of the people of the Caucasus. This topic will be
explored through various cultural forms: literature (fiction and travel), art, and media
imagery.
Finally, in my Conclusion, I summarize the effects of the politics of
representation on contemporary Circassian identities and discuss some of the ways, in
which the gendered histories of Circassian women may be rewritten by taking into
account indigenous cosmologies, ethics, and epistemologies.
Since the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, there has been an enormous
increase in interest in ex-socialist countries with a focus mostly on the political and
economic transformations. Unfortunately, not much has been said about the impact of
economic and political changes on social transformations and upon culture in particular.
While the changing role, status, and position of women did not constitute a main area of
concern in the increasing body of literature in post-Soviet studies, the position of Eastern
European and Russian women has, nevertheless, received relatively more interest than
the post-Soviet situation and the experiences of women in the North Caucasus. 14
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Circassian women remain largely invisible in contemporary discourses on class,
race, gender, and identity, and the narratives of Circassian women writers (discussed in
Part Two) that attempt to rewrite the history of culture in terms which acknowledge the
presence, the influence, and the oppression of Circassian women is a significant
development in that respect. Effacing the Circassian natives, or ignoring their voices, as it
is stands in contemporary Russia, means denying these groups their rights to their history,
their culture, and ultimately their identity.

Circassians: Past and Present (Historical Overview)
The Caucasus has long been one of the most linguistically and culturally diverse
regions on earth. Throughout history, the area has been less a border than a blending
zone of various cultures and religions. From antiquity and until the modern era, the
Caucasus has remained a contested territory located at the crossroads of civilizations. It
has been a zone of intense interest of various empires including the Roman, the Persian,
the Ottoman, and the Russian Empires (Figure 1).
Since antiquity, the Caucasus has played a central role in the European
imagination. It has been considered as the “cradle of civilization” in many early modern
narratives – historical narratives drawn from the Bible, classical mythology, and folklore
made the region appealing to Europeans for the construction of their identity. The close
affinities that existed between the Caucasus and Greek civilization are supported by the
mythological tales that spoke of Prometheus chained to a rock in the Caucasus, and Jason
who found the Golden Fleece and met Medea in the Caucasus. All of these markers
served as a justification for Europeans to locate the origin of European identity in that
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region. The racial theories that emerged in Europe in the eighteenth century identified the
people of the Caucasus, more specifically Circassians and Georgians, as the most racially
pure, the most “white and beautiful.” This point is, of course, questioned by
contemporary scholars, and I will address this topic in chapter two.
The region has evolved over time and experienced numerous transformations.
Today, the North Caucasus is a very complex and fascinating region that is populated by
a myriad of indigenous ethnic groups, including the Chechens, the Ingush, the Ossets,
and the Daghestanis, who primarily occupy the eastern part of the North Caucasus; and
the Circassians (the Adyghe), the Balkars and the Karachais, who occupy the central and
western parts of the North Caucasus. After the collapse of the Soviet Union – unlike the
South Caucasian republics of Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan that gained their
independence and assumed a true postcolonial status – the North Caucasian republics
(Adygeya, Kabardino-Balkaria, Karachaevo-Cherkessia, Chechnya, Ingushetia, and
Dagestan) have remained within Russia’s borders and its sphere of influence (Figure 3).
The North Caucasus has become Russia’s new frontier. The region currently continues to
exhibit political and economic instability and social unrest in response to its
marginalization and continuous demonization in contemporary Russian discourses, as the
ethnic populations strive to maintain their indigenous identities and preserve their cultural
heritage.
Circassians are the aborigines of the Northwestern Caucasus and have been
present in the Caucasus region for thousands of years. Situated between the Black and the
Caspian Seas, the Caucasus forms “a majestic natural fortress between the two
continents, Asia and Europe… It always played a role far transcending its borders and
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has always been the point where ancient civilizations of the East and West met, mingled,
and exchanged their ideas, knowledge, and products.” 15 In its more recent history, the
area has served as a meeting place and crossroads for trade and conquest for various
empires – the Arabic Caliphate, the Crimean Khanate, and the Mongol, Ottoman, and
Russian Empires. The Circassians form one part of this culturally diverse landscape, and
their history has been shaped by these interactions. Circassians, who resided historically
in the western (Black Sea region) and central parts of the North Caucasus, were
organized into tribes and clans and lived by a code of behavior known as Khabza, which
stressed honor, hospitality, and respect for women and elders, as well as egalitarianism
and liberty. 16 This ethos helped Circassians, who were renowned for their warrior
prowess, to successfully defeat every major power that passed through their mountainous
region, including the armies of Attila the Hun and the Mongols. Khabza and their native
language Adygabza also allowed the Circassians to preserve their identity (Bgazhnokov,
6-9).
Circassian tribes were considered to be the leading tribes of the Caucasus up until
the end of the eighteenth century. They had many smaller mountain tribes as their own
subjects, and since they were essentially a larger and less isolated group among other
indigenous groups, Circassians extended their influence not only within the Caucasus
region, but far beyond. Circassians, for example, dominated the ranks of the Mamluks, a
caste of elite soldiers who were taken from the Caucasus, usually bought as slaves, and
dispatched across the Muslim world during the Middle Ages. In Egypt, they even became
rulers by establishing their own dynasty in 1381 when Barquq became the first Circassian
sultan. The Circassian Mamluks were distinguished by their military prowess, and
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defeated many armies, including the awe-inspiring Mongols under Tamerlane (13361405). 17 The rule of the Circassian Mamluk dynasty in Egypt lasted 135 years. It came to
an end in 1517, when the Ottoman sultan Selim I overthrew the last Mamluk ruler,
Tuman Bey, and took Cairo (Jaimoukha, 57). The Mamluks played a key role in the
architectural and cultural development of much of the Middle East and North Africa. The
history of the Circassian Mamluks and their involvement in the advancement of preOttoman Muslim civilization is relevant, because it testifies to the degree in which
Circassians participated in global economic and political circuits during the pre-modern
and pre-colonial period. It throws a new light on the issue of “slavery” and its practice by
the Western powers during the colonial period (namely the Atlantic slave trade, which I
will discuss in chapter 2). As I mentioned earlier, Circassian Mamluks were Circassian
boys who had been bought as slaves and carried out primarily military functions. By
using their advanced military skills and an innate aristocratic etiquette, they were
eventually able to penetrate the highest power structures in foreign lands. In addition to
this tradition of joining the armies of various countries, Circassians repeatedly
intermarried with the ruling dynasties of Egypt, the Ottoman Empire, Russia, and the
Crimean and the Astrakhan Khanates.
The Russian-Circassian relations began as early as the sixteenth century with the
marriage of Ivan IV (the Terrible) to the Circassian princess Kuchenei (Guashenei in
Circassian) in 1561. Baptized as Maria, the daughter of the Kabardian prince Temriuk
Idar, became the wife of the first “Tsar of All the Russias.” This started the rise of the
Cherkassky dynasty that was prominent in the Russian government and the army. 18 In
1567, the first Russian military fort was built in the region and settled with free Cossacks,
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in order to protect the interests of Prince Temriuk, Ivan IV’s father-in-law. According to
Michael Khodorkovsky, the building of Fort Terk (Terki, Terksii gorodok), the first
Russian fort in the Caucasus, initiated Russian expansion into the region, which was
primarily driven by geopolitical interests. 19 Temriuk, who relied heavily on the Russian
military and Ivan’s personal commitment to him, requested the fort to be built, in order to
protect him from both his rivals in Kabarda and the Crimean khan.
In the sixteenth century, Circassians (mainly Kabardian princes) began to play a
major role in Russia’s political and cultural life. They married into the Romanov ruling
dynasty and Russian aristocratic clans, and occupied high-ranking positions in the Boyar
Duma under Ivan IV (the Terrible; 1530-1584), Peter the Great (1672-1725), and
Catherine II (the Great; 1729-1796). According to Paul Bushkovitch, “Circassian princes,
major political figures, relatives of the Romanov tsars, and the single richest boyar clan in
the country, constituted a distinct group in the Russian elite of the seventeenth century
that maintained at least some Circassian traditions and identity” (Bushkovitch, 10).
However, as Bushkovitch points out in his article, the role of non-Russians in the Russian
elite essentially became a non-subject in the literature for the whole period of Russian
and Soviet history:
For the earlier centuries of Russian history, non-Russians among the ruling
elite are virtually invisible. Historians of those ages are aware that many
boyars came from Lithuania, the Tatar Khanates, the Nogais, and the
Circassians but the assumption is always that of instant assimilation. They
figure in the narrative like any other Russian boyars. (10-11)
Thus, Circassians became effaced or “omitted” from the history of Russian state and their
role was deemphasized. The history of Circassian-Russian realtions also highlights the
fact that some Circassians, especially the representatives of the elites, were fully
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incorporated into the Russian culture; they were very loyal to the various Russian tsars.
And, in the nineteenth century, during the Russian conquest of the Caucasus, some
Circassians even participated in the military campaigns against their own people, whereas
others fiercely resisted the Russian colonization. According to Charles King, Circassians
present an “unusual case of the dynamics of conquest,” because they were among the first
to pledge allegiance to the tsar and remained loyal throughout the period of Russian
conquest. But, at the same time, there were those who consistently resisted Russian rule –
“in many ways the Circassians were both the first and the last of the Caucasus peoples to
be fully incorporated into the Russian state.” 20
Russia’s advance in the region resumed with Peter the Great whose campaign in
the Caucasus in 1722 was not very successful. At the time, Russia was weaker than the
local powers in the Caucasus who were patronized by the Ottomans and the Safavids.
Russian expansion in the Caucasus continued more forcefully under Catherine II. During
this period the military conquest of Circassian territories began. In 1763, within a year of
her accession to the throne, Catherine asserted the Russian claim to Kabarda (Eastern
Circassia) by erecting the fortress of Mozdok, which led to the Russo-Ottoman War of
1768-74 and a fourteen-year-long struggle (1765-79) with the population of Kabarda.
During these years and beyond, Prince Potemkin, Catherine’s main aid and partner,
extended the existing defense line on the Terek river westward up to the Black Sea and
thus established the famous “Caucasian Line” from which the conquest of the Caucasus
was launched. The purpose of this Line, wrote Potemkin to his Empress, was to
…bar the mountain peoples of different names…from those areas to be exploited
by our subjects; [those areas] which by their conditions facilitate the
establishment of wine vats, silk and paper mills, sheep, goat and horse husbandry,
fruit gardening and cereal farming. […] It also opens up a way to penetrate into
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those mountains… and in due course exploit their deposits and minerals. 21
[emphasis added]
Potemkin’s narrative demonstrates that if in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
Russia was primarily driven by its geopolitical goals, in the eighteenth century it also had
clear economic interests in the region, exhibiting features typical of other colonial
empires. Tsarist Russia’s imperialist ambitions in the Caucasus became a great threat to
all of the mountain people. They had never dealt before with such a systematic, persistent
attempt to conquer and control their territory as Russia continued to fortify and settle
their lands. Circassians attacked Russian forts and raided the settlements that were
situated on their former pasture lands. They repeatedly affirmed that their region had long
been independent, and not a part of the Ottoman Empire, and that the sultan therefore had
no right to cede their territory to the tsar, as he seemed to have done under the terms of
the Treaty of Kutchuk-Kainardji, which ended the Russo-Turkish War (1768-74).
The fragmented Circassian society needed to unify in order to deal with so large a
threat. For some groups, such as the Chechens and the Dagestanis, Islam and certain
spiritual leaders (Imams Mansur and Shamil) fulfilled that role, as they started their “holy
war” against the Russian colonizers. The majority of Circassians, however, resisted
joining the anti-colonial struggle “under the banner of Islam:” the culture of Islam was
still alien to them, with the exception of the Circassian nobility that had various ties to the
Persians, the Ottomans, the Crimean khans, and other major powers in the region. Over
time, the Circassian tribes began to organize themselves more efficiently. Encouraged by
David Urquhart 22, the English diplomat and the well-known Circassophile, Circassians
declared independence in 1836, and a national flag (with a green background, twelve
gold stars, and three crossed golden arrows) was adopted as one of the symbols of
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independence. Although Urquhart failed to convince the British government to support
the Circassian’s claims to independence, he did help to consolidate political and military
forces in the region – including his efforts to persuade Circassian tribal leaders to take an
oath of allegiance to a common cause (King 2007, 249), which might have prolonged the
Circassian resistance to the Russian colonial conquest.
The Circassians resisted Russian imperialism for a hundred-year period of bloody
wars until they exhausted themselves and all their resources. Tsarist Russia felt it almost
impossible to subdue the Circassian tribes during its long military campaign in the
Caucasus and used various tactics to defeat the indigenous population. Russian
authorities barred Circassian imports via the Black Sea, restricted trade of any sort,
especially in food, weapons, and salt, and razed villages in order to starve out the locals.
After Circassians were finally subdued in 1864 in the last battle at Sochi, the majority of
them were forced into exile to the Ottoman Empire, and Russians, Cossacks, and
Armenians were sent to the North Caucasus to settle the emptied territories along the
Black Sea shore. The remaining Circassian population, which was less than one percent
of its previous size, was displaced into the mountainous regions. The following note,
which suggests the end of the tsarist campaign to conquer the Northwestern Caucasus
(Circassia), was found in the correspondence of the Main Staff of the Caucasus Army:
In this year of 1864 a deed has been accomplished almost without precedent
in history: not one of the mountaineer inhabitants remains in their former
places of residence, and measures are being taken to cleanse the region in
order to prepare it for the new Russian population. 23
Adolph Berzhe, a Russian historian and one of the officers in the colonial administration
of Prince Mikhail Vorontsov, the viceroy of the Caucasus, was an eyewitness to the
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suffering of Circassians in the grim Black Sea camps, from which they were deported to
the Ottoman Empire:
I shall never forget the overwhelming impression made on me by the
mountaineers in Novorossiisk Bay, where about seventeen thousands of them
were gathered on the shore. The late, inclement and cold time of year, the almost
complete absence of means of subsistence and the epidemics of typhus and
smallpox raging among them made their situation desperate. And indeed, whose
heart would not be touched on seeing, for example, the already stiff corpse of a
young Circassian woman lying in rags on the damp ground under the open sky
with two infants, one struggling in his death-throes while the other sought to
assuage his hunger at his dead mother’s breast. And I saw not a few such
scenes. 24
Justifying Russia’s “civilizing mission” in the Caucasus, a Russian prince named
Kochubei, a Tatar by origin, compared the Circassians to the American Indians, by which
he also suggested the Europeanized self-proclaimed image of the Russian colonizer as a
“pioneer of the South:” “These Circassians are just like your American Indians – as
untamable and uncivilized, and, owing to their natural energy of character, only
extermination would keep them quite.” 25
The genocidal treatment of Circassians by the Russian imperial administration has
been very well documented in many sources (the majority of them Russian); however,
Russia still denies the facts and holds on to the old imperialist myths. The memory of
these events is persistent and contributes to the uneasy relationship between the Russian
state and the Circassian population to this day. The majority of Circassians agree that the
exile methods employed by Russian military commanders and colonial administrators
amounted to genocide. 26 But the fact that the Russian empire perpetrated genocide
against the Circassian population is invisible to most Russians. There are, for instance, no
monuments commemorating the victims and the memory of those events on the Black
Sea shore and in the Sochi area, but there are many monuments to the Russian imperial
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generals, who participated in the “conquest” and who were known for their particular
cruelty towards the local population. The official attitude of the Russian state towards
these events today is characterized by both non-memory, i.e. by the repression of
historical facts and cultural memories, and by the romanticized reproductions of the past.
The repression and falsification of Circassian history is maintained at the highest official
levels and is disseminated through the educational institutions – through textbooks that
favor the narratives of Circassians “voluntarily joining” the Russian state and the rhetoric
of the “empty lands” that emphasizes how the colonists came to settle the empty
territories. 27 The colonization of Circassia and the anti-colonial struggle of Circassians
that lasted more than one hundred years (1763-1864) have left a strong imprint on
Circassian culture. Circassians have lost most of their territory and population. This
common traumatic experience has played a significant role in the emergence of
Circassian nationalism by strengthening unity among Circassians.
Almost immediately after its success in the Caucasus, the tsarist empire was
overthrown by the Bolsheviks in 1917. The Soviet leaders faced new challenges in
incorporating this incredibly ethnically and linguistically diverse region into the Soviet
state, especially since these people had joined the Russian state through colonization and
imperialism. In fact, the Soviets continued an imperialist agenda by implementing
“divide and rule” tactics – they cut off different groups from one another, in order to keep
the region weak and unstable. The fragmentation was practiced to its fullest, with the new
administration creating micro-nationalities of the tribal type. As part of the Soviet
nationality policy, Circassians were divided into several autonomous units under different
names, and separate literary languages were created based on the dialects (Figure 2).
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Furthermore, the Arabic script was changed to Cyrillic; Circassians along with other
Caucasians were forced to form a linguistic bond with the Russian-speaking Soviet
administration. 28 Thus, the Soviet state maintained the imperialistic attitude towards its
non-Russian population, albeit using different tactics. The strategy was either to alienate
and demonize the unfamiliar or to assimilate it.
Despite all these events, vocal Circassian nationalist movements emerged during
this time, only to be brutally suppressed by Stalinist purges. The national idea and the
Circassian national movement that briefly emerged in the beginning of the twentieth
century did not thrive and did not lead to a true postcolonial situation, as in other places.
As a result of Russian and Soviet imperial policies, nowadays more Circassians live
outside their homeland: they are widely dispersed in regions as far apart as the Middle
East and the United States. The largest Circassian diaspora population, the descendants of
those expelled from the Caucasus during the Russian colonial conquest of the nineteenth
century, is located in Turkey (an estimated 5-6 million). Circassians who remained in
their homeland (around one million) now live in three small republics of Russia’s North
Caucasus: Kabardino-Balkaria, Karachaevo-Cherkessia, and Adygeia. Together with
other (Turkic) ethnic groups such as Balkars and Karachais, they form titular nations in
those republics. The Soviet regime’s “divide and rule” approach to the Circassian nation
left them divided among four subjects of the Russian Federation.
The next wave of Circassian nationalism arose only after the collapse of the
Soviet state, and it assumed a global character by mobilizing the more than five million
strong Circassian diaspora with the goal of decolonizing the Circassian homeland and
unifying the scattered nation. The breakup of the Soviet Union and the collapse of its
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political and ideological hegemony, that is, the lifting of controls over movement and
communication, facilitated the revival of what was perceived to be a shared Circassian
identity. This involved the establishment of cultural ties between the Circassians
(Kabardians, Adygei, and Cherkess) living in the above-mentioned republics within
Russia, but separated by administrative borders, as well as the links with Circassians
living in diasporic communities all over the world. However, the search for a new
Circassian identity has not proved to be easy. Seteney Shami, an expert on Circassian
diaspora issues, has pointed out that there is no homogeneous, unified conception of a
Circassian identity today, even among those who live in the Caucasus – “the homeland
that the Caucasus presents to its diasporic descendants is itself a fragmented and
contested terrain. Circassians within the Caucasus are scattered, divided by borders,
interspersed with other ethnic groups and have experienced successive displacements and
exile.” 29 The post-Soviet Russian government has made it clear that it will block any
effort to unite the Circassian territories into a common homeland. Circassians living both
in their homeland and in the diaspora have gone through a painful, but ultimately
transformational, interaction with and adaptation to different cultures. This long history
of displacement that has formed and transformed Circassian identities complicates the
notions of home and exile, of self and other (Shami 2000, 191).

Forging a Contemporary Circassian National Identity
The questions that Circassians worldwide ask today are: How can one regain and
maintain a unified Circassian national identity and culture? What are the symbols that
hold Circassian identity together? Is the religious dimension important in constructing a
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new Circassian identity? The turn back towards Islam in the Caucasus following the
collapse of the Soviet Union has taken different forms in the different republics and at
different moments in the two decades since the collapse of the Soviet ideology. In fact,
the Soviet system was not so thoroughly anti-Islamic as it has often been imagined, and
the post-Soviet regimes and societies have not abandoned the secularist vision and
suspicion of religion which they inherited from the Soviet system. Islam is being
reimagined as a tool for making a better society, while it is also imagined as a potentially
destabilizing threat, an ambivalence that is felt by those among the population who were
formerly being pushed toward atheism and who are now being pushed toward
“moderate,” “local,” pro-regime Islam. Circassians practiced a “hybrid” form of Islam
that incorporated many so-called pagan traditions; now they are pushed toward more
“pure” forms of Islam. Some Circassians are resisting this trend and calling for the rebirth
of their own local spiritual legacies.
Circassian society today is clearly facing the challenges of the (post)imperial
predicament, which always brings to the surface the issues and problems of identity,
particularly of national and gender identity. Circassian communities are overwhelmed by
the imperative to forge a modern understanding of “self.” This search for “self” which
was shaped by the Russian/Soviet imperial contexts arises in the post-Soviet space with
an increasing force in which ethnicity emerges as a powerful marker of identity.
In recent years, the Circassian national movement has become an increasingly
important phenomenon in the political and cultural life of the North Caucasus and Russia,
as well as other countries, such as Turkey, Syria, Israel, Germany, and the United States,
where large and active Circassian diasporas resides. The movement has a cultural and a
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political dimension, as it mobilizes young Circassians around the globe; it crosses
geographical borders and gender barriers. The movement has acquired an international
profile, when during the last Winter Olympics in Vancouver a group of young
Circassians, mainly from the U.S. Diaspora, protested against the 2014 Sochi Olympic
Games calling attention to unresolved conflicts and the historical grievances of the
Circassians living in the homeland (North Caucasus) and around the world (Circassian
diaspora). One of the most vocal protesters was a young American-Circassian woman
dressed in a national dress and holding a megaphone in her hands who became a symbol
of the Circassian national movement (Figure 4). She was voicing concerns of the
Circassian people and promoting awareness of the situation that 90% of Circassians live
outside of Sochi and that many perished as a result of the Russian imperial colonization
of the region, classifying those actions as genocide against Circassians. The pro-Kremlin
mass media immediately disregarded this peaceful demonstration as a group of antiRussian protesters who had “terrorized the Russian Dom in Vancouver during the last
Winter Olympics” and as having been brain-washed by American organizations, such as
The Jamestown Foundation. 30
The recent actions of the Russian government that divided the North Caucasus
into two federal districts in place of the existing one district led to a further fragmentation
of ethnic Circassians who now live in three republics and two federal districts. In
response to these actions, Circassian nationalists proposed to eliminate these artificial
ethno-territorial divisions imposed first under Stalin and to unify the Circassians under a
single federal subject. 31 The insensitivity of the Russian government to the “Circassian
question” and to the overall needs and interests of the people of the North Caucasus
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sparked discontent among Circassians worldwide. All of this suggests that the Circassian
movement is actively reemerging as a transnational phenomenon and becoming a
pressing issue on the political agenda. It also suggests that the Circassians are currently
standing at crossroads, at a critical juncture in their history, as several processes are
unfolding at once. Some of these processes are of a geopolitical and economic nature, and
others are related closely to globalization processes and cultural identity issues.
Circassians today recognize the primacy of culture in identity-formation and the urgent
need to save their disappearing culture. The Circassian language among other languages
of the Northern Caucasus is named by UNESCO as one of the endangered languages of
the world.
The activization of the Circassian transnational movement opened the doors for a
rethinking of many aspects of the political, social, and cultural life of Circassians. Among
these changes, the role and the status of Circassian women in the society is undergoing
substantial questioning and revision. How is this revision of old roles and models
unfolding in today’s Circassian national culture? What kinds of new representations of
Circassian women’s roles and places in the family, nation, and world are being produced?
What is the impact of political and economic changes upon social transformations, in
particular how they affected the women in the North Caucasus? As representatives of
marginalized groups in Russia, as well as in other countries of residence, how do
Circassians manage to transform the public space in such a way that their own
particularity can be realized?
Thus, Circassians find themselves in a precarious situation, in a kind of cultural
predicament: they experience the conditions of an uprooted culture, of severe cultural
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breakdown, of historical discontinuity, and feel the necessity to reconstruct their history,
their language, and even their faith. The sense of lost authenticity forces Circassian
nationalists, scholars, writers and artists to turn to the older images and representations
found in Western/European sources, and to adopt them without a proper re-examination
of these images, leading to a dangerous process of internalization of these superficially
constructed and highly stereotyped images.
The efforts by contemporary Circassian ethnic scholars/elites to reconstruct a
unified Circassian identity by using numerous references to Circassia and Circassians that
appear frequently in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century travelogues, anthropological
studies and literary texts, has led to the perpetuation of some of the myths of the past.
Victor Schnirelman, an expert in ethnopolitics and cultural identity issues, emphasizes in
his works the crucial role that images of the past play in the national and nationalistic
discourses in the North Caucasus. According to Shnirelman the “value of the past” in the
Caucasus becomes tremendous, as it is extensively invoked to provide identities in the
present. 32
One of the myths of the past that is being revitalized and popularized by the
Circassian national elites today as a celebration of the Circassian woman is the
“Circassian beauty” myth. The Circassian Beauty, attributed to the women of the
Caucasus, is a historical image of idealized feminine aesthetics that has prevailed in
Orientalist literature, art, and knowledge production. 33 This myth, constructed by
Europeans in the nineteenth century within the orientalist discourse, has become relevant
to the discourses about contemporary gender and ethnic/cultural identity. In my view, this
is a critical development, as it fosters the revival of the many stereotypes attached to the
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image of the “Circassian beauty” and covertly re-introduces the same sets of patriarchal
values which emphasize that a woman’s most important qualities are her beauty and
femininity, and, ultimately, resurrects the old patriarchal ideology of repression and
control. This is especially true for the societies in the Caucasus which since the colonial
period have gradually started to adhere to a patriarchal social order, in which social roles
depend upon gender, and collective stereotypes tend to dominate the lives and decisions
of individuals.
One of the first studies in post-Soviet Russia that focuses exclusively on the
images of Circassian women was introduced by the Circassian scholars Khasan Sukunov
and Irina Sukunova (a father and daughter team) in their book Cherkeshenka [The
Circassian Woman] (1992). The book offers a compilation of excerpts from a number of
sources of what are, essentially, European travel accounts and Romantic literature, in
which Circassian women are praised for their beauty and virtues. It includes a foreword
or an introduction written by the authors along with photographs of real-life Circassian
women from both the homeland and diaspora showing successful and in many cases
famous women: actresses, doctors, teachers, women-pilots, winners of beauty pageants,
etc. As stated by the authors in the Introduction: “The book is devoted to the beautiful
and tragic image of the Circassian woman and is a kind of hymn to female beauty.” 34
This is a first attempt to nationalize the image of the “Circassian woman” by re-framing
the literary representations and re-introducing them with a new sense of pride to the
readers. The authors have attempted to reclaim Circassian women’s contribution to the
process of nation-building; they overlooked, however, any critical references to the
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power relations inherent in these representations and let the dominant colonialist and
patriarchal imagery remain intact.
In their efforts to nationalize the image, the authors reproduced the imperialist
discourse by recycling it. Such repetitions and reconstructions of the Orientalist images
of Circassian women without a proper reevaluation testify to the “self-orientalizing”
tendencies among Circassians, to the process by which they assimilate the views and the
constructions of the colonizers. Thus, the book serves as an example of how the
colonized internalize a vision of themselves projected by the colonizers, a vision that
promotes a form of mimetic idealization and identification with the colonizer, and the
need for recognition and approval. By accepting these idealized and stylized images
without questioning the underlying conceptions, the authors gave expression to the
largely imaginary identities that the West and Russia had attributed to Circassian women.
On the one hand, the short Introduction provided by the authors makes an attempt to
resist the imperialist discourse by reframing the images and by introducing the Circassian
perspective. Discussing the aesthetic ideals of Circassians in the Introduction, the authors
emphasize, for example, that inner beauty was as important as the physical beauty of the
body: “Characteristic of the aesthetic ideals of Circassians is that the concept of true
beauty or of the beautiful (dakha) involves not only external beauty, the appearance of
objects, phenomena, or body, but also inner beauty – the inner essence and the inner
content” (Sukunov and Sukunova, 8), making it closely connected to the concept of
humanity. The authors concur with the study of another Circassian scholar Barasbi
Bgazhnokov, who in his book The Ethics of the Circassians (1978) emphasizes the great
influence of matriarchy on Circassian society. This view is supported by images of
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women drawn from Circassian mythology (“Nart Sagas”) and their popularity among
Circassians, even today. Sukunov and Sukunova further note that Circassian women
always enjoyed freedom and were treated with respect by men: “Circassian traditions
prescribed men to always protect women and help her in any way” (9). The authors also
point out that Western sources often misinterpreted these local traditions or had a very
superficial knowledge of them and gave contradictory images of Circassian women;
some sources portrayed them as “chaste and shy,” others as “immodest and capricious,”
while still others as “chaste and immodest at the same time” (8).
On the other hand, Sukunov and Sukunova perpetuated the Soviet narrative of
how the “reactionary” forces of tsarism oppressed Circassians, and how the “progressive”
Russian liberals “saved” them. The authors juxtaposed the representations of Circassian
men as “cruel, vengeful, and alien to humanism” and Circassian women as “unattractive
and untidy” by the “representatives of the Russian reactionary Romanticism” who tried to
justify the inhumane treatment of Circassians during the Russian colonization with the
images of Circassians created by the “progressive Russian writers such as Pushkin,
Lermontov, and the Decembrist-writers” who emphasized the beauty and the humanity of
the Circassians (14-15). While discussing the issue of the Circassian slave trade,
Sukunov and Sukunova point out that Tatar raiders and Italian colonists played a
prominent role in the slave trade, as did some Circassian princes. They do not mention,
however, the role of the Russian empire in intensifying the slave trade, especially after
the conquest of Circassian territory and during the expulsion of Circassians to Turkey
(there were reports of instances when parents preferred to sell their children or even give
them away in order to ensure their physical survival). At the end of the Introduction, the
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authors praise the Soviet Russia and the Soviet Socialist Revolution that “put an end to
the shameful slave trade between Circassian princes, and Ottoman, Egyptian, and Persian
sultans, shahs, and Crimean Khans” (18) and “provided Circassian women equal rights
with men and opened up a path to active participation of women in all spheres of political
and cultural life” (18). The book thus continues the Soviet rhetoric of the emancipation of
natives from the Tsarist colonial regime and presents the image of the “liberated”
Circassian woman.
Similarly, the image of Circassian beauty “has been central to the gendered
constructions of diasporic identity among Circassian diaspora nationalists in Turkey”
(Doğan, 77). In her article “From National Humiliation to Difference: The Image of the
Circassian Beauty in the Discourses of Circassian Diaspora Nationalists,” Setenay Nil
Doğan argues that this dynamic and contested image has been used by Circassian
diaspora nationalists in Turkey to “relate to the host community and to define their
identity and history” (79). According to Doğan, the image of the Circassian Beauty has a
“widespread appeal in contemporary Turkey, whereby being a Circassian is equated to
being beautiful and charming.” (84) In her research on Circassian women living in
Ankara, Ayșe Güneș-Ayata has stated that “they are known for being beautiful,
respectful, obedient and good housewives talented in domestic responsibilities; hence
being a Circassian becomes an asset, a symbol of status, and an advantage for women in
urban areas.” 35 Thus the nationalist reproduction of the homeland revives the image of
Circassia as a female and keeps colonialist divisions in place as it genders the image of
Circassia. As the Circassian nationalists reimagine the Circassian woman in a certain
context within the “beauty myth” ideology, they also reinvest this image with a certain
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“agency” that assumes the feminine attributes of commitment, purity, and sacrifice.
Women are still the ground on which national identity is negotiated, since they mark the
border of the nation and are in charge of the preservation of ethnic identity. Circassian
women are expected to embody a “modern” Circassia without jeopardizing their
traditional roles as good mothers, wives, and daughters-in-law.
On the other hand, the counter-narratives and the new images created by the
contemporary Circassian women writers analyzed in the second part of the dissertation
represent a new vision and a new subjectivity; they no longer simply recycle old imagery,
but make an attempt at deconstructing, subverting, and transcending the dominant
languages of patriarchy and empire. These images reflect the fluidity of contemporary
identity construction of Circassian women.

Theoretical Framework
As a theoretical framework, I will employ the decolonial feminist theory
presented by Madina Tlostanova, 36 who was in turn inspired by transnational feminist
theorists such as Chandra Mohanty, M. Jacqui Alexander, Maria Lugones, Oyèrónké
Oyěwúmí, Gloria Anzaldúa, Chela Sandoval, and others. In her groundbreaking study
Gender Epistemologies and Eurasian Borderlands (2010), Tlostanova discusses the
complex histories of imperialism in the Caucasus and Central Asia with a special focus
on gender. Tlostanova provides insights into a little known history of women’s struggle
in the Eurasian borderlands and discusses the challenges that these women face today.
She draws on the ideas of subaltern empire, external imperial difference, secondary
colonial difference, self-orientalizing, and self-racializing in multiply colonized spaces,
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as well as on the distortion of racial discourses and the emergence of secondary racism,
Eurocentrism, and Orientalism that are mobilized in the former and present Russian
colonies.
Tlostanova, who herself is a trans-diasporic writer with a mixed ethnic
background (Circassian, Tatar, Uzbek), is a scholar of the decolonial turn or decolonial
option, a recent approach in the humanities and social sciences that attempts to connect
“various experiences of otherness, determined by the imperial-colonial dimension of
modernity” (Tlostanova 2010, 19). This new approach takes decolonial theory far beyond
its limited interpretation in a strictly political sense to a deeper epistemic rethinking of the
coloniality of power and knowledge, which includes “delinking from the rhetoric of
modernity,” as well as “rupture with an outdated opposition of socialism and capitalism”
(13). Decolonial thinkers see the various locals not as “mere sources of culture or passive
recipients of the Western challenges of modernity, but as sources of knowledges and
generators of other epistemic systems, often rejected or ignored by the West” (20). The
coloniality of power, a concept coined by Anibal Quijano, 37 refers to the global structure
of power that emerged in the sixteenth century with the formation of the Atlantic
commercial circuit and the so called “discovery” of the Americas that led to the genocide
of the indigenous people and the African slave trade organized by the Western Christian
states of Europe. This structure manifests itself “through the formation of race (racism),
the control of labor (capitalism), the control of subjectivity (including gender), and the
control of knowledge production (or a Western monopoly of knowledge)” (Tlostanova
2010, 20).
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Similar to postcolonial scholars, decolonial thinkers criticize the Eurocentric
system of knowledge production based on the creation of human taxonomies: “In the
basis of classification of certain groups of people as not quite rational, ‘raw,’
underdeveloped, or sexually deviant, there lies nothing else but colonization of being,
that is the way the modern/colonial system of knowledge production has created,
sustained, and reproduced racism and patriarchal order” (22). But the decolonial thinkers
maintain that the problem lies deeper, namely in the “coloniality of being, knowledge,
and power.” According to Maldonado-Torres, coloniality is different than colonialism:
It refers to the set of long-standing patterns of power that emerged as a result of
colonialism but continue to exist long after colonialism and colonial
administrations as such are gone, surviving in culture, labor, intersubjective
relations, knowledge production, books, cultural patterns and other aspects of
modern existence. In a way, as modern subjects we breathe coloniality all the time
and every day.” 38

Tlostanova points out that the decolonial option is different from both postmodernity and
postcoloniality, as it “radically questions the essence, logic, and methodology of the
existing system of knowledge and disciplinary spheres;” it questions the “disciplinary
matrix established in modernity” (24). Decolonial thinkers are wary of the notion of
simply applying postcolonial or other Western discourses to various locals, but instead
attempt to start, for example, from non-Western epistemic traditions, from Gloria
Anzaldúa or from the Zapatistas, from Caucasus cosmology or from Sufism (25). The
uncritical application of Western-derived constructions and discourses to interpret local
cultures often leads to the distorted perceptions that mark most scholarship on
Circassians, even the one produced by Circassians. Tlostanova’s work is an exception
due to its radical rethinking of the “modern-colonial matrix of power” reproduced by
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many Western and non-Western scholars who either tend to homogenize the experiences
of all “colonized” women or who fail to discern the imposition of Western-derived
construction on local cultures. Tlostanova was influenced by Chandra Mohanty’s
criticism of the ways Western feminism approaches the experiences of non-Western
women, and specifically, its tendency to “appropriate and ‘colonize’ the fundamental
complexities and conflicts which characterize the lives of women of different classes,
religions, cultures, races and castes…” 39 Tlostanova concurs with Mohanty’s idea that
looking at these experiences through a Western lens leads to inadequate representations
of non-Western women: “Western feminism operates uncritically with such deeply
Western binary oppositions as man-woman, nature-culture, to misinterpret other locals.
As a result typically Western oppositions are regarded as a basis for representations as
such, distorting reality and human relations” (Tlostanova 2010, 9).
Another important decolonial gender theorist, María Lugones, argues, for
example, that within the modern/colonial gender system only representatives of the
Western world were strictly divided into gender categories; gender differentiation was
introduced where it had not existed before, creating additional possibilities for
discrimination, exploitation, and objectification:
Understanding the place of gender in precolonial societies is pivotal to
understanding the nature and scope of changes in the social structure that the
processes constituting colonial/modern Eurocentered capitalism imposed. Those
changes were introduced through slow, discontinuous, and heterogeneous
processes that violently inferiorized colonized women. The gender system
introduced was one thoroughly informed through the coloniality of power. 40
By imposing gender constructs onto colonized spaces, Western modernity erased the
previous harmony of indigenous cosmologies, introducing and reinforcing the patriarchal
structures that led to the objectification of native woman and violence against her:
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Understanding the place of gender in precolonial societies is also essential to
understanding the extent and importance of the gender system in disintegrating
communal relations, egalitarian relations, ritual thinking, collective decision
making and authority, and economies. Thus, it is important to understand the
extent to which the imposition of this gender system was as constitutive of the
coloniality of power as the coloniality of power was constitutive of it. (Lugones
2007, 202)
Echoing Lugones’s ideas, Tlostanova maintains that naturalizing sexual differences was
viewed as a “civilizing transformation” which was meant within the rhetoric of modernity
to change the nature of the barbarian, and completely justified the colonization of
memory, of self-interpretation, of interpersonal relations, of the ways non-Europeans see
the world and of human relations (Tlostanova 2010, 42). Taking gender to the private
sphere and limiting it by the control of sex and its resources and products is a cognitive
result of modernity, which understands race as signified by gender and gender as
signified by race in one way for Europeans, and in a different way for the colonized
people. In this sense, both gender and race are highly fictitious concepts (42).
According to Lugones, in early European colonialism the colonizers did not
always apply gender dimorphism to the interpretation of the colonized; gender
dimorphism was automatically imposed onto the colonized spaces (Lugones 2007). As a
result, notes Tlostanova, all transsexual and transgender forms existing in these societies
before colonization were condemned, ridiculed and eventually destroyed by the
Russians/Soviets (Tlostanova 2010, 68). Two ideologies are at work here, two modes of
interpreting the non-Western other – Orientalism and modernist ideology. Orientalism
makes it impossible to comprehend the non-Western other in his or her own terms,
“reducing him/her to absolute difference and erasing the very possibility or necessity of
understanding. Modernist ideology sees history in linear terms as moving from primitive
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to developed, and regards the other as similar to the West, interpreting him/her as the
West’s own past” (57). Thus, the decolonial theorists go far beyond questioning
Orientalism, they question the fundamental discourses of modernity and the role of the
West as the only producer of knowledge.
An important concept in this context is “epistemic delinking” which is based on
“bringing forward other principles of knowledge and understanding, an other economy,
an other politics and an other ethics” (26). In other words, the decolonial shift means
“learning to unlearn” or to “delink from the thinking programs which were imposed on us
by culture, education, and environment marked by imperial reason” (27) by proposing
alternative epistemological positions that are meant to change the social order.
Another important concept is border thinking, which, Tlostanova argues, is
crucial for decolonial thinking:
Decolonial thinking is based on epistemic borders between European imperial
categories and the languages and models which were discarded by modern
imperial epistemology. Border thinking is a response to the colonial and imperial
differences, which were assigned by the dominant discourses to all other people
classified as inferior and epistemologically disregarded. Border thinking is not
about studying borders and those who cross them, it is about being the border and
thinking from the border, remaking the geographic frontiers, the imperial-colonial
subjectivities, and territorial epistemologies. (26)
Tlostanova was influenced by Gloria Anzaldúa’s concept of “border” and the new
possibilities that “living on borders” offers: “Living on borders and in margins, keeping
intact one’s shifting and multiple identity and integrity, is like trying to swim in a new
element, an ‘alien’ element. There is an exhilaration in being a participant in the further
evolution of humankind, in being ‘worked’ on.” 41 Border thinking and border sensibility
are crucial in the process of breaking free from “thinking programs imposed on us by
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education, culture, and social environment always marked by the Western imperial
reason” and in building trans-epistemic bridges:
Since there is no outside position from which the colonial matrix can be observed
and described (we are all within it), border thinking emerges in the process of
delinking from the colonial matrix and escaping from its control… Border
thinking is the epistemology enacted in the variegated responses, around the
globe, to the violence of the imperial territorial epistemology and the rhetoric of
modernity with its familiar defects, from forced universal salvation to taking
difference to sameness, from subject-object split to naturalization of Western
epistemic privilege. 42
Such concepts as the coloniality of gender, power and knowledge, as well as trickster
subjectivity and border thinking employed in Tlostanova’s work emphasize more
transcultural models and experiences of people living in Eurasian borderlands, and
therefore, in my opinion, are useful for the analysis of Circassian women’s subjectivities
and experiences. The erased and distorted history of Circassians, and especially of
Circassian women, forces contemporary Circassian writers to search for their roots, for
their lost histories, for their identities while negotiating the local and the global, the
imperial and the colonial spaces. Since this search is grounded in local history, logic,
cosmology, and epistemology, it has the potential to emancipate thinking, knowledge,
and being and become a source of transcultural dialogue.
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PART I. THROUGH THE EYES OF OTHERS: ENCOUNTERING CIRCASSIA
AND CIRCASSIAN WOMEN FROM THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD TO THE
END OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
2. THE INVENTION OF CIRCASSIAN WOMEN IN WESTERN IMPERIAL
DISCOURSES
Situated between Europe and Asia, the Caucasus is one of the sites that have been
visited by many travelers from around the world. In this chapter, I focus on the European
encounter with the Caucasus, more specifically with Circassia and its people, which
inspired a vast number of empirical and fictional texts. As I argue, they not only created
and authorized certain images of otherness, but also imposed social categories, such as
gender and race, which had not existed previously in those societies. Looking through the
gendered lenses of their own culture, Western European travelers and writers, who were
mostly male, often misinterpreted and misrepresented Circassians. As these
misrepresentations “traveled” through various texts, crossing generic and cultural
boundaries, they have acquired a certain mythical power (the Beauty myth, the Whiteness
myth, the harem imagery). These myths have been then internalized by both the
Europeans and Circassians. In order to reveal the mechanisms of these constructions, I
will also discuss the affinities between the various genres, and the ways in which they
contributed to the popularization of these myths. Many critics have emphasized the
interconnectedness between travel literature and fiction, noting that they both provided
the authors/travelers with the means for encoding the discourse of Otherness through the
imperial gaze (of appropriation) and the plot of colonial desire. 1
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Following Oyèrónké Oyěwúmí’s discussion about the impact of Western gender
discourses on Yorùbá culture, I will argue that the gendered lens of Western imperialist
efforts contributed to the distorted perceptions of Circassians and led to the
institutionalization of gender categories in Circassian culture. In her book The Invention
of Women: Making an African Sense of Western Gender Discourses (1997), Oyěwúmí
points out that gender has been a fundamental organizing principle in Western societies,
and that the “dichotomy in which male and female, man and woman, are constantly and
binarily ranked, both in relation to and against each other” is intrinsic to the
conceptualization of gender in Western discourses. 2 She further notes that “Western
social thought is rooted in biology, using the body as the bedrock of the social order” and
“if one wanted to apply this Western ‘bio-logic’ to the Yorùbá social world… one would
have first to invent the category ‘woman’ in Yorùbá discourse” (Oyěwúmí, x). Similarly,
this emphasis on the body dominates the Western representations of Circassian women
leading to the invention of gender hierarchies and the proliferation of certain myths (such
as the Circassian Beauty myth). Western conceptual schemes and theories have become
so widespread that almost all scholarship, including even that by Circassians, utilizes
them without any substantial reexamination. 3
According to Madina Tlostanova, the obsession with race and gender is an
entirely Western phenomenon which was forced onto various local cultures together with
colonization and which destroyed all previous social, gender, and cultural discourses
based on different principles. Early in Western discourse, the binary opposition between
body and mind that also underlines Cartesian dualism emerged. The body, however, was
associated mostly with women, and the mind with men, leading to the construction of
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such oppositional categories as the “man of reason” and the “woman of the body.” As
Tlostanova notes, it is Western society that is patriarchal, body-centric, and relies highly
on visualization (the Western European “gaze”), while local cultures might have different
or mixed communication channels – sound, touch, dance, etc. In the Western perception
of the world, body and gender are regarded predominantly as a visual difference
(Tlostanova 2010, 34). Tlostanova suggests that in order to understand the cosmology of
the Caucasus, it is necessary to take into account pre-Islamic elements, and analyze the
influence of Western and Russian/Soviet modernity. Reconstructing this legacy with a
focus on gender is difficult, due to the fact that the indigenous spiritual legacy has been
distorted, suppressed, and partially erased. Part of this legacy were the indigenous views
on gender, sex, and sexuality, which were completely different from the Western fixed
dichotomous division into sex and gender. Gender relations were not based on biology,
but rather connected with social status, seniority, profession, and so forth. Most
importantly, these categories were fluid, not fixed.
One of the important narratives that contain traces of the indigenous worldview is
the epic Narts. 4 As noted by both Tekueva and Tlostanova, in Caucasian cosmology the
female element has been always very strong and remains important even today. The
central female character in the Nart epic – Sataney, the great mother of all Narts and the
mother of Sosruko – is also connected in the oral and poetic tradition with Mazitkhe, a
forest deity that represents the crucial link with the forest as a symbol of life (Tekueva,
10). Mazitkhe acts both in its male and female forms and only in the later written versions
that were distorted by Western travelers, Russian explorers and Russified locals does it
acquire a distinctly masculine image (Tlostanova 2010, 64-65). The balanced duality of
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the sexes and the egalitarian traditions are evident in the Nart sagas. Sataney is presented
as the symbol of beauty and sexuality, as well as of wisdom, knowledge, and power. She
is the basis of all energy and life, while balancing the feminine and masculine attributes
and energies.
In his article “The Woman of the Myths: The Satanaya Cycle” (1989), John
Colarusso points out that “few traditions, either literary or cultural, afford woman such a
central position and such a high status as does that of the Caucasian Nart sagas.” 5 He
identifies the “multi-faceted figure” of Sataney as “pivotal to the entire Nart saga
tradition” (Colarusso 1989, 3). According to Colarusso, Sataney plays the most
prominent role in the vast majority of myths:
She is simultaneously a figure of beauty, eternal youth, passion and lust, devotion
and treachery. She is the embodiment of profound wisdom and intelligence, while
also being a sorceress and seeress. She is often within the same myth both a
victim, usually of rape or seduction, while at the same time a manipulator and
victimizer. (3)
Sataney embodies the transgender attitude in Circassian tradition. All important events in
the lives of Narts occur with the assistance of Sataney. The Narts, the men, are dependent
on her knowledge and wisdom. The women in the Nart epic are wise, clever, cunning,
they bring knowledge and wisdom; these characteristics are more important than their
beauty. They possess exceptional physical and spiritual power, and most importantly,
they combine feminine and masculine traits exhibiting fluid rather than fixed gender
identities.
In addition, we see the nongender-specific attitude reflected in the Circassian
language. Circassian is a “grammatically genderless” language; it has only one genderneutral pronoun that is used to refer to both men and women. The lack of a gender-
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specific pronoun in the Circassian language undermines the principles of gender
identification that are used in many other European languages. In this regard, Tlostanova
and Mignolo write:
Traditional feminist wars against sexism in language make sense in the majority
of Western European and, wider, Indo-European languages, yet they would not
hold for grammatically genderless or gender-neutral languages and those that
started to develop gender-specific words as a result of colonization/
modernization. (Tlostanova, Mignolo 2012, 130)
In Circassian, there is also one word that expresses “man” and “woman” that is not
gender-specific – tsykhukh, tsykhubz – the first part of both words (tsykhu) means “human
being,” the second parts are the added suffixes that express the sex (kh – male, and bz –
female). During the modern period, however, more gender-specific words entered the
language, as Circassian society became more patriarchal.
Beginning in the sixteenth century, writing became an essential part of traveling:
the public became interested in stories of distant places. The publication of travel
accounts was often a semi-official business in which the beginnings of imperial histories
were constructed 6 and where distinguishing travel fact from travel fiction was not so
easy. Many people who wrote about Circassians did not travel to the Caucasus but relied
instead on information provided by others… and those who traveled often misrepresented
Circassians or misinterpreted their cultural codes, creating new identities for them.
With the acquisition of vast colonial empires in the sixteenth century, Europe began to
expand beyond its continental limits. As European culture started to confront the remote
regions of the globe, the “exotic” worlds, it felt compelled to represent and interpret these
worlds for their domestic audiences. Faced with this challenge of representation,
Europeans set in motion a creative process of invention, which was unprecedented by its
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scope and its character, the result of which was the production of the Orient as an
imaginative geography juxtaposed with their own world, the Occident. The creation of
these images, as Mark Bassin points out, was not the result of a simple and random
distribution of exotic characteristics and attributes across the world map, but rather a
careful construction or invention for a specific purpose: “The identity assigned to these
geographical externalities corresponded to the ideological categories of their progenitors,
in other words, the constellation of beliefs and fears, predilections, prejudices, and needs
of European society itself.” 7
Critics usually approach travel literature from two angles: they view travelogues
as a way to collect and document ethnographic material and as a means of representation
of a perception that contains a significant element of subjectivity. As Europeans
encountered the Caucasus from the early modern period and later in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, they interpreted it through a set of ideological filters, or ways of
seeing, provided by their own culture. Travel writing intended to make meaning of the
unknown, and inscription was the way of bringing the unknown into being. These
representational narratives were far from being disinterested accounts. Mary Louise Pratt
points out that travel writing “produced ‘the rest of the world’ for European
readerships… it tells at least two stories: the story of looking at difference, of seeing
other people and places, and the story of what such looking tells us about the looker.” 8
Underlining the links between imperialism, travel and looking, Pratt identifies the
Western traveler’s eye as an “imperial eye,” performing the colonial act of appropriation.
The “imperial eyes” of the colonial travelers have focused on certain aspects and
produced certain myths.
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When it comes to the descriptions of the native population, a great deal of
imperialist travel writing is characterized by sweeping generalizations and the erasure of
difference and particularity. Moreover, the imperialist travelers assumed that by
“looking” at the culture, one could know the culture, and produce knowledge about it.
Some travel accounts were rapidly translated into other European languages, and the
majority of writers were familiar with earlier texts as well as each other’s accounts;
therefore, certain borrowings and key metaphors began to dominate the discourse. One of
the metaphors that quickly became a commonplace during the early history of
colonialism was the imagining and representing of new territories as female, as virgin
lands waiting to be penetrated, ploughed, and husbanded by male explorers. Travelogues
abound with metaphors of colonial desire and conquest. This gender dimension helped in
establishing European masculinity. One of the most famous examples is the image of
America, represented as a naked woman extending her hand to the European male
explorer. This image indicates an overt sexualization of the language of territorial
expansion. Western male-authored texts also often refer to the images of Circassian
women and describe their beauty and their welcoming and favorable treatment of the
foreign travelers. These texts became manifestations of a symbolic control that is usually
enacted through images of the body.
Among the myths produced by the Western European travelers is the invention of
the category of Circassian “woman” itself and the imposition of gender hierarchy based
on distinct anatomical characteristics and on prescribed social roles. In other words,
Western travelers assumed that the Western gender constructs were universal and applied
them in their interpretations of indigenous cultures, completely overlooking the
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nongender attitudes and other local forms of social organization present in that culture.
And, later, during the Orientalist period, the invention of the Circassian Beauty myth in
combination with the theory of racial superiority of the Caucasian race was added to this
discourse producing layers of exaggerations, distortions, and misrepresentations that
characterize much of the literature about the Circassians.
As the narratives analyzed below demonstrate, particular conceptions of beauty
pertaining to the images of Circassian women are extolled as desirable. For example,
some texts emphasize the skin color or the fairness of the skin; others comment on the
small feet and proportioned body of Circassian women, comparing them to the ideals of
classical antiquity. This symbolic control is in a way a symbolic violence, because it
undermines a person’s own definition of self and leads to a “disembodiment of identity.” 9

Adam Olearius (1599-1671) and the Representation of Circassian Women in Travel
Literature
Travel literature “produced” Circassia and its subjects, particularly Circassian
women, by utilizing or making use of a wide range of stereotypes and rhetorical devices.
The metaphor of the “eye,” or the metaphor of seeing – of looking, of watching, of
reflecting and registering difference – becomes an important one as we analyze the
representations of the other; and the natives described in early modern travel literature
were the passive recipients of these interpretations. 10 It should be noted, however, that the
imperial ideologies of supremacy and racism reflected in the representations of the other
were complicated and layered; they were based on multiple distinctions, rather than on
binary, rigid oppositions, as suggested in Said’s Orientalism. Depending on the context
and the imperial interests, certain peoples and cultures were deemed to be closer to the
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European self than others. Circassians, for example, were rated more superior to most
other colonized groups, based on their race (white-Caucasian) and on numerous
references to Circassia in classical (Greek and Roman) texts.
Since antiquity Circassia has existed in the minds of the Western world as a
literary construct. The works of early Greek geographers and historians such as
Xenophon, Strabo, Tacitus and Herodotus mention the Zyges and the Cerkettes
(Circassians) who resided in the Caucasus, which was supposedly the “cradle of
civilization” and the place of origin of white men and of the Amazons, the legendary
women-warriors. Early modern European travelers to the region produced eyewitness
accounts that describe Circassians in bizarre and compelling ways. One of the first early
modern European accounts describing the life and customs of the Circassians belongs to
the Genoese traveler Giorgio Interiano who lived in the second half of the fifteenth and
the beginning of the sixteenth centuries. In his travel account La vita, et sito de Zychi,
chiamati Ciarcassi, Historia notabile (1502), Interiano has left the following description
of the Circassians:
Zyges are mostly beautiful and well-built people; in Cairo one can see them
among the Mamelukes and Emirs people, who stand out due to their majestic
appearance, most of whom are from this tribe. The same can be said about their
women, who in this country are highly accommodating and hospitable even
towards the foreigners. […] these girls swim naked in the rivers, in front of
everyone, and then one can notice that most of them have perfectly shaped white
bodies. 11
As we can see, the physical beauty of Circassians along with the “whiteness” of their skin
was already an established theme that would be exploited to the fullest in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries during the heyday of Orientalism. Interiano’s gaze focuses here
on the bodies of women; he reports that women do not try to conceal their bodies as they
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“swim naked in front of everyone.” In contrast to the natives who seemed to ignore the
nakedness of women, the European “eye” capitalizes on the gender difference.
Adam Olearius, the German baroque scholar and secretary of an embassy sent by
Frederick III, Duke of Holstein-Gottorp to Persia in 1633, left a brief description of his
encounter with Circassians in his voluminous travel narrative Vermehrte Newe
Beschreibung der Muscowitischen und Persischen Reyse (1656). The embassy, whose
mission was to negotiate an agreement with Shah Safi in Isfahan to trade silk, journeyed
through Muscovy, down the Volga River to the Caspian Sea, before proceeding to the
Persian capital. Upon the German embassy’s return, Olearius wrote his book and
presented it to his audience as an “encyclopedic travel account” that portrayed exotic
places and people whom he had encountered during his voyage to Persia. To make his
account more “scientific” and truthful, Olearius refers in his narrative to earlier historians
and travelers to the region, such as Strabo and Scaliger, but who mentioned Circassians
“aber gar mit wenig Worten” (“only in very few words”). 12 Olearius clearly sees himself
as continuing their tradition of describing distant places and people by adding more
information and contributing to the Western epistemology.
Olearius met Circassians in Terki, the first military fort established by the
Russians on the Terek River, at the eastern tip of Kabarda, in Circassia. At the time,
Kabardian princes had asked for a Russian alliance against Crimea and were paying
tribute to the Russian Czar. Terki was a rather peripheral place, on the outskirts of
Circassia, whose mixed population was comprised of representatives of various ethnic
groups, namely Kabardians (Circassians), Russians, Tatars, Nogays, Daghestanis, and
Chechens. Olearius’s narrative describes in great detail the physical appearance, dress,
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and customs of the Circassian “Tatars,” placing special emphasis on those character traits
dealing with religion, morality, and sexual behavior. 13
The “ethnographic impulse” – the descriptions of peoples, their nature, customs,
religion, forms of government, and language – is characteristic of most travel writing
produced in Europe after the sixteenth century. 14 Ethnography is also central to
Olearius’s travel narrative, and he provides the descriptions of lands and peoples in their
variety throughout his account, both for the entertainment value of a curiosity
encountered en route as well as for the purpose of enlightening his audience about the
differences in cultures. He primarily highlights the difference between us and them,
between the Europeans and the others:
Die Männer Personen sind meist kräftig von Leibe / schwarzgelb / und etwas
breit von Angesicht / jedoch nicht so breit als die Krimische und Nogaischen
Tataren / haben lange kohlrabenschwarze Haar / lassen von der Stirn über
den Scheitel bis in den Nacken einen Streifen eines Daumens glat abscheren
/ohne daß sie oben auf dem Wirbel … einen feingeflochtenen Zopf herunter
hängen haben…Ihre Weiber sind im allgemeinen wohlproportioniert /
lieblich von Angesicht / weiβer Haut und roter Wangen / lassen die Haare /
so kohlschwarz/ in zwei langen gedrehten Locken auf beiden Seiten herunter
hängen / gehen mit offenem Angesicht. Auf dem Kopf tragen sie doppelte
schwarze Wülste / die sie mit zartem Kattun / oder buntgewirkten Tüchern
belegen / und unter dem Kinn zusammen binden. Die Witwen aber haben
hinten am Kopf große aufgeblasene Rindes Blasen / so mit bunten Flohe oder
weißen Kattun umgebunden…/ war von Ferne / als sie zwei Köpfe hatten /
anzusehen. Im Sommer gehen die Weibes’ Personen alle in bloßen Hemden
/ welche rot / grün / gelb oder blau gefärbt / und von oben bis auf den Nabel
herunter offen stehen / daß man Brüste / Bauch und Nabel sehen kann.
(Olearius 1656, 742)
The men are strong, of black-yellowish complexion, somewhat broad-faced,
but not as much as Crimean and Nogay Tatars. Their hair is pitch-black and
long; they shave a thumb-wide stripe in the middle of their heads from the
forehead to the neck, leaving a little lock which hangs down…
Their women are generally well shaped, have good-looking faces with clear
and smooth complexions, their skin is white and cheeks are red; their hair,
which is pitch-black hangs down in two plaits on both sides of their faces,
which are never covered. They wear about their heads black bulges covered
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with a piece of very fine cotton, or some other colorful cloth, which they tie
under their chin. The widows have hanging behind their necks an ox bladder,
fully blown, covered with a piece of cotton, so at a distance they seem to
have two heads. During the summer, the women wear only simple blouses,
which are red, green, or blue, and cut so deep, so one can see their breasts,
stomach and navel.
As these passages suggest, in order to convey his experience Olearius adopted an
ethnographic mode of representation, communicating his distance from these virtually
unknown peoples living in a remote location. His portrayals of Circassian men, and
especially of Circassian women, contain a great deal of exoticism and eroticism, and are
intended to capture the imagination of the Western audience. He does pay particular
attention to women’s bodies saying that they are “well-shaped” and have “good-looking
faces” emphasizing also the whiteness of their skin. The “eye” of the Western traveler
then penetrates the clothes and “sees” the naked body of Circassian women – their
“breasts, stomach and navel.” Interest in such topics as native women, and sexuality,
dress, or nudity, marriage, etc. dominated the ethnography of travel writing.
The process of representing the other also implies domestication, distortion,
simplification, and even caricature. The unusual headdress worn by the widows and
described by Olearius as if they had “two heads,” was in fact a remnant of “a cult of
head,” an ancient worshipping of the ancestors practiced by many native cultures,
including Circassians. 15 Ravdonikas points to the belief that the spirit of the deceased was
usually located in the head and was supposed to help the person in possession of it. In this
case, the widows who attached the fully-blown bladder of a totemic animal to their heads
were symbolically following this ancient tradition. At the time of Olearius’s visit the
custom was still practiced in Kabarda, the eastern part of Circassia, but it died out shortly
after his visit. The Circassian scholar Lyubov Sabanchieva notes that the Circassian
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language preserved or manifested this ancient tradition in the word for “spouse” –
shkhagusa, which literally means “accompanied by a head” or “with the head.” 16
Ravdonikas overlooked this linguistic association, because she did not speak Circassian.
Olearius elaborates on the image of Circassian women by using strong sexual tropes. He
portrays them as being very welcoming and “friendly to the strangers” as he recounts his
experience of close encounter with several women who approached the group of traveling
European men with the “confidence of Amazons:”
Sie waren leutselig und freundlich / stunden die ersten Tage unser Ankunfft bey
vier und mehr Personen in den Gassen am Wege / giengen uns entgegen mit
frechen Gebärden / die man den Amazonibus (deren Gräntze sich auch hieher und
noch ferner soll erstrecket haben) zuschreibet / und liessen uns nicht ehe fürder /
biß sie uns zu ihnen zu kommen / scheweten sich auch nicht / wenn etliche im
angreiffen und besehen ihrer Pater Noster / die sie von Bernstein / allerhand
bunten Muscheln / Schnackenköpffen / bunten Steinichen / zinnern und
messingen Spangen am Halse biß unter die Brüste herunter hangen hatten etwa
mit den Fingern die blosse Haut berühreten. Etliche nötigten uns gar in ihre
Häuser zukom[m]en. Man sagte / es wäre bey ihnen der Gebrauch; daß / wenn
Frembde den Weibern zuzusprechen kämen / die Männer sich willig absonderten /
und die Gäste mit den Weibern handthieren liessen. (Olearius 1656, 742-743)
They were extremely sociable and kind. In the first days of our arrival, they
were standing in groups of four on the streets and looking at us; they were
walking towards us with the confidence of the ancient Amazons (it is believed
the boundaries of their habitat stretched until here and even further).They
would not let us go until they had taken particular notice of all the things
about us…nor were they so shy as to take it ill when some of our men who
pretended to handle the beads of amber and shells, or necklaces of cooper and
tin, which they wear around their necks, touched their bare skin with their
fingers…Some invited us to their houses, and we were told, it was the custom
of the Country, that the husband seeing anyone going into his house to speak
with his wife, should avoid being troublesome, go out the doors, and leave
them together.
What Olearius gives voice to here is not only the fantasy of erotic adventure of a
European man with a native woman, but to European imperial desire and the fantasy of
conquest through the encounter with the native women. 17 Living just outside the borders
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of the civilized world, these Circassian women embodied for the European travelers the
almost irresistible fantasy of sexual adventure unrestrained by social convention and
responsibility.
Olearius, however, notes that despite the freedom of interaction between the
sexes, these women followed the norms of their society, and declined any advances of the
European men:
Die Weiber aber sollen gleichwol den Männern trewe seyn / und sich mit keinem
andern (wie sie sagten) Fleischlich vermischen / wie es dann einer von unseren
Krieges Officirern bezeugete. Dann als derselbe durch der jungen Weiber
freundlichen zuwincken und reden bewogen sich zu ihnen ins Hauß zu machen /
und sie ferner zu probiren durch Kopffwaschen und Näsetücher nehen zu lassen
Gelegenheit gesuchet / seynd sie zwar zu solchen Diensten willig gewesen; Da
man ihnen aber etwas ferners angemutet / haben sie sich in abschläglicher
Antwort vernehmen lassen: Ihre Männer stelleten ihnen guten Glauben zu /
welchen sie auch unverbrüchlich halten müsten / in widrigen Fall würden sie /
wenn es außkäme / weder von den Männern / noch der Gemeine gelitten. Sonst
liessen sie ausserhalb den Beyschlaff / mit sich handeln / wie man wolte / darbey
sie dann begierig und nicht schew waren / Geschencke zu fordern / und auch zu
nehmen / was sie ertappen kunten. (Olearius 1656, 743)
The women however remain faithful to their husbands. One of our officers
impelled by polite nods and speeches of young women went to their house; here
he wanted to test the women by giving them the opportunity to wash his head and
sew a handkerchief for him; these services were rendered to him willingly, but
when he wished for more, he was denied with the following words: “Their
husbands trust them completely, therefore, they must to be faithful, otherwise,
neither their husbands, nor the community would keep them.” In all other
respects, except for having sexual intercourse, they allowed us to do with them
whatever we wanted; in fact, they were pert and greedy begging for gifts.
Olearius exemplifies the European tendency and desire to come into direct contact with
native women by making them the objects of their advances and sexual fantasies. To
Europeans it seemed unusual that Circassian women enjoyed so much freedom; they did
not cover their faces, they wore “revealing” dresses, and interacted freely with men,
including foreigners. They interpreted this kind of female behavior through the lens of the
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social norms and customs of their own society. Despite a penchant for individualism and
a love of freedom, Circassian society had a structure and hierarchy in place, and social
norms were regulated by a stern social code known as Adyghe Khabza. Hospitality,
friendship, loyalty, and family honor were the basic principles that were encoded in
Adyge Khabza, the ancient traditional etiquette of Circassians, and everyone was
expected to follow it. At the same time, Circassian society was not organized around a
“dualistic” gender principle and the body, or body difference, did not occupy center stage
(since no one seemed to pay attention to the exposed body parts, except for the
Europeans). These representations demonstrate the extent to which the body was
implicated in the construction of socio-political categories such as gender and the
construction of otherness that are part of the colonial-imperialist attitude.
Olearius’s description of the women’s clothes that exposed their bodies, their
welcoming attitude towards the foreigners, and even the description of the widows that
appeared to have “two heads” were repeated almost word for word by other European
travelers. 18 The Dutch traveler Jan Struys (1630-1694), for example, in his “Description
of the town Terki” writes about Circassian women in the following manner:
Women here, and this is very unusual, have a snow-white skin and red as if
painted cheeks; they have friendly and lovely faces, so that one can immediately
fall in love with them. They are mostly well built. ... They go with uncovered
faces, and wear beautiful double black hats ... Widows attach to the back of the
head an ox bladder decorated with colored shawls or pieces of cloths, so if you
look from a distance, they seem to have two heads. During the winter they wear
fur coats, and in the summer, they wear simple shirts of various colors, yellow,
red, blue, or green; they are open to the navel, so that you can see everything from
the neck to the navel. Those who want to show that they are not of the common
people wear tight pants, reaching to the calf or to the bone; they put on top two
sleeveless dresses that tightly fit the body, which makes them resemble our
children.
[Women] are very sociable and friendly, and very willingly allow to be kissed and
flirted with them, regardless of the fact whether it is a strange man, black or
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white, and even their husbands who are present do not express dissatisfaction.
They often nodded to me, and have shown special interest in my clothing,
touching me and trying hard to feel this or that.
I have seen many women but have never seen such friendly and accommodating
ones in regard to foreigners. Some of our men began to play and to fool around
with them, and sometimes join with them in a more intimate relationship that they
willingly admitted, laughing. But if anyone wanted to go even further, he had to
retreat. 19
These repetition of tropes in different travel narratives ensured that the fantasies of
potential erotic adventure were cultivated in the literature and art of later periods, thus
inventing and firmly fixing the image of the Circassian woman as a consummate object
of desire in the male erotic imagination. Surely, this image of publicly exposed and even
forced sexuality was supposed to titillate the eyes and excite the imagination of the
European reader – who was primarily a white male – back at home. The Circassian
woman was made available to the gaze of the European man, and it is no surprise that
text and visual image went hand by hand in accomplishing this goal.
Olearius’s account is very telling in this sense, because his narrative is
accompanied by a set of copperplate engravings that amplify his textual narrative and that
provide additional glimpses into the culture of a people which was largely unknown to
his European readership. This importance of the nexus between word and image in
Olearius’s depiction of the “other” is emphasized by Elio Brancaforte in his book Visions
of Persia: Mapping the Travels of Adam Olearius (2003). Brancaforte examines the
German traveler’s writing as a form of complex verbal and pictorial art and claims that
this “interplay between word and image is a fundamental component in the production of
representation in Olearius’s account” since it not only “supports [Olearius’s] claim that
his observations were drawn from life,” but also “create[s] a more complete
understanding and a vision of the world unknown to seventeenth-century Europeans.” 20
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Brancaforte argues that Olearius “follows a specific strategy in bringing both the visual
and the discursive into play, and underlines the fact that both are necessary in order to
represent the reality that he has experienced” (xxi).
This point is evident in Olearius’s portrayals of Circassians in two images that
seek to instruct his European readers and captivate their imagination. The first image
depicts two couples dressed in their traditional costumes – Circassian and Nogay –
representing the native population of Terki (Figure 5). On the far left of the picture, we
see a woman who is inscribed as “Circassian.” She wears a long-sleeved dress and a long
necklace around her neck. She wears also an unusual headdress with a “bulge” on the
back of her head, which makes her look, as Olearius suggests, “as if she had two heads.”
Her upper dress has two pairs of sleeves, suggesting that she also has four arms (Olearius
himself did not comment on it in his narrative). In fact, this piece of clothing shows the
high status of the woman represented here and marks her as a member of Circassian
nobility. Next to her stands a Circassian man whose wild shoulder-length hair along with
his “shaved forehead” and furry cloak wrapped around his body make him resemble a
wild animal. The Circassian man depicted here is most likely a peasant or a herdsman, as
his clothes indicate. The Nogay woman who stands next to him wears a headdress with a
pointy top, which also transforms her head in a peculiar manner. The breasts of both
women are conspicuously manifested to the point that the Nogay woman’s nipples are
prominently displayed. The Nogay man wears a complete fur outfit of raw sheepskin.
Almost unnoticeable at first glance, a small naked boy with an unusually large belly
stands in the bottom right corner of the image close to the Nogay man, as if he were
attached to him. It is hard to tell whether the swollen breasts of the Nogay woman
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depicted by Olearius imply that she still nurses the child, or this is yet another marker of
eroticism. This image of a Circassian and a Nogai couple is a visual example of an
imposed gender categorization that represents the images of men and women in
juxtaposition to one another.
The second engraving that accompanies Olearius’s depiction of Circassians
presents itself as a rather complex and multilayered “text,” as a kind of stage on which
some unusual and mysterious actions take place (Figure 6). The viewer is actually
confronted with several miniature dramatic scenes set up in a bucolic landscape with
trees in the background. In the foreground of the image we see a group of men who are
praying or worshiping, gathered around a long pole at the top of which is attached the
flayed skin of a sacrificed animal that looks like a goat. Olearius’s work makes use of the
image of a flayed animal skin in several instances, especially in the context of
frontispieces that were produced for his publications. 21 As noted by Brancaforte, this
dramatic image is used in order to attract the audience: “the viewer is supposed to
become intrigued by the portrayed subject matter so that s/he will proceed to the written
account.” (Brancaforte 2003, 106) The text provides the reader with an explanation of
what occurs in the picture, namely the ritual of animal sacrifice that Circassians perform
on the day when someone dies. Olearius also provides a brief textual gloss explaining the
religion practiced by Circassians:
Der Glaube der Cyrcassen ist fast heidnisch; sie lassen sich zwar beschneiden /
und glauben an einen Gott / haben aber weder eine Heilige Schrift / Priester noch
Kirchen. (Olearius 1565, 743)
The faith of the Circassian is almost pagan; they practice circumcision and believe
in one God, however, they have neither Holy Scriptures, nor priests or churches.
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This visual depiction of their faith suggests that Olearius, a devout Christian, wants to
highlight the primitiveness and the barbarity of the society that practices such rituals. The
men in the image are completely preoccupied by this ritual, which takes place in the open
space. The reader is given the impression that men were in control of the spiritual life of
the society, which was not the case, because there were many rituals performed only by
women, or in conjunction with one another. 22
Olearius’s picture presents another group of men toward the center background
sitting leisurely in a circle in a little distance, and it appears that they are eating and
drinking. But the most important scene is placed slightly left of center, yet still on the
center stage, so to speak, placed inbetween the various groups of men. The scene depicts
two Circassian women who are freely interacting with two German men, while the
Circassian men are completely preoccupied by their own business and do not seem to
care about what transpires there. The image presents Circassian women, mingling freely
with European men, and one of them appears to be “touching the woman’s breasts or
pretending to touch her necklace,” just as Olearius described in his written account. The
other woman, sitting next to her, extends her arm in an inviting gesture to the European
man who stands a few steps away. This gesture is reminiscent of the famous depiction of
America (1580) as a native woman who extends her hand welcoming the European
explorer (Figure 7). 23 The women also do not pay much attention to either the ritual or to
the native men. Their behavior is constructed in opposition to the normative image of a
pure, sexually passive, and pious European woman. The author carefully places these
Circassian women into the midst of the ritual which seems to consume the attention of all
the Circassian men. The impression that the visual creates is that of a primitive, barbaric
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(pagan) society whose women are unveiled, almost undressed; the notion that they are
“free” and sexually accessible to the foreign visitors is supported by the textual narrative.
The visuals thus help to clarify the text and serve both didactic and entertainment
purposes. The visual and the textual narratives work together to mark the differences in
the appearance and behavior of the natives. While Circassian men are represented as
somewhat wild and monstrous by their appearance and behavior (through their clothing
and the performance of the sacrificial rite), Circassian women were certainly represented
as quintessential objects of desire. They were seen as sexually available from the start
and exposed to the lascivious gaze of European men.
There is definitely a theatrical quality to this scene. Brancaforte has elaborated on
“the idea of theater” and the importance of the “flayed skin” motif in Olearius’s work.
According to Brancaforte, the flayed “curtain-like skin” that is pulled back or displayed
in some of the engravings, for example, actually serves as a curtain, inviting the
spectators to gaze at the spectacle that is unfolding in front of their eyes (Brancaforte
2003, 106). The scene depicting the Circassians certainly conforms to this idea by staging
several miniature scenes of action and featuring the “flayed skin.” To the European who
observes these exotic people, they are a theatrical sight; both scenery and people are
equally subject to his gaze and his imagination. But the presence of the European men on
that stage, who are engaged with the native women, as depicted in the image, also
suggests that they are not merely spectators, but are in fact actively engaged in a sexualimperial conquest.
The encounter with the Caucasus certainly led to a vast production of literature
that aimed to locate, describe, detail, and catalogue the exotic peoples, creatures, and
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geographies of the land, as well as to entertain the readers back home. As travel literature
increasingly becomes a source for new knowledge, it also becomes identified with the
interests and preoccupations of those in European societies who wished to bring the nonEuropean world into a position where it could be influenced, exploited, or directly
controlled. 24 The eighteenth and especially the nineteenth century saw a significant
number of travelers who visited the Northern Caucasus, despite the ongoing military
standoff between the Russian empire and the Caucasians. Increasing European
technological expertise provided advantages which made it easier to influence or
dominate non-Europeans. With technological superiority came presumed intellectual
superiority: Europeans could claim to be able to understand and interpret not only the
terrain they entered but the inhabitants as well (Bridges 2002, 53). Travel writing became
a powerful discourse that aimed at describing and interpreting the “foreign” lands and
people, their cultures and customs, imposing upon them oftentimes completely
constructed identities. Even though the emphasis was more and more on science and
precision, the idea of the superiority of the traveler’s culture and the inferiority of those
who were observed and described was undisputable. At best, non-Europeans were
portrayed as “innocent primitives” or “noble savages,” mainly in an uncivilized, barbaric
state of society. Some travelers re-invented the Caucasus as an exploitable wilderness, a
land awaiting the aid of European ingenuity which could unlock its vast resources, while
others turned to the depiction of picturesque nature and landscapes devoid from the
native population – thus “emptying” the place from its inhabitants and exercising a form
of latent colonization. Their narratives contain descriptions of panoramic scenes and
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landscapes that are penetrated by their gaze. By adopting this bird’s eye position, the
viewer arrogates to himself the position of authority.
The Russian Empire was born in 1721, when immediately after the Russian
victory over Sweden in the Great Northern War, Peter the Great proclaimed the tzardom
of Muscovy an imperiia, or modern colonial empire (Bassin, 767). Just like its Western
counterparts, it was also shaped by literary, scientific, and military conquest. Writing
served as an instrument of rule, as a means of collecting information and exercising
power. According to Tlostanova, Russia imported Western Orientalism. Prior to this
“Russia did not have a developed tradition of othering the East,” instead it has regarded
the “various links to the East, up to the blood links” quite favorably (Tlostanova 2010,
65). We see the first unclear beginnings of Orientalism in Russia only in the late
seventeenth century, which was the product of the “active orientalization of Russia by the
West and also by the Russian aristocracy that was brought up and transformed by
Western teachers” (65). As a result, mostly foreign (Western) scholars employed by the
Russian Academy of Sciences contributed to the production of knowledge, and they were
responsible for rewriting the history of Russia through the prism of Eurocentric
discourses. It was then in the nineteenth century, when Russia would finally “attempt to
point the newly acquired Western weapon of Orientalism against its own internal colonial
others” (65). A number of German scientists in the service of the Russian Academy of
Sciences participated in the exploration of the Caucasus, supporting Russian interests in
moving south. These new colonial travelers were not simply adventurers, but public
literary men on a mission to document the land and its people. But since exploration and
adventure went hand in hand, they were oftentimes repeating the adventuring poses of the
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past, producing the types of narratives that combined the motifs of colonial adventure –
danger and ardor, encounters with primitive tribes – with scientific research. Edward Said
claims in his study that German Orientalism was a purely scholarly enterprise not
sustained by national or colonial interests – a point that has been since then criticized by a
number of German scholars. 25 Although Germany did not actively participate in the
colonization of other lands at the time, Susanne Zantop argues that “colonial fantasies”
and the “colonial imagination” played a central role in the symbolic shaping of German
national identity. Zantop also outlines the rise of an “intellectual colonialism” that
through the reading of travelogues and other “scientific literature” invited readers “to
share in the classification of the other” which was closely connected with a privileging of
the self (Zantop, 41).The connection between knowledge and power is evident in the
participation of Geman scientists in the “intellectual conquest” of the Caucasus,
demonstrating that science itself was becoming “imperialistic.”
The first academic mission to the Caucasus that was sponsored by the Russian
Academy of Sciences was headed by Johann Anton Güldenstädt (1745-1781). 26 The two
volumes resulting from the expedition were published posthumously in Güldenstädt’s
name by Peter Simon Pallas and entitled Dr. Johann Anton Güldenstädt: Reisen durch
Russland und im kaukasischen Gebürge (St. Petersburg, 1787-1791). Güldenstädt’s
volumes are in the form of a diary, they document a vast amount of information on the
places, people, and animal- and plant-life of the Caucasus, including descriptions of the
soil, water, flora, fauna, and insects. In addition to sections on the political geography of
the Caucasian mountain-zone and information on the peoples, Güldenstädt did not ignore
the languages he heard, and speculated on their relationship to one another and their
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possible origins. According to Charles King, “it is to Güldenstädt that Russians’ most
deeply held beliefs about the Caucasus – indeed, many of the things that the peoples of
the Caucasus believe about themselves – owe their origins.” 27
The first researcher dispatched to the Caucasus by the Russian Academy was yet
another ethnic German, Julius Klaproth (born in Berlin in 1783). As publisher of the
Asiatischer Magazin in Weimar in 1802, he was invited to the St. Petersburg Academy of
Sciences and was sent by the Academy to the Caucasus, where he spent sixteen months
travelling from 1807 to 1808. He relocated to Paris in 1825 and died there ten years later.
The description of his Caucasian travels was published in Halle and Berlin in two
volumes in 1812 (740 pp.) and 1814 (624 pp.) under the title Reise in den Kaukasus und
nach Georgien, unternommen in den Jahren 1807 und 1808, auf Veranstaltung der
Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu St.-Petersburg, enthaltend eine
vollständige Beschreibung der kaukasischen Länder und ihrer Bewohner, von Julius von
Klaproth, Kaiserl. Russischem Hofrathe und Mitgliede der Akademie der Wissenschaften
zu St.-Petersburg. An English version (Travels in the Caucasus and Georgia) came out in
1814. The pattern of analysis represented in these voluminous reports was determined by
the colonial project they served. Charles King notes that Klaproth received very clear
instructions from the Academy concerning the purpose of his expedition. Among the
issues that Klaproth was expected to report on were, for example, the following
questions:
Are there traditions respecting the existence of Amazons? Who are the likely
descendants of the Scythians, the ancient steppe dwellers described by
Herodotus? Where are the passes in the mountains? What is to be found in the
districts south of the highlands, especially along the Black Sea? Are the women of
the Caucasus as beautiful as is often claimed? (King, 104)
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As King notes, it is shocking to realize how little Russians knew about a territory where
their empire would shortly embark on a series of long and costly wars of conquest (105).
It is clear, however, that Russians relied completely on the European production of
knowledge. And a certain image of the Caucasus born of ethnographic conjecture, gross
generalization, and a certain romance would have a great impact on the later perceptions
of the place and its people by Russians, as well as by the natives, who would internalize
these views.
There were also a number of British travelers who visited the Caucasus in the
nineteenth century. Their agenda was different from that of Germans working at the
Russian Academy of Sciences. The English traveler James Stanislaus Bell (1796-1858)
lived among the Northwest Caucasian peoples and encouraged them in their war against
Russia. He published his observations in a Journal of a Residence in Circassia during the
Years 1837, 1838, and 1839 (London, 1840). The frontispiece, titled “Circassian
Maidens,” (Figure 8) depicts two Circassian women in the foreground (one is sitting with
her back to the viewer, another woman is standing facing the viewer); in the background,
we see a village, and almost unnoticeable at first glance, a group of men sitting in a
circle. The long, slender body of the woman who is standing occupies almost the entirety
of the image.

Gender, Race, and the Circassian Body in the Western Imaginary
The exploration of the Caucasus and its people became a popular topic in the
1820s, during the rise of Romanticism with its increased interest in “orientalism,” and
was accompanied by a brutal subjugation of the natives and the colonization of their
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territory by the Russian empire. In the nineteenth century, scientific exploration was
linked with the physical domination and control of the territory. Critics have noted that
control of the body is a fundamental means for enacting social and colonial power, since
the body of the colonial woman often functions as a representation or a symbol of the
colonized land. As the agent of beauty, the body of “the Circassian woman,” exalted by
poets and artists, often fragmented, or reduced to its isolated parts, has been the most
popular subject for adoration and myth, aesthetic judgment and violent abuse.
As European and American travelers traversed war-ridden Circassia, they often
commented on the beauty of Circassians, giving most of their attention to the body and
body parts. A German visitor in the 1790s, Peter Pallas, comments on the “fame” of
Circassian women:
Circassian women are renowned for their beauty around the world. They have
long faces with correct and expressive facial features, mostly black eyes with
long eyelashes...Girls starting from the age of ten wear corsets that confine the
body inside them and that are so tight that one cannot see more slender or
refined figures than there. 28
Visitors in the 1830s were similarly impressed. An Englishman named Edmund Spencer
in his Travels to Circassia described the Circassian countenance as “perfectly classical,
exhibiting, in the profile, that exquisite gently curving line, considered by connoisseurs to
be the ideal of beauty” (Spencer, 38), (Figure 9). On his travels, he met a Circassian
princess, whom he called “one of the handsomest women I think I ever beheld” (38). He
further describes her as being “about eighteen: with the most regular features of the
Grecian cast; eyes, large and dark; complexion, a clear brown; hands and feet delicately
small: and her whole figure admirably molded” (45).
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Such views were not limited to the travelers to this turbulent region. Admiration
for Circassian beauty was widespread in the West during the Enlightenment era, and was
linked with the concerns of improving health and race. During this period, we find
numerous references to the ability of Circassian women to fight smallpox and thus
preserve their beauty, as well as to sexual reproduction and the breeding value of
Circassian beauty. Voltaire, for example, in his Lettres Philosophiques (1734) alludes not
only to the beauty of Circassian ladies, but also to their wisdom. In his letter On the
Inoculation with Smallpox (Letter Eleven), the French philosopher, who was concerned
with the prejudices of his contemporaries against the practice of smallpox inoculations to
fight the disease, praises Circassian women who “have from time immemorial had the
custom of giving the smallpox to their children, when as little as six months old” in order
“to preserve the life and the beauty of their children.” 29 The cause of this custom in
Circassia is identified by Voltaire as “mother-love and self-interest,” and he goes on to
explain the interest that the parents have in preserving the lives of their children,
especially their daughters:
The Circassians are poor, and their daughters are beautiful, so most of their trade
is in them; they furnish with beauties the harems of the Sultan, the Sophy of
Persia, and such others as are rich enough to buy and maintain such precious
merchandise. With the most honest and virtuous intentions, they bring up these
girls to take the initiative with the male sex by caressing them, to improvise
dances fraught with lust and voluptuousness, and, by all the most sensual artifices,
to revive the appetite of the disdainful masters whom they are destined to serve.
(42)
This passage implies that parents bring these girls up with the sole intention of selling
them as sexual slaves and train them for this purpose from an early age. In fact, Voltaire
emphasizes that parents take “great pains to give their children a good education …
Every day these poor creatures rehearse their lessons with their mother, as our little girls
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recite their catechism, without understanding any of it” (41). Voltaire further describes
the frustration of parents when from time to time an outbreak of smallpox epidemics
forces them to lose their precious assets:
Smallpox broke out in the family; one daughter died of it, another lost an eye, a
third recovered with a big nose; and the poor parents were ruined, all their
resources gone. Often, what is more, when there was an actual epidemic of
smallpox, commerce was interrupted for several years, causing a notable
diminution in the seraglios of Persia and of Turkey. (42)
It is hard to identify the exact sources of Voltaire’s information, but his comments are in
line with the fascination of Western writers with Circassian women and their status as
“sexual slaves.” This fascination was highly invested with erotic desire and Orientalist
fantasies about the “female harem slaves.”
Aesthetic judgments figure prominently in the thought of several late eighteenthand early nineteenth century European intellectuals. The German philosopher Herder in
his Ideen zur Philosophie der Geschichte der Menschheit (1791) refers to Circassia as the
“parent of beauty” and the Circassian women as well known and praised for their
beautiful forms: “their dark silken eyebrows, black sparkling eyes, smooth foreheads,
little mouths, and round chins.” 30 Furthermore, Herder maintains the view that Circassian
women positively influenced the physical constitution of other European, as well as nonEuropean nations and races by referring to the value of the Circassian females as an
exemplary breeding stock that could be used to “improve” less beautiful people (such as
Persians and Turks). The identification of Circassians as an ideal breeding stock is
present in a range of eighteenth-century texts and attests to the later Europeans
preoccupation with eugenics, and with the physical and moral improvement of the human
kind. Thus, the Circassian was identified in these narratives not only as the object of male
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sexual desire, but also as someone associated with the improvement of the human race.
Her uncontested beauty, racial purity, and slave status, identified her main function, as
seen by Europeans, in satisfying sexual appetites and for reproduction.
One can clearly notice that the invention of “whiteness” is closely connected to
ideas of beauty and ugliness, and of the superiority and inferiority of different groups of
people within the widely circulating travel literature of the period. These vague
references circulated at the same time as a more specific view had emerged that
Circassians offered the model of perfection for European beauty. It was connected to the
emergence of the concept of race in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries that
led to the formation of increasingly contemptuous and rigid racial stereotypes in the
nineteenth century. The Circassian Beauty myth, therefore, served to promote and
empower Eurocentrism, the European notions of superiority, based, in this context, on the
color of skin.
Within the epistemic debates of the early life sciences and philosophies of nature,
concepts of race and gender played a crucial role, as scientists became increasingly
concerned with ideas of gender and race, with processes of race-mixing and
crossbreeding. The invention and rearticulation of the concepts of race and gender at the
turn of the century (around 1800) was by no means a merely intellectual project. These
concepts gained a great deal of cultural significance and become the main points of
reference for the biopolitical discourses of the nineteenth, twentieth, and even twentyfirst centuries.
Recently, the concepts of race and gender have attracted much scholarly interest,
particularly in the fields of philosophy and literary studies. 31 By the early nineteenth
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century, Circassians were associated with theories of racial hierarchy – the “superior”
white races. Around 1790s the German anthropologist Johann Blumenbach described the
Caucasus region as the source of the purest examples of the “white race.” He drew a great
deal of attention to the Circassians in particular whom he defined as “the closest to God’s
original model of humanity” and therefore the “purest and most beautiful whites.” 32
These theories helped to further fuel and sustain the myth of the Circassian Beauty in the
Western European imagination. Blumenbach invented the racial term “Caucasian” 33 and
married it to the tradition of seeing the peoples of the Caucasus as the most beautiful in
the world, thus, laying great emphasis on the importance of beauty and “fairness” as his
criteria for racial classification. 34 As Sara Figal argues in her article “The Caucasian
Slave Race: Beautiful Circassians and the Hybrid Origin of European Identity,” the
fascination with the Caucasus and the Caucasian people was due not only to an
appropriation of ancient mythology and of the biblical story of Noah’s Ark landing on
Mount Ararat, but above all draws on eroticized reports of the beauty of Circassian
women, especially female slaves. 35 How does this fetishized female from the Caucasus
become “an unlikely icon for racial theorists and their narratives of European
superiority?” (Figal, 163).
In the early sixteenth century, Europeans introduced a system of color-based
slavery. They associated slavery with blackness and a slave was considered to be a
valuable or prestigious commodity in Europe. 36 The idea then that Circassians, both men
and women, were sold as slaves to the Ottomans destabilized this racial hierarchy as well
as the ideas of superiority and inferiority that were based on the color of the skin. “White
slavery” contested the justification of the subjugation of Africans by presenting “natural”
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explanations for the slavery (Mazzolini, 147). Towards the turn of the eighteenth century
“whiteness” was linked more and more with aesthetic and intellectual distinctions.
Circassians thus found themselves at the center of debates on race theories, specifically in
narratives about the superior Caucasian race. Figal notes that one of the earliest witnesses
to what would develop and circulate throughout Europe as the legendary figure of the
“Circassian beauty” is to be found in François Bernier’s Nouvelle division de la terre par
les différentes espèces ou races qui l’habitent (New Division of the Earth According to
the Different Species or Races of Men, 1684):
It cannot be said that the native and aboriginal women of Persia are beautiful, but
this does not prevent the city of Isfahan from being filled with infinity of very
handsome women, as well as very handsome men, in consequence of the great
number of handsome slaves who are brought there from Georgia and Circassia.
The Turks have also a great number of very handsome women; … they have …
an immense quantity of slaves who come to them from Mingrelia, Georgia, and
Circassia, where according to the Levantines and all the travelers, the handsomest
women of the world are to be found. 37
As Figal points out this is also one of the earliest texts that mentions race in connection
with an aesthetic category such as beauty as a dominant classification of differences
among various peoples. Figal further maintains that this figure points to the highly
ambivalent and imaginative nature of white European identity because it locates the
origin of that identity “outside of the community of ‘civilized’ cultures” and outside
orthodox Christendom (165). As Figal points out, it was not only “eroticized exoticism”
that made the beautiful Circassian an icon of racial theories, but also proto-eugenic
fantasies and reflections on cross-breeding; that is, on the improvement of blood and
beauty through reproducing with Circassian women.
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As an example, Figal cites John Chardin, a seventeenth-century French traveler to
Persia, who speculates in his travelogue on how the physical beauty of Circassian women
improved “the Persian Blood:”
In the other parts of the Kingdom, the Persian Blood is now grown clearer, by the
mixture of the Georgian and Circassian Blood… There is scarce a Gentleman in
Persia, whose Mother is not a Georgian or a Circassian woman; to begin with the
King, who commonly is a Georgian, or a Circassian by the Mother’s side; and
whereas, that mixture began above a hundred Years ago, the Female kind is
grown fairer, as well as the other, and the Persian women are now very handsome,
and very well shap’d, tho’ they are still inferior to the Georgians: As to the Men,
they are commonly Tall, Straight, Ruddy, Vigorous, have a good Air, and a
pleasant Countenance. 38
In Chardin’s account the beautiful Circassian and Georgian women “appear… to be little
more than a prized breeding stock selected to improve the appearance of the powerful
male lines in Persia” (Figal, 173). However, as Figal points out, these women “who
possess a coveted beauty but nothing else have no social signature of their own; they are
represented simply as a commodity for sexual pleasure and optimized reproduction”
(173).
All these references to the beauty of Circassian women and their capacity to
improve other stock, as Figal argues, points to the European colonial fantasy in which
Women are offered up to the ‘ugly’ (and inevitably darker) men of other races; in
the case of the Ottomans (as with the seraglio fictions and comments on Persian
stock), the other ‘race’ may well be a military and cultural threat. In such a case,
the improvement of the darker kind through Caucasian blood might well function
as a biological conquest through racial ‘improvement.’ Logic would suggest that
if everyone were to mate with a Caucasian woman, then all peoples would
become more beautiful, more nearly European. (181)
One might think that the idealization and the attention given to Circassian women had a
positive effect, or somehow empowered these women (a point often encountered in
Circassian nationalistic discourses that hail this kind of attention as a celebration of
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Circassian women). In fact, as Figal points out, the effect is exactly the opposite because
she is “celebrated precisely as someone without land or language of her own, either as a
primitive or as a slave without personal freedom” (181). The Circassian woman has
become whatever others wanted her to become – an exotic beauty, a white sex slave
lacking a voice of her own and without self-representation.

Between Image and Identity: Teresa Sampsonia Sherley (1589-1668) and Charlotte
Aissé (1694-1733) in Western European Sources
There are several real-life Circassian women whose presence in modern European
sources, both textual and visual, is notable. It is difficult, however, to recover the lives
and identities of these women due to the fact that the little information we have about
their lives has been fictionalized. Teresa Sampsonia Sherley (1589-1668), who is
allegedly the first Circassian woman to receive mention in English sources, is one of
them. Despite the multiplicity of sources that report about her life, including the two
portraits drawn by Anthony Van Dyck (1599-1641) and commissioned by Teresa herself,
as well as the inscription on her tombstone that she herself adopted, Teresa’s story leaves
us with more questions than answers. 39 Most sources present conflicting reports about
Teresa’s life, about her social status and her religious affiliations. In addition, we see that
Teresa herself also participated very effectively in the construction of her own
(posthumous) myth. Her name (which is most likely not her real name) became famous
through its close association with the Sherley brothers, in particular with her husband
Robert Sherley, an Englishman who became the “first Persian ambassador to England,”
and with the so-called “Sherlian discourse.” 40 The Sherlian discourse encompassed many
writings about the adventures of the English brothers in Safavid Persia and was driven by
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the European public’s curiosity about places and peoples largely unknown to them. Thus,
it effectively intertwined myth with reality. Bernadette Andrea argues that the
representations of both Teresa and her husband are revealing, in the sense that they are
aligned with the gendered discourse of empire that constituted the Sherlian discourse
(284). Furthermore, Teresa’s presence in England, as Andrea suggests, “epitomizes the
masquerade characteristic of Sherlian discourse precisely because it layers with the
feminine masquerade mandated by English and Persian patriarchal cultures” (283).
In 1598, the Sherley brothers, Anthony and his younger brother Robert, arrived at
the court of Shah Abbas I in Persia. The Shah treated Anthony favorably, and within six
months of his arrival at the court, he was sent as Persian ambassador to the Western
crowned heads of Europe who sought alliances with the Persian Shi’ahs against the
Ottoman Sunnis. Robert was left behind in Persia as a hostage to ensure his elder
brother’s return. Robert remained in Persia for over eight years. During this period, he
adopted Persian customs, served in the Persian army, and married Teresa, who in some
sources was described as the “Shah’s niece” and in others as a “bought slave” (Andrea,
286). By 1608, in the absence of his brother, Robert became the Persian ambassador to
Western Europe and took several trips to Europe visiting Cracow, Prague, Rome,
Barcelona, Madrid, and England with his Circassian wife by his side.
According to Andrea, even before the couple arrived in London in 1611, Lady
Sherley and her husband appeared in numerous British cultural productions, including
several plays and romances, ushering a “series of influential misrepresentations that
dominated Sherlian discourse” (283). In Anthony Nixon’s pamphlet The Three English
Brothers (1607), for example, Teresa is introduced as the “cousin Germaine of the King
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of Persia” and as a “widow of a Duke in that country.” 41 Commenting on her marriage to
Robert Sherley, Nixon compares Teresa to Andromache, a heroine from the ancient
Greek mythology, implying that after the defeat of the Trojans, she was awarded as a
slave and concubine to Achilles’s son, Neoptolemus (namely to Robert). Andrea points
out that the “comparison of Lady Sherley with Andromache embeds the fundamental
‘Western ideal of imperialism’ into Sherlian discourse through a specifically gendered
analogy” (284). However, if we consider the role of Andromache in Homer’s Iliad, we
will see that she is portrayed not only as the perfect, obedient wife of Hector, but also as
someone who gives military advice to her husband and takes part in the city’s defense
against the enemy. 42 In other words, in Homer’s representation of Andromache, we see
that the traditional gender roles are breached. The name Andromache means “fighter of
men” in Greek and there was also a famous Amazon woman named “Andromache.” As
we shall see later, this Amazonian discourse is also evident in Teresa’s later
representations, including in her own self-representation.
There was another source that recorded Teresa Sherley’s personal history,
although it was not available to early modern English readers: A Chronicle of the
Carmelites in Persia, a collection of manuscript accounts from the Vatican and Carmelite
archives (Andrea, 286). Andrea points out several instances in which the records of the
Carmelites diverged from the English sources. While the English narratives consistently
represent Lady Sherley as a Christian, the Carmelites suggest that she may have been a
Muslim (or Orthodox Christian) prior to her conversion to Roman Catholicism (286). In
contrast to the English sources where Teresa appears most often as a “passive appendage
of her husband,” the Carmelite chronicles present her as an “accomplished and capable
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woman” (286). As evidence of this, Andrea cites one anecdotal episode recorded by the
Carmelites, in which Teresa saves the life of her husband from bandits while in Persia:
A band fell on the caravan, and, after binding the arms of the servants, tied
[Robert] to a tree and tried to make him drink poison: at that moment a sword fell
from the hands of one miscreant and Sherley’s wife, like a true Amazon, bounded
on it and proceeded to thrust and cut and kill some of the band, putting to flight
the rest. (Andrea, 287)
Andrea also reports that this designation of Amazon woman-warrior is something that
Teresa herself adopted for her tombstone, when she was buried with her husband many
years later in Rome. The inscription reads: “Theresia Sampsonia, native of the region of
the Amazons, daughter of Samphuffus, Prince of Circassia. For her most beloved
husband, the resting place of herself and the bones of her husband who died in Persia and
whose bones were brought to this city by herself in her twenty-ninth year” (294). In
addition to being a “native of the region of the Amazons,” this inscription tells us about
Teresa’s noble origins and about the extraordinary journey from Persia to Rome
undertaken by this woman with her husband’s remains. By the time of her husband’s
death, Teresa was a well-traveled woman, which was a remarkable accomplishment on its
own. According to Julia Schleck, Teresa’s bravery was noted by English male writers,
and was directly linked to her Circassian identity. 43 Thomas Fuller, for example, included
her in his entry on the Sherleys in The History of Worthies of England, claiming that she
was “very valiant, a quality considerable in that Sex, in those Countries” (Schleck, 6).
Another instance that emphasizes her bravery and her status as a female warrior is
a painting from 1622 produced by the famous Flemish artist Anthony Van Dyck, who
was a leading court painter in England (Figure 10). Teresa is presented in this painting
wearing a luxurious fashionable English dress, holding a pocket watch in one hand, and a
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pistol in the other hand. Schleck points out that “both of these items would have been
novelties, and much in vogue in Persia, and thus serve as status markers as much as the
wealthy dress and jewels” (Schleck, 6). In addition, Schleck notes that “firearms of any
kind were not frequently used by women in either country, however, and thus the pistol
marks her Amazonian status as much as her presence in England signals her intrepidity in
traveling so far beyond her homeland in an era when women rarely traveled at all” (6).
The masquerade of femininity and masculinity, however, becomes more evident if we
compare Teresa’s painting with that of her husband, who was represented wearing a
Persian outfit complete with a turban, for which he received much criticism from his
contemporaries. The main critique of his character proclaims him to be “distastefully
Persian” – effeminate, servile and venal (1). Exploring the gendering of both Teresa and
Robert Sherley, Schleck notes “Teresa’s lack of alignment with Orientalist discourses
about Circassian women,” while Robert, on the other hand, fulfills “the orientalist
stereotype of Eastern men, or of English men ‘going native’” (1). Schleck suggests that
the depictions of Teresa Sampsonia are filled with references to her bravery and spirit,
and are in sharp contrast with later Orientalist representations of Circassian women that
were “dominated by beauty, sensuality, and the marked physicality of the imperialist
gaze” (1). In her husband’s portrayal, on the other hand, Schleck argues, we can see “the
beginnings of the ‘male oriental’ as constructed in Western orientalist discourses” (2).
In contrast to the first portrait by Van Dyck, the second image from the same year
represents Teresa more “traditionally” – she is sitting in a room that appears to be a
bedroom, holding a white handkerchief, with an exotic landscape in the background
(Figure 11). Teresa again wears a luxurious dress with an elaborate feathered headpiece.
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The golden embroidery on her dress, on the bedcover and the carpet, as well as the pillow
lying on the floor, denote oriental motifs. Both images present her as a woman of striking
individuality; she returns the gaze by looking directly into the viewer’s eyes. It is hard to
tell, however, how much input and influence Teresa had on the construction of these selfrepresentational images, and how much of it was dictated by the norms and conventions
of early modern European art. The story of Teresa Sampsonia Sherley leaves us with
more questions than answers: How did Teresa travel to Persia? What was her real name?
What was the relationship between Circassia and Persia? How did Teresa become Robert
Sherley’s wife? And, what role did she play in the Anglo-Persian diplomatic
relationship?
Another example of this fictionalization is Charlotte Aissé (1694 -1733), a French
writer of Circassian origin. Aissé was purchased at the age of four from an Ottoman
slave market by Charles de Ferriol, the French Ambassador to Istanbul. She was raised as
his daughter in elevated social circles and later became a very sophisticated lady who, as
Figal puts it, “functioned as an icon of virtue in the face of French decadence … while
desired by all men (she was, after all, Circassian), she resisted almost all of their
attentions” (170). Aissé became known for her Lettres de Mademoiselle Aïssé à Madame
Calandrini (1853), in which she described the moral perversion of eighteenth-century
French society. Voltaire edited her letters after her death, and they were published
posthumously. But, what mostly contributed to Aissé fictionalization is that she provided
inspiration for the Abbé Prévost’s somewhat scandalous novel entitled Histoire d’une
Grecque modern [History of a Modern Greek] (1740). In addition, an anonymous
biographical sketch was translated into German and published in 1809 in August von
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Kotzebue’s journal Die Biene under the title, “Die kleine Sklavin, eine wahre
Geschichte” [The Little Slave, a True Story]. 44 Although we have Aissé’s letters as the
testimony to her life and as a way to represent herself, there is no evidence how
drastically – if at all – they have been edited. As Figal points out, Aissé’s biography was
in no way typical or ordinary, and it somewhat helped to reinforce the myths surrounding
Circassian women, since “both biographical and fictionalized representations of Aissé
circle around her Circassian origins, her ‘rescue’ from a harem fate, and her irresistible
beauty with as much lurid interest as if she had become the seraglio concubine she once
seemed destined to be” (Figal, 170). As we shall see later, this is exactly the kind of
narrative that the great American showmen P.T. Barnum would use in the late nineteenth
century to stage his “Circassian Beauty” exhibit: he would claim that the Circassian girls
who came directly from the Caucasus had been rescued from Ottoman harems and
brought to the United States where they were “liberated” (apart from the fact that they
had to perform in his show) and were successfully taught many skills. Of course, the
beauty factor was advertised to attract the spectators.
Colonialism and imperialism were inseparable from the invention of race in the
European context. Race classifications were used to explain not only biological varieties
but the superiority and inferiority of different cultural types. Western Europeans regarded
Circassians as a more superior race, and, therefore, closer to the Europeanized self. The
idea of “whiteness,” explicitly marked in this context, contributed to the visibility of race
by emphasizing the more powerful position or status that was connected with whiteness.
According to Figal, with the rise of “Aryanism” in the late nineteenth century, attempts
were made to disentangle the construction of European identity in the Caucasus. William
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Ripley’s Lowell lectures at Columbia University in 1896, published in book form in
1899, testify to this shift in racial discourse:
Byzantine harem tales of Circassian beauty have not failed to influence opinion
upon the subject of European origins. Not even the charm of mystery remains in
support of a Caucasian race theory today. In the present state of our knowledge, it
is therefore difficult to excuse the statement of a recent authority, who still
persists in the title Homo Caucasicus as applied to the peoples of Europe. It is not
true that any of these Caucasians are even “somewhat typical.” As a fact, they
could never be typical of anything. The name covers nearly every physical type
and family of language of the Eur-Asian continent, except, as we have said, that
blond, tall, “Aryan”- speaking one to which the name has been specifically
applied. It is all false; not only improbable, but absurd. The Caucasus is not a
cradle – it is rather a grave – of peoples, of languages, of customs, and of physical
types. Let us be assured of that point at the outset. 45
When it came to Russian colonization, however, the difference between the colonizer and
the colonized was represented in different forms. Racism became a part of the equation as
efforts were made to portray the Caucasians, people living in the Caucasus region,
including Circassians, as a darker type with black hair and darker complexion vis-à-vis
the Russians. The justification for this type of racialization was based on the argument or
the view of the culture as primitive and backward. The Circassians were portrayed as
being closer to nature, as wild, and irrational; Circassian men supposedly displayed a
tendency toward brutality, and were prone to violence (animal analogies were used
throughout the discourse to describe Circassian men as well as women). They were
regarded as the fossilized remnants of earlier evolutionary stages in desperate need of
modernization. Here we can see how “culture” is used in similar ways as “race” had been
before. “Culture” becomes an explanation for the marginal position of certain groups, as
a legitimization for their objectification and homogenization. Thus, racism in the Russian
context took on new forms and expressions by referring to culture or religion (Islam).
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The Ottoman Harem and Circassian Women: The Story of Shemsigul
The most powerful representations of Circassian women in Western culture,
however, are those depicting the Circassian women as female slaves “destined to fill the
harems of Constantinople.” 46 Describing the importance of the coastal town of Anapa to
the Circassians, the American traveler George Ditson reports in his book Circassia: Or a
Tour to the Caucasus (1850) that the Circassians established there “a ready market for
their females, in exchange for ammunition and the means of carrying on their wars with
the Russians” (188). He further explains that the women “were brought here by their
fathers and brothers, or came voluntarily, elated by the prospect of benefitting their
condition” (188). Most nineteenth-century Western commentators never failed to
mention the high desirability by Circassian women of such a prospect in life, explaining
it as a wish to better their lives, escape poverty and the hardships of life and
deemphasizing the ongoing war and its impact on people’s lives. Ditson was not an
exception as he recycles the imaginary thoughts of the Circassian women circulating
around the Ottoman slave market:
To how many thousands of Circassian maidens has this been the bright
surveying point of a brilliant destiny! To how many, at least, has it appeared
so, when, after traversing the long, rugged ravines of the Caucasus, they have
reached the summit of these neighboring heights, and gazed with throbbing
breasts on the fair city below them! The vision of their childhood, the dreams
of their girlish days, the aspirations of their riper years, were here about to
assume a form, a tangibility, a reality; they were to pass from a state of
servitude, dependence, and, perhaps, poverty, to a life of splendid ease, of
enviable independence, luxury, and love. Their bright eyes brightening with
these happy thoughts, their beauty was enhanced; and few were those who
were not bettered by the change. (189)
In this passage, Ditson presents women as already being subordinated slaves since their
childhood who dreamed of becoming sexual slaves. Furthermore, he describes in
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romantic terms the “liberating” experience of becoming a harem dweller; an experience
that brings not only “independence, luxury and love,” but also a sense of selfimprovement and self-realization by referring to slavery as the only way for Circassian
women to rise in the world and fulfill themselves. He cautiously adds, however, that
it would be extravagant to say that none were disappointed. Some, doubtless,
trusting by their charms to become the ‘light of the harem,’ the mother of a sultan;
to be bedecked with the costliest jewels, and wrapped in the richest robes, have
rated their fascinations too high, and found themselves but the domestic servants
of some miserly crones, who, while they made the arduous tasks of their gentle
captives repay them for their cost, begrudged it while they toiled. (189)
Ditson is clearly enchanted by these “gentle captives” as he goes on to describe the issue
of pricing: “The prices obtained for them depended very naturally on their youth and
beauty, the latter qualification embracing particularly a form voluptuously developed, and
for which they are usually remarkable” (189). Ditson’s “antislavery” sentiment was in
fact consistent with his supposition about the subordination and inferiority of Circassian
women. In the passage cited above, Ditson makes analogies between those who were
deemed subordinate (women, children, and slaves).
Similar ideas, almost word by word, are expressed in a story written at the same
time by another American. In his tale The Circassian Slave; or, The Sultan’s Favorite: A
Story of Constantinople and the Caucasus (1851), Maturin Murray Ballou, “Lieutenant
Murray,” promotes the ideology of slavery by suggesting that it is a choice for a certain
group of people who prefer the sexual slavery in the luxury of Ottoman harems to
freedom:
Circassia, the land of beauty and oppression, whose noble valleys produce such
miracles of female loveliness, and whose level plains are the vivid scenes of such
terrible struggles; where a brave, unconquerable peasantry have, for a very long
period, defied the combined powers of the whole of Russia, and whose daughters,
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though the children of such sires, are yet taught and reared from childhood to look
forward to a life of slavery in a Turkish harem as the height of their ambition. 47
Although the main protagonist of Murray’s story, a sixteen year old Circassian girl
named Komel who has been taken into bondage against her will, seems to demonstrate
the opposite, the author writes:
No wonder, then, educated, or rather uneducated as they are, that the visions of
their childhood, the dreams of their girlish days, and even the aspirations of their
riper years, should be in the anticipation of a life of independence, luxury and
love, in those fairy-like homes that skirt the Bosporus at Constantinople. (21)
This particular story has a happy ending, as Komel along with her childhood friend Aphiz
Adegah escapes slavery and returns to her homeland. For Murray, the author, who
“emancipates” his heroine, the beautiful, intelligent, white slave Komel, from her Turkish
oppressor, she is an ideal colonial subject who is primed for “civilization.”
The continuous fascination and even obsession with this topic throughout the nineteenth
century is hardly a surprise. The subject allowed Europeans, most of them men, to
publicly indulge in their Orientalist fantasies and slip into the pleasures of exotic
imaginings. In this discourse, erotic attraction and fantasy could be explored safely within
the accepted cultural canons of the time, and where the relationship of dominance and
submission could appear inoffensively draped in orientalist imagery. The whole
phenomenon says a great deal about the voyeuristic fantasies that accompanied notions of
the Orient and cross-racial sexual encounters. Feminine beauty was defined primarily for
men’s pleasure. As Irvin Cemil Schick notes:
The harem woman was always portrayed as a multiplicity, a plurality of
women…Becoming a harem woman, in other words, meant giving up one’s
selfhood and individuality, becoming just one among many, a nameless member
of an undifferentiated plurality of women. 48
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At the same time, Schick points out that the Western obsession with Circassian women
could be explained with her “European affiliations” and her ability to “de-orientalize,”
i.e., to integrate faster into Western society: “This no doubt served the important function
of creating a fantasy of exogamy that was ‘safe’ because its women were not really
‘other’” (Schick, 200).
Among other consequences, the perpetuation of the “Circassian beauty” myth in
has led to the propagation of slavery, turning Circassian women into commodities.
Circassian women were renowned as high-status slaves, particularly in the Ottoman
Empire. As Tlostanova notes:
The lively slave trade between the Ottoman Sultanate and Circassia, even if it
appeared to be a remnant of earlier economic and social relations, was in fact
firmly grounded in racial discourses as a fundamental part of modernity and
capitalism. These discourses were internalized by both the Ottoman Turks and
Circassians, who were and still remain both the victims and the perpetrators of the
Whiteness myth. (Tlostanova 2010, 84)
The majority of Western commentators often romanticized life in the Ottoman harem.
Frederick Millingen, however, who addresses the structure and the system of the Sultan’s
harem, points out in his report The Circassian Slaves and the Sultan’s Harem (1870) that
many women in the harem were subjected to extreme forms of oppression and
deprivation, and, in some cases, even violent acts. 49 Those women in the imperial
harems whose sons became sultans could exercise some type of independence and control
over their lives, whereas many others, he notes, living in an atmosphere of seclusion and
constant “jealousy wars” become “worn out and emaciated, and die of consumption.” 50
Despite the fact that the Turkish-Caucasian slave trade persisted for centuries, it is
not a very well-studied subject. We do not know much about the lives of ordinary
(nonelite) Circassian men and women who ended up in the Ottoman Empire as slaves.
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For one, the history of the Ottoman-Circassian slave trade has been overshadowed by
Western stereotypes of the “elite slaves” – the janissaries and “Circassian harem
women;” as well as by the Russian imperialist rhetoric of the “emancipation” of
Circassian women from this barbaric practice to which they had been subjected by both
their countrymen and by the Ottomans. Ehud Toledano’s groundbreaking study on how
bonded persons, in particular Africans and Circassians, experienced enslavement in the
Ottoman state is an exception to this case. In his book As if Silent and Absent: Bonds of
Enslavement in the Middle East (2007), Toledano reconstructs the history of Ottoman
slavery through the voices of enslaved persons themselves, using court records and other
previously unexamined primary sources of information. Toledano reports that the trade in
Circassian slave labor was well established before the nineteenth century, but beginning
in the 1850s “the enslaved Circassians were mostly refugees driven from the Caucasus by
the Russians.” 51 In the 1860s, Russia’s forced expulsions of Circassians intensified,
causing tens of thousands of men, women, and children to flee to the Ottoman Empire.
Most of them were enserfed agricultural workers in their own homeland, but in
accordance with Ottoman law they were given the status of slaves (12). According to
Tlostanova, there was a clear difference “in the degree and nature of dispensability of
human lives in Western modernity, in the Ottoman sultanate and in Russia:”
In the Ottoman Sultanate there was a specific understanding of the slave status
which did not rob him/her of rights and humanity. A slave could change his/her
status and it was easier for women due to the possibility of marriage. (Tlostanova
2010, 84)
In fact, Islamic law and Ottoman social norms and regulations provided a greater
opportunity for enslaved Circassians and Africans, who entered Ottoman territory either
voluntarily or by force, to be absorbed and integrated into society. Toledano points out,
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for example, that an “enslaved woman impregnated by her owner could not be sold, her
offspring were considered free, and she herself was freed upon the death of her master”
(Toledano 2007, 12). Thus, over the course of several generations not only the social
absorption but also the visible disappearance of slaves in the Ottoman society was
ensured. The descendants of these former slaves later created the agricultural
communities in Anatolia, and in the wider Middle East, many of which still exist.
Some Ottoman slave-dealers, however, tried and, most likely, did abuse the law
repeatedly, as we know now from the remarkable story of a Circassian slave woman
named Shemsigul. Her story, Shemsigul: A Circassian Slave in Mid-Nineteenth-Century
Cairo, was reconstructed by Ehud Toledano, using the available police interrogation
report found in the State Historical Archives in Cairo. 52 Shemsigul’s story provides a
human dimension to the history of the Black Sea slave trade between the Caucasus and
the Ottoman Empire by offering a rare glimpse into the life of a real Circassian woman,
an ordinary, rather than an elite person, who had been sold into Ottoman slavery.
Toledano reports that on 30 June 1854, a young Circassian woman named
Shemsigul appeared before police investigators in Cairo and presented testimony about
her life over the previous two years (Toledano 1993, 60). From her testimony, we learn
that her journey into slavery began in a Circassian village in the Caucasus, continued in
Istanbul, and ended in Ottoman Cairo. Born into a poor Circassian family, Shemsigul was
taken by a relative or a slave dealer to Istanbul, where she was purchased by the slave
dealer Deli Mehmet (61). From the interrogation report, we learn that on the way from
Istanbul to Cairo, Deli Mehmet forced Shemsigul to have sexual relations with him, and
she became pregnant by him. In spite of her being pregnant, the slave dealer sold
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Shemsigul to the palace of Mehmet Ali Pasha [son of Mehmet Ali Pashsa, governor
general of Egypt, 1805-1848] (62). According to Toledano, the slave dealer broke the law
that forbade selling a pregnant slave carrying his child, and accordingly, “if Shemsigul
gave birth, the child would be free and she would automatically be manumitted upon the
death of Deli Mehmed” (68). Instead, the slave dealer and his wife engaged in a series of
unlawful and violent activities. They tried to resell her several times, and when that was
unsuccessful, they tried to get rid of Shemsigul’s unborn child by beating her severely.
Deli Mehmet’s wife even called in a midwife to perform an abortion on Shemsigul,
however, the midwife refused to abort the child, because the pregnancy was too advanced
and the operation would have endangered Shemsigul’s life. Here, Toledano underlines
the role played by midwives in police investigations of crimes against women (69). The
scholar points out that there were other women who took pity on Shemsigul and who
tried to save her from the cruelties of the slave dealer and his wife. Eventually, Shemsigul
gave birth to a child who was adopted by Deli Mehmet’s wife, and Shemsigul was sold to
another slave dealer. The latter discovered what had happened to her and brought the
whole story to the attention of the head of the slave dealer’s guild, who in turn referred
the whole matter to the police. Shemsigul did ultimately receive justice in the courts,
even though Deli Mehmet denied everything: the police thus accepted Shemsigul’s story
and rejected the slave dealer’s version of events. As Toledano suggests, what happened to
Shemsigul afterwards, must be left to the imagination:
Shemsigul was probably manumitted by court order with Deli Mehmet’s reluctant
acquiescence. Obviously, she could not expect any assistance from him. If she
could not secure alternative patronage immediately upon manumission, she stood
in danger of falling out of society’s accepted frameworks for an unmarried
woman, which could bring upon her want and destitution. (73)
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We shall probably never know the end of Shemsigul’s story. However, what we do learn
from her testimony is that she was a courageous woman who defended the truth by
sticking to her narrative and who brought her abuser to justice. We also learn from her
that there were other women who showed her compassion and who offered to help her
when she needed it most.
Tlostanova points out that there is a clear difference between Circassians as an
object of Orientalist mythology in the West and in Russia, and a Circassian discourse in
the Ottoman Sultanate which was going through its own adaptation of civilizing
enlightenment ideals at the time. She argues that “the Turkish rendering of Circassian
slaves was not marked by Western misanthropic skepticism. They were not excluded
from humanity” (Tlostanova 2010, 86).
So far, I have discussed the representations of Circassian women in Western
gendered and racial discourses. Because it is usually a male author who organizes the
text’s way of seeing, the angle of vision is male-centered. The most serious implications
of this angle of vision is that it works against the representation of real women, and
instead creates false constructs, projections of male fears and fantasies, idealizations and
demonizations of women. It asks us to accept these images as real representations of
ourselves. How does the situation change (if at all) if the author is a Western woman
writer?
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Circassia and Circassians in the Poems of Emily Dickinson (1830-1886) and Frances
Browne (1816-1879)
It is useful to compare the male-centered perspective to the vision of nineteenthcentury women writers in the West, to see whether their notion of Orientalism was
different from their male counterparts. In this regard, I would like to turn to the works of
nineteenth-century American poet Emily Dickinson (1830-1886) and an Irish poet and
writer, Frances Browne (1816-1879). Both writers invoked Circassians in several of their
poems.
In her book Reading in Time: Emily Dickinson in the Nineteenth Century (2012),
Cristanne Miller discusses Dickinson’s fascination with popular culture and popular
literature. Dickinson, who has earned a reputation as a reclusive poet, was in fact very
connected to the social and political contexts of her time. The author was actively
engaged with her culture, while at the same time experiencing and showing signs of
alienation from its ideology. Writing during the heyday of Orientalism in America,
Dickinson was formed by Romanticism with its reliance on feelings, emotions, and
intuition. Miller argues that “there are distinct patterns of difference… in Dickinson’s use
of idioms of Orientalism and foreign travel between 1858 and 1886” (118). According to
Miller, Dickinson both extended this discourse and critiqued it in her poems. Dickinson
wrote around seventy poems referring to the “Orient” or mentioning places, peoples,
animals, or products associated with the East (119). Although most of her Oriental
images are fully in line with popular narratives about the East and reflect the stereotypical
perceptions of her time, Miller suggests that Dickinson’s poems also “demonstrate
knowledge of the contemporary politics of Asia, critique Western attitudes, and raise
questions about racial categorization and liminality” (119). Another important point that
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is relevant to this study is that in her Circassian poems, Dickinson “makes no reference to
the distinctly different gendered associations for Circassian men and women and never
represents Orientalized feminine subjects in relation to slavery, although she does allude
to female eroticism” (129). While most Orientalists were more gender-specific and
focused almost exclusively on the Circassian “woman,” Dickinson’s gender-neutral
references to Circassians seem to destabilize the discourse by interrogating its sexual and
textual norms.
What was Dickinson’s interest in Circassians? And, how was her writing shaped
by the outside world, the world beyond her own home? The self-secluded poet who was
labeled as a mysterious figure in American literature, dressed only in white. Dickinson
became a local legend during her lifetime, and was called “the Myth” by her
contemporaries. 53 She was a prolific writer, but most of her poems were published after
her death, since she refused to publish them during her lifetime. Critics also point out that
Dickinson was influenced by Christianity and puritanism, in particular with its
renunciation of worldly things and its emphasis on spirituality. This spiritualism is
reflected in the particular sensibility of her poems with their frequent shifts in mood,
tone, and voice. However, she also rebelled against Christianity as an ideology.
Although Dickinson seemed to be profoundly alienated from the culture in which she
lived, she was actively immersed in nineteenth-century American culture. Recent critics
have argued that Dickinson was engaged with many of the major political, social, and
theological debates of her time. For example, Miller argues that Dickinson was an avid
reader of print accounts, far from being a disinterested or disengaged recluse. This was
possible due to a midcentury publishing boom in the United States that catapulted the
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production and circulation of periodicals like the Illustrated News, The Atlantic Monthly,
The Republican, Liberator, and others, which provided Americans with a wide range of
reading material. The debates over slavery, war, and other important issues took place in
the pages of these periodicals.
Miller examines the historical and cultural contexts of Dickinson’s Circassian
poems, arguing that she most likely read about political events in Circassia in The
Republican and The Atlantic. These journals might have piqued the poet’s interest in the
Circassian subject, and she may have been influenced by the way in which the popular
American press presented Circassia. Situating Dickinson’s writing in its culture and time,
Miller points out that Dickinson was very much a poet of her time who was fascinated
with the world around and beyond her, engaging with the local surroundings and the
global world, and responding to it in her poems. Circassia with its long-lasting resistance
to Russian colonization attracted the attention of Western politicians and writers, and
appeared frequently in the news section of the Western press. This was also a period of
intensification of the slave trade and frequent references were made to women being sold
willingly, turning Circassia into a land of female availability. For example, Miller
suggests that Dickinson might have read the article titled “Horrible Traffic in Circassian
Women – Infanticide in Turkey,” which appeared in August 1856 in the Republican. The
article details the trade of Circassian slave “girls,” noting that the overabundance of these
girls on the slave market led to the lowering of the prices and that the Turkish slaveowners were trying to get rid of their Black slaves, because they could afford the “white”
slaves. 54
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In her analysis, Miller traces the poet’s response to many important issues of her
time – slavery, race, class, religion, and war. Dickinson refers to Circassians in her poem
Color-Caste-Denomination (1864) and explores these issues, looking at them from a very
unexpected and surprising angle:
Color—Caste—Denomination—
These—are Time’s Affair—
Death’s diviner Classifying
Does not know they are—
As in sleep—All Hue forgotten—
Tenets—put behind—
Death’s large—Democratic fingers
Rub away the Brand—
If Circassian—He is careless—
If He put away
Chrysalis of Blonde—or Umber—
Equal Butterfly—
They emerge from His Obscuring—
What Death—knows so well—
Our minuter intuitions—
Deem unplausible—
(F836 1864)
In this poem, Dickinson mentions Circassians in connection with “color” and “caste,”
alluding to the issues of race and slavery in contemporary society (“These—are Time’s
Affair—“). The theme of death emerges as a significant antithesis – death is represented
as an egalitarian force and as an example of the transcendence of all forms of oppression
(“denomination”) that one human being causes to another human being. In contrast to the
living, “Death” does not classify people into races and castes: “Death’s large—
Democratic fingers / Rub away the Brand—” “Death” is “careless” if it is the Circassian,
the representative of the “white” race, or anyone else – upon resurrection they all emerge
“Equal,” i.e. free of any racial, religious or any other human “classifications” and
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constraints, and as colorful as a “Butterfly.” Miller notes that Dickinson’s signifiers for
the colors “Blond” and “Umber” are neither typical nor dichotomous, and stand in
contrast to the “racially hierarchized monotones of human skin” (127). Dickinson
scrutinizes the issues of race, slavery, caste, and as Miller points out “she anticipates the
later mythologizing of Circassian racial liminality as associated with whiteness and
African American slavery,” (128) referring to the American exhibit of the “Circassian
Beauties” in P.T. Barnum’s museum of human curiosities. In contrast to male
Orientalists, Dickinson rejects these distinctions rather than trying to sensationalize them.
In this sense, Dickinson’s poem represents a counter-hegemonic narrative practice that
interrogates the racial politics and the institution of slavery.
Dickinson mentions Circassians or the “Circassian Land” in yet another poem:
Some Rainbow—coming from the Fair! (1860). In this work, Dickinson creates an
alluring image of the Orient, a lush sensual natural world full of colors and textures. I
would like to suggest, however, that the poem is not promoting the Orient, but criticizes it
with its subtle anti-racial and anti-colonial connotations:

Some Rainbow—coming from the Fair!
Some Vision of the World Cashmere—
I confidently see!
Or else a Peacock’s purple Train
Feather by feather—on the plain
Fritters itself away!
The dreamy Butterflies bestir!
Lethargic pools resume the whir
Of last year’s sundered tune!
From some old Fortress on the sun
Baronial Bees—march—one by one—
In murmuring platoon!
The Robins stand as thick today
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As flakes of snow stood yesterday—
On fence—and Roof—and Twig!
The Orchis binds her feather on
For her old lover - Don the Sun!
Revisiting the Bog!
Without Commander! Countless! Still!
The Regiments of Wood and Hill
In bright detachment stand!
Behold! Whose Multitudes are these?
The children of whose turbaned seas—
Or what Circassian Land?
(F162 1860)
The Orientalist theme is introduced in this poem with such imagery as “peacock,”
“cashmere,” “feather,” “turbaned seas,” the beautiful flowers (the “Orchis”) and the
“dreamy” and “lethargic” atmosphere that are usually associated with the Eastern harems.
Although the sense that Dickinson emphasizes is vision (“I confidently see!”), when it
comes to the representation of the Orient, she maintains that her vision is partial (“Some
Vision of the World Cashmere – I confidently see!”). The racial theme becomes clear in
the opposition between “rainbow” and “fair” (Some Rainbow—coming from the Fair!)
that invokes the long-standing association with the “fair Circassian.” 55 Images such as
rainbow, butterfly, and peacock introduce, on the other hand, a world of color; in fact the
poem bursts with color, in contrast to the monochromatic racial definitions. The
Orientalist imagery then both supports and subverts the hegemonic discourses, in a way
that it introduces a world full of color that transcends strict racial categorizations.
The military theme introduced by the poet with “platoon,” “Commander,” and
“Regiments” and the invocation of Circassia or “Circassian Land” disrupts the flow of
the Orientalist imagery and alludes to the anti-colonial resistance of Circassians.
According to Miller, this conflation of the Orientalist imagery with the “military” theme
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“complicates any simple association with timeless Oriental sensuality” in this poem, and
points directly to “the war for independence waged for years by actual Circassian
regiments” (126).
We can compare Dickinson’s Circassian poems with Thomas Bailey Aldrich’s
poem “Tiger-Lilies” (1851) in which we find a more typical treatment of Circassian
women:
TIGER-LILIES.
I like not lady-slippers,
Nor yet the sweet-pea blossoms,
Nor yet the flaky roses,
Red, or white as snow;
I like the chaliced lilies,
The heavy Eastern lilies,
The gorgeous tiger-lilies,
That in our garden grow!
For they are tall and slender;
Their mouths are dashed with carmine;
And when the wind sweeps by them,
On their emerald stalks
They bend so proud and graceful—
They are Circassian women,
The favorites of the Sultan,
Adorn our garden walks!
And when the rain is falling,
I sit beside the window
And watch them glow and glisten,
How they burn and glow!
O for the burning lilies,
The tender Eastern lilies,
The gorgeous tiger-lilies,
That in our garden grow! 56

This Orientalist poem draws on the popular association of the beautiful flower beds with
the Orient; the images invoke the sensuality of harems. The author likens Circassian
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women to the “gorgeous tiger-lilies/That in our garden grow!” Circassian women are
represented as the “eastern beauties” that were transported and cultivated in the Western
“gardens.” These “tender” “gorgeous” exotic women-flowers are there for the pleasure of
men and are defined by the male gaze.
The themes of tolerance and sympathy for the oppressed and their national
liberation movements are central to the literary works of yet another nineteenth-century
woman writer who writes about Circassians. Frances Browne (1816-1879), an Irish poet
and writer, chose Circassia as the setting and subject of her longest poem The Star of
Attéghéi (1844). Similarly to Emily Dickinson, Browne was well informed about the
Caucasus from Western European travelogues 57 and from the British newspapers that
regularly reported on the Circassians’s anti-colonial struggles with Russia. In his article
“Arms and the Circassian Woman: Frances Browne’s ‘The Star of Attéghéi,’” Thomas
Mclean explores Browne’s representations of nationalism and gender roles in the poem.
He notes that in order to tell her story Brown uses “gender and nationality in a very
surprising way.” 58 The Star of Attéghéi in Browne’s poem – Attéghéi being the local
word for Circassia – refers to a Circassian maiden named Dizila, who in male disguise
defends her homeland from the Russians. Her story is introduced by the Irish minstrel
named Cuzali, who was once Dizila’s tutor, and witnessed her disappearance from her
father’s house. Dizila’s father wanted his daughter to marry a Russian prince, but the
daughter refused. One night she cut off her long hair, left it on the grave of her French
mother, and disappeared together with a Polish soldier. On the following day, after Cuzali
relates Dizila’s story, the battle between Russians and Circassians ensues. The two,
Dizila in disguise and her Polish friend/lover fiercely fight in the battle, and at the end,
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Dizila even saves his life at the expense of hers. Her Polish lover dies of heartbreak, and
they are buried together. The themes of gender-crossing and shifting sexual identities
linked to the various national liberation movements introduce multiple transgressions in
Browne’s poem. We encounter a Circassian woman whose father was Circassian and
whose mother was French; she fell in love with a Polish man with whom she fights for
Circassian independence; she dies at the hand of the Russian prince whom she refused to
marry (the fatal blow was intended for her Polish lover) and, finally, the story is related
by the Irish minstrel. Thus, Browne’s emphasis on national identity, on cross-cultural
exchanges, and her treatment of Circassian, Polish, and Irish national liberation
movements makes her story stand out.
The gender dimension is equally important in her poem. The representation of
Dizila sharply differs from other Orientalist/Romantic images of Cicrassian women, as
Browne attaches more masculine characteristics to her main heroine: Dizila is
courageous, she leads the battle, and she saves the life of her Polish lover, who is on the
other hand, feminized in the poem. As Thomas Mclean notes: “Brown is alone among her
contemporaries in creating a woman warrior not resurrected from ancient or medieval
history but of the present day, and one whose lover follows her into battle” (311). To my
mind, this reversal of gender roles in Browne’s poem undermines the central feature of
Eurocentric discourses on the “Orient,” namely that the Orient, as the West’s Other, is
feminine, whereas the West is always represented as masculine.
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3. “CIRCASSIAN WOMAN” AS SPECTACLE
By the mid-nineteenth century, Western Orientalism had reached its peak in
Europe. In both printed texts and art works, nineteenth-century Europeans, under the
influence of Romantic ideas about the harems and Circassian Beauties, used
representations of Circassian women to forge an image of ideal female beauty. In this
chapter, I would like to further explore the question of representation by closely
examining the word/image correspondence in visual and narrative discourses. One of the
main characteristics of European Romanticism is considered to be its blurring of
boundaries between genres and disciplines, between image and word. Therefore, some of
the questions that I will pose in this chapter include: How does nineteenth century art (in
its various forms) represent the Circassian woman? How do the textual and visual
representations amplify each other? And, how are they used in contemporary cultural
discourses?
“The Circassian woman” has been represented by European and American “men
of letters” and Orientalist artists of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-centuries as the
incarnation of feminine beauty, sexuality, and desire; as someone who always aims to
please, sexually and aesthetically. By the elaboration of a predominantly male discourse,
she was contracted to the irreducible category of the body. While imposing on her a
constructed identity by means of the same male discourse, she was reduced to a
monochromatic stylization lacking the true weight and substance of self-representation.
Subsequently, such representations have led to the construction of the “Circassian
beauty” or “Circassian woman” as an orientalist fantasy (as the “other” being eroticized
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and exoticized to titillate the Western eye); and as a cultural reference that has been
engendered to describe the “ideal feminine” by referring to the totality of the adult female
population in the singular as “beauty” or “woman.” This distortion of reality and its
degrading impact on women of various ethnic groups has been criticized in postcolonial
literature and feminist writings as a symptom and tool of imperialistic and patriarchal
systems. As Zehra Arat, the Turkish feminist writer and critic, rightly observes, such
“references to women in the singular almost always negate women, disregard their
diversity and individuality, and impose uniformity.” 1
Europeans usually associated “abnormal” sexuality with various “others,” whom
they have overly eroticized and exoticized. In the West, the Circassian woman was
constructed as a deviant, but assimilable figure. She deviated from the normative
constructions of sexuality and gender identities that sustained Western forms of familial
relations with its strong emphasis on a heterosexual nuclear family/marriage as the only
acceptable form of sexual relationship, and on the control of sexual passions by both men
and women. Circassian women who had been routinely sold to the Ottoman harems to
become the wives of sultans represented as a commodity for sexual pleasure, but at the
same time, they had the potential to be assimilated by training and education, through
their exposure to the Western culture. Later anti-slavery movements against the Ottoman
Turks fostered the paternalistic feeling that Circassian women required the protection of
Western men.
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The Orientalist Harem Fantasy and the Circassian Beauty Myth
From early modern European travelers, who supplemented their ethnographic
descriptions of the natives with visual materials, to European Orientalist artists,
Circassians have long served as objects of artistic representation. As demonstrated in the
previous chapter, there were plenty of written narratives describing European fantasies of
the beautiful Circassian women. Some of those authors presumably saw these “Beauties”
in real life, since their detailed descriptions contained not only physical characteristics,
but also the effects of this beauty on the viewer. The reader of such a text obviously could
not be physically present in order to experience the sight of such beauty and had to rely
on the textual evidence – although some travelogues did provide visual evidence. The
erotic effect of “beauty” attributed to the Circassian women meant a titillating pleasure
that the authors of such texts wanted to communicate to their readers. Such descriptions
certainly left their mark on subsequent readers, among them artists who transmitted and
amplified the legendary beauty through their art. Paintings and other visual imagery
clearly show the constructed nature of such representations.
Circassian women were often depicted in the paintings as slaves in Eastern
harems and seraglios. The French painter and sculptor Jean-Léon Gérôme (1824-1904)
traveled to Istanbul in 1853 and became famous for his “oriental” images. His painting
Veiled Circassian Beauty (Figure 15) is one of many paintings on the subject. It reveals
the close links that existed between visual and verbal forms of sexual-exotic images and
how perceptions of the “other” were reflected in Western constructions of the Circassian
woman. It is also a clear illustration of how the oriental and the feminine could be
subsumed into a more universalized image of exotic femininity. The artist has created a
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mysterious and invisible figure without a name and a distinct personality. The painting
features the portrait of a young woman identified or defined ethnically as a “Circassian” –
but clearly the viewer is being presented with a racialized and sexualized image rather
than a portrait of a person (real or fictional) to which the label “oriental” can be easily
attached. The image of this young woman exudes the sense of mystery necessary for
exotic flavor. Her silk dress embellished with golden embroidery is cut low at the
neckline exposing the whiteness of her skin. The dark veil that the woman wears does not
conceal her face – the viewer can penetrate the veil and glimpse her facial features and
the curly black hair on her forehead. Her white skin is sharply contrasted with the black
veil and the dark red background, which shares the color of her lips, and which suggest
passion. Her veil and the oriental print on the carpet further emphasize eroticism and
exoticism. This is the visual representation of the “fair Circassian” as a “harem dweller”
– a sexualized figure intended to entice. The way she holds her stick, an obvious phallic
symbol, underlines the notion that this Circassian Beauty embodies sensual pleasure and
sexual power.
The subject of the “transparent veil” came up in Millingen’s report as well, when
he described how the “grand ladies of the imperial palace and the high aristocracy of
Constantinople” were also engaged in the Circassian slave trade as “brokers” who usually
bought and resold the “Circassian beauties” for profit:
The grand lady who has bought the Circassian girl on speculation, takes the slave
to her place, where she is kept three or four years, so as to render her familiar with
the Turkish idiom, and teach her the duties of the household; some ladies go even
so far as to make the slave girl practice a little on the piano, an acquirement which
serves to increase a good deal the price of the merchandise. In order to attract
customers, these slave-dealing ladies employ many dodges; one amongst them is
that of driving through the streets of Stambul with their lovely slaves seated
before them in the carriage; of course nothing is neglected to show the girls to
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advantage, neither the most fashionable costumes nor the most transparent veils.
(Millingen, cxiii-cxiv)
In this case, it is likely that Gérôme and other Europeans who travelled to the Ottoman
Empire might have had a glimpse of these women who were intended to be sold to the
harem and who were “advertised” in such a way as to attract attention. It is clear,
however, that The Veiled Circassian Beauty is a highly imaginative Orientalist construct
of the exotic erotic femininity combined with the discourses of whiteness and slavery.
The male-inspired fantasies about harems as places of highly charged sexuality found
expression in numerous Orientalist paintings. Most of them presented Circassian women
half naked or completely naked, taking a bath, or lounging in the harem setting,
entertaining their master.
The Circassian Beauty myth in combination with the Orientalist harem fantasy
became an important point in the construction of the Circassian Beauty exhibit at the
American Museum created by P.T. Barnum (1810-1891). Barnum emphasized the racial
aspect by advertising the Circassian Beauties as the representatives of the “whitest race,”
but he also wanted to create a true curiosity for his “freak shows” and presented his
Circassian Beauties with big Afro-style bushy hair (Figures 12-14). Barnum first
thoroughly “Orientalized” these “Circassian” women who were part of his show, and
then “de-orientalized” them. He wanted to show the public how fast they could be
“civilized” by learning English or by acquiring some other skills necessary in order to
assimilate into American society.
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“Mythologizing” the Myth: Circassian Beauties and American Popular
Entertainment
“Circassophilia” spread from Europe to North America in the second half of the
nineteenth century, resulting in a further “mythologizing” and “orientalization” of
Circassians, in the exploitation of the “Circassian brand” and of the various forms that
such exploitation took. The late nineteenth-century focus on Circassian women and the
“beauty myth” in the West coincided with the rise of commodity culture. The
stereotypical Circassian woman had dark hair and pale skin; as a result, Circassianbranded hair and skin products were widely marketed in Europe and the United States.
By the late 1800s, the myth of the “beautiful Circassian slave woman” was further
exploited and transformed in the United States into a peculiar kind of “cultural freak
show.” The so-called “Circassian Beauties” appeared in the theatrical and “freak” shows
of the American showman P.T. Barnum, who was responsible for introducing Circassians
into American popular culture. These shows exhibited the idealized and stylized bodies
of Circassian Beauties for profit and for public amusement. The freak show historian
Robert Bogdan defines freak as “a way of thinking, of presenting, a set of practices, an
institution – not a characteristic of an individual.” 2 In other words, it was a set of visual
and discursive frames through which the audience viewed the freak. As part of his side
shows, Barnum displayed young ladies with “exotic” names (often starting with the letter
Z) and with wild hairdos, who usually appeared on postcards (cartes de visite) in sexually
suggestive poses (Figures 12-13). These picture postcards carefully framed the images of
Circassian women, presenting visual metaphors of racial difference and overt sexuality.
A constructed personal narrative that accompanied each woman’s presentation told a
story of her hardships in her homeland, a story of captivity in the sultan’s harem, and her
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subsequent liberation by a Western (American) man. These narratives also emphasized
the ability of these women to quickly assimilate after being exposed to American culture.
Barnum’s shows had an educational dimension. In the case of the Circassian Beauties the
message was simple – with proper education and upbringing, they had a chance to
become civilized. Thus, the importance of learning the values of Western society that
elevated them from a savage state of being and that brought them into humanity is critical
to Barnum’s discourse of the freaks. These “self-made freaks,” who joined people with
physical deformities, were, as Bogdan notes, oftentimes local women searching for jobs,
and had nothing to do with the Circassian women per se. Nonetheless, they have vastly
contributed to and helped to shape or reinforce the general public’s perception of the
image of the Circassian woman in Western culture.
In reality, Barnum actually made an attempt to buy a Circassian slave girl in
Istanbul via proxy for his museum of human curiosities. But after his attempt failed, he
employed “Irish girls” and after some manipulations with their names, hair, and dress
presented them as “Circassian beauties.” Commodified within the market of American
popular entertainment, “Circassian beauties” were displayed as exceptionally pure
examples of the “Caucasian race,” as sexualized figures intended to entice, but at the
same time modest, intelligent, and sexually and racially pure. In her book Never One
Nation (2005), Linda Frost discusses the complexity and significance of this image in
nineteenth-century American popular culture. According to Frost, depictions of race,
class, and sexuality seen in P. T. Barnum’s museums, in the image of the Circassian
Beauty, and in popular periodicals such as Harper’s Weekly, the Southern Illustrated
News, and the San Francisco Golden Era further illustrated who was – and who was not
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– an American. Frost emphasizes the importance of the Circassian Beauty’s slave status
as being a “constitutive part of her performative identity as a freak exhibit” (64).
According to Frost, Americans in the North had already been accustomed to the minstrel
shows that featured an African American as a comical and entertaining slave figure: “the
minstrel show in the North undoubtedly naturalized a sense of the slave-as-spectacle as
well as the ‘rightness’ or naturalness of the white gaze that shaped these shows’
depictions of black people” (59). The first living, human curiosity that Barnum ever
exhibited in his American museum was an enslaved woman. In 1835, Barnum bought the
rights to exhibit Joice Heth, billed as the 161-year-old nurse of George Washington
(Frost, 60).
In 1864, in the middle of a war finally understood as an attempt to abolish
slavery, Barnum introduced a new slave – Zalumma Agra, the Circassian Beauty, alleged
daughter of a Circassian prince who was about to be sold into the Ottoman harem when
Barnum’s assistant “rescued” her by purchasing and bringing her to the United States.
Her racial purity, her sexual enslavement, her position as colonial subject, and her beauty
were all part of Circassian Beauty’s performative identity and ensured her marketability:
“the whitest of the white, yet a slave, the Beauty combined the purity of the white woman
with the sexual availability of the slave” (Frost, 67). American audiences were
“horrified” by the notion of sexual slavery in the harem, but they were also attracted by it.
Frost argues that the figure of the Circassian Beauty signifies the dominant cultural
concerns of Victorian America highlighting “not only popularly circulating fears on the
part of white Northerners regarding the effects of Emancipation, but how race interacts
with and co-defines understandings of gender and sexuality as well” (64-65). It was only
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in the United States that the image of the Circassian Beauty acquired some unique
characteristics – her “bushy hairstyle” reminiscent of the Afro hairstyle of African
American women – that seems to represent a “Northern anxiety about racial mixing,
particularly in regard to the anticipated effects of Emancipation” (Frost, 67).
In the images of the “Circassian Beauties” in Barnum’s enterprise, a commodified
“beauty” was directly and explicitly linked to sexuality. Inspired by the images of
odalisques, harem women, and oriental beauties, new details were added to the images of
Circassian women that further transformed and twisted the “original.” According to Lori
Ann Salem, the Circassian curiosity show performances later metamorphosed into a more
“interactive entertainment that allowed American men to enjoy the white slave at closer
range.” 3 Circassian Beauties began to appear as “waiter girls” in concert saloons like the
Sultan’s Divan in New York and the Egyptian Hall in Boston where they were as closely
watched as the performers on stage (Salem, 225). The waiter girls pleased their “masters”
by serving them drinks, and their availability to the patron’s gaze was symbolic of the
harem concubine’s sexual availability (225). Salem notes that these Circassian
performances also encouraged Americans to “become grotesque hybrids” by temporarily
assuming an Arab identity or “playing the Arab sultan” (225). In this manner they could
indulge in their harem fantasies, but they could also distance themselves, as American
slave owners and as Victorian Americans who embraced sexual self-control, from the
Arab or Ottoman slave owners whose sexual appetite was uncontrollable.
Both, Frost and Salem point out that these shows were part of the project of
defining the American self in relation to the other and maintaining the controlling
imperialist gaze, and a controlling presence, despite the fact that Americans were not
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directly engaged in the colonial enterprise. Thus, the identity of the “Circassian woman”
remained performative and theatrical. As Figal puts it, the Circassian woman functioned
as “a signifier for an eroticized exoticism: one that could be purchased and circulated,
and one that had currency in the Parisian salons and Göttingen scientific societies as well
as in the sensational entertainment venues of lower Manhattan, across nations and
languages and time” (171).

Recycling and Revisioning the Circassian Beauty Myth in Contemporary Circassian
Cultural Discourses
In our own era, a number of artistic representations of the Circassian woman
focus on the identity (re)creation and the (re)construction of gender roles while trying at
the same time to recapture and popularize the “Circassian beauty” myth. In one way or
another, they address issues of the self and the body, of ethnicity and gender roles.
Contemporary technology and internet resources allow the popularization of the beauty
myth to be successfully combined with the idea of the nation. Other wildly popular
sources for the recreation of ethnic identity include photo albums, which are designed to
re-introduce the natives to their past through the photographic depiction of costumes,
dances, and other symbols of ethnicity. These colorful books published in large numbers
also function as gifts and/or as tourist guides, but their main purpose is to contribute to
the collective memory by bridging the gap between the past and the present, but in reality
they recycle the old images and stereotypes. These images demonstrate the degree of selforientalization of the natives and their acceptance of stereotypical gender roles that were
largely imposed by Western/Soviet modernity. The next image (Figures 16) comes from
a photo album called The Heart of the Caucasus published in 1997 in Nalchik,
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Kabardino-Balkaria. It features a photograph of a group of dancers in their ethnic
costumes and a young couple and an older man in the foreground. The whole scene is set
against a typical landscape with a Circassian flag in the background. The photographer
captured an odd moment when the two men look at each other and while the beautiful,
gracious Circassian woman stands separately, waiting until she will be invited to the
dance. The image problematizes, in my view, the construction of national identity in
gendered terms. The woman occupies the central position on this photograph; she is
represented as lovely and graceful, wearing a luxurious costume. The idea of the gaze is
presented here as a way of mediating between the man and the woman. While the man is
looking at her from above, she lowers her eyes and looks down. In this way, the woman
is still being defined and contained by the male gaze. The image clearly illustrates the
submissive character of the beauty. In the context of Soviet nationality politics, the image
also demonstrates the continuation of the Soviet approach or tradition of representing
various ethnic groups: they are depicted as “frozen” or forever fixed in place and time
and the subjects of the photograph wear stylized traditional costumes. In the Soviet
period, national dance academies were established, traditional dance was modernized,
and professional choreography introduced. Thus, the mythmaking continued throughout
the Soviet period and had a lasting impact on the consciousness of the Circassians. One
of the main characteristics of the Soviet period was the “staging” and the “theatricality”
of the representation of ethnicity and gender (as was the case in early modern depictions
of natives discussed earlier). The ethnic component was further “folklorized” and brought
on stage and made grotesque (for example, the women-dancers wore extremely bright
make-up). The “self-orientalizing” tendency among the natives is evident in this image,
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as it tries to define national identity within the framework of patriarchal myths about
beauty and femininity.
In contrast to these representations, we can consider the visual art of the
contemporary Circassian artist, Ruslan Tsrim, whose painting Nude with a Fan (Figure
17), which I argue, interrogates the stereotyped representations of Circassian women in
Orientalist discourses. The painting depicts a woman lying in an odalisque position. Her
naked body and exposed breasts are on display for the spectator, and the only garment
she is wearing is a piece of jewelry around her neck. Her disproportioned body parts are
all twisted. The artists created a sexualized image of a monster beauty, a freak, which is
seductive, scary, and strange at the same time. It appears that the woman is gazing from
afar at a mountainous landscape, perhaps her native land. This is possibly an image of a
Circassian woman who has been deliberately transformed from the epitome of beauty to a
grotesque perversion of it. To ensure that the viewer will not doubt that this is an image
of a Circassian woman, it is presented against another familiar landscape – Mount Elbrus,
which is located in Kabardino-Balkaria. The image could be interpreted as a revision of
the Circassian beauty myth and as the artist’s commentary on the politics of beauty and
the ownership of women’s bodies. The position suggests the assumed passivity of the
woman while recalling the traditional pose of the Circassian slave girls on Orientalist
paintings of Ottoman harems. The major difference in the conceptualization of the
feminine, however, is that there is no idealization here.
Circassians thus became an object of Orientalist mythology both in the West and
in Russia. There were some similarities between the Western and the Russian versions of
Orientalism and in their rendering of Circassians, but there were also some major
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differences. In the Western imaginary, Circassians were represented as “exotic internal
noble savages of the South of Europe, fallen out of modernity, who could be protected by
the benevolent humanistic West from the barbarous Russian empire and the devious
Ottoman Sultanate” (Tlostanova 2010, 87). The images of Circassian women were
overtly erotic, and were defined mostly in terms of sexuality, sensuality, and
submissiveness. Aldrich’s poem “Tiger-Lilies,” European Orientalist paintings, and
Barnum’s “Circassian Beauty” exhibit are typical manifestations of this rhetoric. In
Russian imperial discourses the representations of Circassians were not as
straightforward, and, according to Tlostanova, were filtered through a double lens. This
“double nature” of Russian Orientalism, which also became evident in the “schizophrenic
duality” of its main exponents, is the subject of the next chapter.
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4. EMPIRE’S EROTIC CONQUESTS: THE IMAGES OF CIRCASSIAN WOMEN
IN RUSSIAN COLONIAL DISCOURSES
Russia’s literary engagement with the Caucasus began in the eighteenth century,
reaching its heyday in the nineteenth century during the Romantic period. The Caucasus
contributed to the formation of Russian national, as well as imperial consciousness. 1 The
military conquest of the Caucasus coincided with the rise of Russian Romanticism, a
cultural phenomenon that imitated the Western European fascination with the “Orient.”
Circassian women and the Circassian beauty myth were central to the colonial drama in
nineteenth-century Russian literature. This colonial drama, played out in a series of tragic
literary encounters between the Russian protagonists and Circassian women, suggests
that the ideology of gender and sexuality was further sustained in the Russian imperialistnationalist projects of the nineteenth century. The resulting construction of gender
difference during the Russian colonization of the Caucasus helped to construct and
maintain the ideological, economic, and political power of colonizing elites.
Two major Russian Romantic texts, Aleksandr Pushkin’s narrative poem The
Prisoner of the Caucasus (1822) and Mikhail Lermontov’s short story Bela from his
novel A Hero of Our Time (1840) that I analyze in this chapter present the story of a
colonial encounter between the Russian protagonist and the native Circassian woman. On
the one hand, the renderings of the Caucasus and the Circassian woman in these texts
highlight Russia’s fascination with the Western European Orientalist tradition. On the
other hand, they demonstrate the way in which the Western Orientalist discourse has been
transmuted in the Russian imperial consciousness. There were major differences in the
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representation of the Caucasus, and Circassians in particular, in Western and Russian
imperialist discourses: Western Europeans stressed similarities (the Caucasian race, the
“cradle of civilization,” the affinity between the ancient Greeks and the Caucasians),
whereas Russians did not mention those traits. Instead they emphasized the
dissimilarities: they “Asianized” the Caucasus, calling all inhabitants of the region
“Asiatics” and applied in a reverse and twisted way the same discourse by which they
viewed themselves as Europeanized or Westernized. This constructed contrast helped
Russians to confirm their European identity and to see Russian culture as a more superior
culture vis-à-vis the cultures of the peoples in the Caucasus. Tlostanova summarizes this
difference between the image of Circassians in the West and in Russia as follows: “For
Russians the Circassian myth was based on complete othering and annihilation, for the
West it was based on commodification and exotization. Both regarded the Caucasus
peoples as dispensable lives” (Tlostanova 2010, 85).
First, let us consider the differences between Western and Russian variants of
Orientalism. Many critics have pointed out that one cannot uncritically apply Said’s
model of Orientalism, which is concerned with the modes of representation common to
[post]colonialism, to the case of the Russian Empire and its colonies. Focusing on the
“Orient’s special place in European Western experience,” Said claims that France and
Britain have a “long tradition of Orientalism” manifested in their representations of North
Africa and Middle East, and suggests that the Germans and the Russians have it to a
lesser extent. 2 At the heart of Said’s Orientalism lies the notion that the discursive
production is a production of power, an insight derived from Foucault. To describe or
represent means to include or exclude, in other words – to contain. From this standpoint
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Said approaches Europe’s preoccupation with the East and maintains that the Orient itself
is the “imaginative production” of Europe. This imaginative act of representation is a
constitutive element in the consolidation and justification of the imperial system. As Said
suggests, the West needed to put an “Orientalist effort,” in order to make sense and
restructure its relationship with Asia and Islam. According to this model, the Caucasus
too had to be invented and re-invented in order to serve various ideological purposes,
even nowadays. To an expanding Russia in the nineteenth-century, the North Caucasus
“needed first to be known, then invaded and possessed, then re-created by scholars,
soldiers, and judges who disinterred forgotten languages, histories, races, and cultures in
order to posit them – beyond the modern Oriental’s ken – as the true classical Orient that
could be used to judge and rule the modern Orient” (Said, 92). However, this is a
simplified version, and the reality was much more complex in the case of Russian
Orientalism.
Said’s notion of Orientalism has been criticized largely because of its static binary
oppositions regarding the inferiority (degeneracy) of the East and the superiority of the
West. The Orient, according to Said, was defined as the “contrasting image” of the West.
The critics of Orientalism, however, consider the possibility of the coexistence of
Orientalist traits alongside counter-hegemonic currents in a single text. Homi Bhabha, for
example, in The Other Question reconsiders the function of the stereotype in colonial
discourse maintaining the view that “it is the force of ambivalence that gives the colonial
stereotype its currency: ensures its repeatability in changing historical and discursive
conjunctures.” 3 By “ambivalence” Bhabha means the contradictory positioning of the
‘colonized subject’ who is simultaneously inside (domesticated) and outside of Western
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culture, but never occupies a static position, as Said suggests in Orientalism. The
“colonized subject,” according to Bhabha is at the same time familiar and strange,
domesticated and wild. This motion, sliding ambivalently between the polarities of
similarity and difference, could only be retained with the help of stereotyping (describing
the “colonized subject” in static terms). The repetition of the colonial stereotype is an
attempt to secure the colonized in a fixed position.
Borrowing the concept of “Orientalism” from Edward Said, Austin Jersield in his
Orientalism and Empire: North Caucasus Mountain Peoples and the Georgian Frontier,
1845-1917 (2002) explains that the “colonizing power justifies its presence through its
supposed role as the restorer of a pristine Romanticized past” and acknowledges Russia’s
participation in “European mythmaking.” 4 But he too argues that the Russian imperial
experience demonstrates that Said’s rigid opposition between East and West
“inadequately captures the experience of ‘cultural hybridity’ that necessarily informs both
colonizing and colonized cultures” (Jersield, 10). A similar view on Orientalism as
applied to the Russian perception of the Caucasus is expressed by Susan Layton in her
book Russian Literature and Empire: Conquest of the Caucasus from Pushkin to Tolstoy
(1994), which provides a synthesizing analysis of Russian writing about the Caucasus
during the nineteenth-century in the context of empire-building. Layton’s analysis
includes not only Russian canonical texts but also the literary productions of the “little
orientalizers” – “largely obscure Russian litterateurs who unreservedly underwrote war
against the tribes.” 5 By focusing on the Russian perception of the Caucasus as the Orient,
and the literature that engaged it as the Russian construction of self, Layton maintains the
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view that the Caucasus “upstaged its rivals in the oriental domain” due to Russia’s
Asiatic roots and its “semi-Europeanized” identity:
The literary Caucasus was largely the project of Russian men, whose
psychological needs it so evidently served. However, both sexes within the
Romantic era’s elite readership could enhance their national esteem by
contemplating their internally diversified orient. Effeminate Georgia fed the
conceit of Russia’s European stature and superiority over Asia. But
knowledge of Russia’s own Asian roots defied permanent repression,
especially when a French consul in Tiflis or a visiting marquis in St.
Petersburg was ever ready to castigate the tsars’ ‘rude and barbarous
kingdom’. Under these conditions, Russians converted the Caucasian tribes
into gratifying meanings about their own undeniable cultural and intellectual
retardation vis-à-vis the West. (Layton 1994, 288)
In another study, Layton directly addresses the question by arguing that Said’s model of
division between East and West is “ill-suited for inquiry into the role of Asian
borderlands in Russian national and imperial consciousness:”
In looking across a border, observers from a more powerful domain always
construct ‘others’ to serve their own needs and may never gain insight into the
foreigners’ culture, nor recognize their right to sovereignty. But in Russian
experience, the cognitive boundary between ‘us’ and the oriental ‘others’
often grew blurry because Asia interpenetrated Russia so extensively in
geographical, historical, and cultural terms. (Layton 1997, 82)
She thus cautions the reader to be wary of Said’s tendency to construe “otherness” as
something inevitably inferior or alien in the eyes of the perceiver by claiming that
Russians partially identified with their “noble savages.”
Madina Tlostanova links the distortions in the Russian variant of Orientalism with
the fact that Russia has been a “secondary empire of modernity marked with external
imperial difference” (Tlostanova 2010, 64). According to Tlostanova, as a result of
“secondary Eurocentrism,” in Russia we observe a “secondary Orientalism” that reflects
and distorts the Western originals in Russian cultural and mental space:
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Orientalist constructs in this case turn out not only more complex but also built on
the principle of double mirror reflections, on copying of Western Orientalism with
a slight deviation and necessarily, with a carefully hidden, often unconscious
sensibility that Russia itself is a form of mystic and mythic Orient for the West.
As a result, both mirrors – the one turned in the direction of the colonies and the
one turned by Europe in the direction of Russia – appear to be distorting mirrors
that create a specific unstable sensibility of Russian intellectuals, writers, and
artists. (64)
This “unstable sensibility” or the “schizophrenic duality” of Russian imperial writers that
was a direct result from the subaltern status of the Russian empire vis-à-vis the West, is
evident in their representations and interpretations of the Caucasus and its people as
Russia’s Orient. In both, Pushkin and Lermontov’s texts, we find instances of reverence
and admiration for Circassians, as well as the glorification of Russia’s imperial might by
both writers who supported the subjugation and annihilation of these people. Tlostanova
argues that the difference between Western and Russian Orientalism also emanates from
the fact that while both of them were the product of secular modernity, in Europe,
Orientalism was a “successor of Christian modernity in its xenophobic tendencies and
skillful legitimating of violence against the fallen out of history” (65). In Russia,
Orientalism did not have a previous model upon which to build its continuity, since
“before borrowing the Western Orientalism, Russia did not have a developed tradition of
othering the East. On the contrary, various links with the East, up to the blood links, were
regarded quite favorably” (Tlostanova 2010, 65). As an example of this, the intermarriage
alliance between the Russian czar Ivan IV and the Circassian princess Goshaney
(discussed in the Introduction), can be cited. Thus, it was only in the nineteenth-century
when Russia started the active orientalization of its own internal others, twisting the
European oriental models into colonial constructions that reflected Russian imperial
counsciousness.
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The blend of Romanticism with the “exoticism” of the East that created British
nineteenth-century Orientalism in the works of such poets as Robert Southey (17741843), Thomas Moore (1779-1852), and Lord Byron (1788-1824) had a major influence
on the development of Russian Romantic literature. Many commentators have discussed
Russian Byronism and the influence of Byron’s works on Pushkin’s narrative poems,
especially on The Captive of the Caucasus. 6 The Caucasus helped to establish a common
ground between nineteenth-century Russian and European poets. As an example, in his
celebrated Romantic work, Don Juan (1819-23), Byron makes a textual reference to
Circassian Beauties, as he describes one of them as “a sweet girl,” a “virgin” as a
purchase for the Sultan. 7 In Byron’s The Giaour (1813), a Circassian girl named Leila is
referred to as a swan, and her whiteness is clearly stressed in the poem (“thus rose fair
Leila’s whiter neck”). 8 As these episodes show, Byron was clearly conscious of the
image of the Circassian woman as a commodified body on display – through her
idealized beauty, her whiteness of skin and her slave status. Lermontov selected as the
epigraph for his poem Izmail Bey (1832) a passage from Byron’s The Giaour: “So moved
on earth Circassia’s daughter/ The loveliest bird of Franguestan!” (Byron, 183).
Following the Byronic tradition, the Russian Romantics portrayed their
Circassian female characters as deeply sexual and passionate, conforming to the ideals of
the “Southern/Eastern beauties.” 9 Most importantly, they portrayed them within the
imperialist discourse as being physically and emotionally dependent upon [Russian] men
and the myth of Romantic love. In both Pushkin’s and Lermontov’s narratives, the
Circassian woman, depicted essentially in terms of her passion and sexuality, represents
an embodiment of submissiveness and self-sacrifice. Pushkin’s “Circassian maiden” and
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Lermontov’s Bela are characterized by their “self-willed abandonment to sexual ecstasy”
(Andrew, 16). Both narratives introduce the Circassian woman as being either wordless,
or as speaking the language of passion – or being imprisoned or captive, and ultimately
dead.
The nineteenth-century Russian critic Vissarion Belinsky called Aleksandr
Pushkin the “discoverer of the Caucasus,” and indeed, Pushkin’s poem The Prisoner of
the Caucasus (1822) introduced the broad Russian readership to a region that had been
largely unknown to them before (Layton 1994, 16). Emphasizing the importance of
Pushkin’s narrative poem in defining and popularizing the Caucasus, Belinsky also
acknowledged the authenticity of the ethnographic material presented in the poem: “the
grandiose image of the Caucasus with its bellicose inhabitants was recreated for the first
time in Russian poetry – and only in Pushkin’s poem did the Russian public become
acquainted for the first time with the Caucasus…” 10 Thus, Belinsky seemed to endorse
the notion that the imaginative work is a source of reliable information. This approach
that viewed the “literary Caucasus” that had been created by the Russian Romantics, as a
realistic portrayal of the land and its people was destined to have an enduring effect not
only on the peoples of the Caucasus, but also on Russian culture as a whole. The most
powerful myths about the Caucasus that had been produced in Russia during the
Orientalist period have persisted even to this day in the minds of both metropolitan and
local cultures, resulting in the imperialist tendencies of the former and in the “selforientalizing” of the latter. These tendencies have also effectively erased the reality of the
Russian colonization of the Caucasus and the resistance of the local population by
romanticizing the colonial encounter between them.
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As I analyze these nineteenth-century texts, I will explore the interplay between
the four major themes that dominate these works: the themes of captivity, gender,
conquest, and desire. As Bruce Grant points out, the “captivity narrative” played a vital
role in nineteenth-century Russian narratives about the Caucasus. 11 The most famous
example of this tradition is Aleksandr Pushkin’s narrative poem The Prisoner of the
Caucasus (1822). It tells the story of an alienated Russian aristocrat, who, while fleeing
the stifling constraints of his culture, is captured by Circassians who hold him as a
prisoner in the mountains of the North Caucasus. The Russian captive is then liberated by
a young Circassian maiden who has fallen in love with him. Rejected by the Russian
aristocrat, who is unable to reciprocate her feelings, the Circassian woman kills herself by
jumping into the river. Pushkin was followed by Lermontov, Bestuzhev-Marlinsky, and
other Russian imperial writers in treating the themes of captivity, desire, and selfsacrafice. In Lermontov’s version of The Prisoner of the Caucasus (1828), we find a
similar plot of a captive Russian soldier and his release by a Circassian maiden. In this
version, however, she tries to escape with him and when her father’s bullet kills the
Russian, she drowns herself in the river. In Lermontov’s Hero of Our Time (1840), on the
other hand, it was Bela, the Circassian maiden, who is held in captivity by Grigory
Pechorin, the Russian officer in the imperial army. This reversal of roles might have been
used by Lermontov as an ironic device, demonstrating that Russians quickly adopted the
very practices of kidnapping and hostage taking that they perceived as distinctive to
mountaineers. One might also interpret this “reverse captivity” as Lermontov’s own
adaptation of the Western harem and of the captivity narratives associated with
Circassian women.
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Grant suggests that these Russian narratives of captivity are part of a broader
colonial art of exchange, and that the ultimate gift of this exchange is the “gift of empire”
(xii). He argues that in Russia, the colonial enterprise, the “taking of lives, lands, and
recourses,” was quickly narrated as a form of giving, as “gifts worth receiving” (xiii).
Indeed, The Captive of the Caucasus begins with a dedication to General Nikolai
Raevsky, and becomes a kind of gift to Pushkin’s friend, implicating the Circassian
woman, the only female character in the poem, as an entity that can be exchanged
between men. 12 There are at least three instances in the text that underline this
connection: Pushkin’s dedication of the poem to his friend Raevsky, the Circassian
maiden’s sacrifice of her life for the Russian captive, and the fact that the Circassian
maiden is given away in marriage to somebody else by her father. After the dedication,
the first part of the poem presents the story of an unnamed Russian soldier who is
captured by Circassians and brought into the village. The captive observes the people and
the land around him, and, as Sandler points out “his descriptions are as authoritative as
those of the narrator” (146). The first lines of the poem show Circassians sitting in front
of their houses and recollecting battles, horses, and women:
In the aul, on their thresholds,
The idle Circassians sit.
The sons of the Caucasus speak
Of martial alarms, disastrous,
On the beauty of their horses,
Of the enjoyments of wild bliss;
They recall the former days
Of raids that could not be repulsed,
…
And of the caresses of black-eyed women prisoners. 13
In this description, Pushkin focuses on Circassian men, portraying them as militant, wild,
and cruel, with the women entering the text as “black-eyed prisoners” whose “caresses”
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they cannot forget. Both Sandler and Andrew emphasize that these women who enter the
text as captives and whose role is to provide sexual favors cannot be unimportant.
Sandler points out that the Circassian woman who falls in love with the Russian captive
and eventually sets him free, is anticipated in this opening description: “it is clear that the
Circassian woman is as circumscribed by the conventions of her culture as the literally
captured man: she is someone whose value is in her ‘caress’” (Sandler, 148). Andrew
echoes this point by stating:
Consequently, women are introduced into the text as enthusiastic recipients of
male pleasure, which is simultaneously forced upon them. Women are presented
as existing for the violent pleasure of men, although, in a coded form, it is
suggested that they enjoy this. This line, then sets the scene for the sexual politics
of the work, and, consequently, the dysphoric resolution of the love plot is
immediately predetermined. (Andrew, 12)
Thus, we see from the very beginning that “sexual politics” or gender politics are central
to Pushkin’s poem. The poem sharply differentiates the characters in terms of gender, and
the most important characteristic that defines the female character of this poem is sexual
passion. Commenting on the figure of Circassian maiden in his review of Pushkin’s
poem, prince Vyazemsky writes in 1822:
We know only one thing about her – that she loved – and we are content. And
really, her fate, her virtues, her sufferings, her woman’s joys, her duties – cannot
all these things be contained in this feeling? In my opinion, a woman who has
loved has fulfilled all that she was destined for in this world, and she has lived in
the fullest sense of the world. 14
Vyazemsky seemed to capture this point in Pushkin’s poem very well. As noted by Joe
Andrew, there is no mention of women in any other roles, for example, as wives,
daughters, and sisters in this poem: “by implication women do not really exist in this
military patriarchy or, at least, they are not worth mentioning” (Andrew, 15). In her first
appearance, the Circassian maiden nurtures the nearly dead prisoner back to life by
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giving him mare’s milk. This might suggest her representation as a “mother” figure,
except for the fact that the prisoner’s gaze sexualizes her instantly. The prisoner notices
her “tender voice,” “sweet gaze,” and the “heat of her cheeks,” which, as Andrew
suggests, is a euphemism for sexual passion – the maiden is depicted “as already sexual
and aroused, even before their encounter” (Andrew,16, author’s italics).
The plot of the captive’s interaction with the Circassian maiden, as well as the
characterization of the captive himself, takes up a significant space in the poem. What is
really striking here is the quick transformation of the Circassian maiden – as she
continues to care for the Russian prisoner, bringing him food and singing songs to him,
she immediately falls in love with him and learns his language. In some sense, she is
presented as more superior to the “civilized” Europeans with their “double-standards:”
she shows compassion, she is genuine, faithful and forgiving. When the Russian prisoner
confesses that he does not love her, she thanks him for not pretending, even though his
lack of love for her breaks her heart. Eventually, she prefers to die rather than being sold
off in marriage by her father to someone she does not love. Critics have noted that the
Circassian maiden is very much a literary figure, essentially following the rules of
European sentimentality and the cult of romantic love, and that her speaking is more a
reflection of the captive and his personality.15 Remarking on the “profound instability” of
the “Circassian maiden, Andrew points out that the clashing stereotypes attached to this
image are represented in dual oppositions – “she is a whore while she is a virgin, a
mother while a child, speechless and then fluent, heroic while on her knees” (Andrew,
18). Her image is constantly shifting and unstable, thus, she is “rarely herself, and
remains only at the level of a projection of male fantasy” (Andrew, 20). This “instability”
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testifies to the notion that the “Circassian maiden” is a highly imaginative and discursive
construct. The constructed duality of the Circassian maiden in Pushkin’s poem also
demonstrates the “double nature of Russian Orientalism…based on a contradictory
mixture of copied Western models and the necessity of corresponding to the Russian
imperial rule…” (Tlostanova 2010, 71).
The issues of gender are clearly at the center of Pushkin’s preoccupations. As I
have already mentioned, there is a stark differentiation of genders in the poem. There are
characteristics that unite the male Circassians and the Russian “captive” as men, while
the Circassian maiden is set apart. She has no place in her own militaristic patriarchal
society, and she is also rejected by the Russian captive, therefore she has no place in his
world either. As both Sandler and Layton point out, in an act of rhetorical domination,
Circassian men are effectively silenced in the poem; they are mute and are made
knowable primarily through violent actions (Sandler, 146; Layton, 91). The Circassian
woman who was mute in the beginning, although she was able to express her sexual
desire for the captive, quickly learns Russian, and calls the captive “the czar of my soul,”
signaling her full submission to the captive, and to Russian rule. While the Russian
captive admires the military prowess of Circassian warriors, he also states that this is a
thing of the past. In the epilogue that together with the dedication frames the story of the
Russian captive’s encounter with the Circassian woman, Pushkin praises Russia’s
military might and endorses the imperial conquest of the Caucasus:
And the violent cry of war fell silent:
All is subject to the Russian sword.
Proud sons of the Caucasus,
You have fought, you have perished terribly;
But our blood did not save you,
Nor charmed armour,
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Nor mountains, nor valiant steeds,
Nor the love of wild freedom!
Like the tribe of Baty,
The Caucasus will betray its forefathers,
Will forget the voice of the greedy field of battle,
Will abandon the battle arrows.
To the canyons, where you used to nestle,
A traveler will ride up without fear,
And dark rumours of legend
Will announce your execution.
(Cited in Hokanson 2008, 250)
The epilogue effectively empties the Caucasus, as it announces a full annihilation of
Circassian tribes. Although Pushkin’s dark prediction was made in 1822, Circassians
resisted the colonization of their territory until 1864. Many critics have commented on
the ambiguities in Pushkin’s writings with regard to how the anti-autocratic feelings
could coexist without any difficulty with pro-imperial sentiments. According to Harsha
Ram, the poem’s dedication that relates the hero’s Byronic flight from European
civilization and the epilogue that celebrates the inevitable encroachment of civilization on
the world to which the hero has fled is in itself a paradox (Ram 2005, 390). He suggests
that the relationship of the story to its frames is one of “strategic inversion:”
…while the main story presents the Russian as a captive and hence a victim of the
mountain-dwellers, the dedication and epilogue together essentially reverse this
hierarchy, allowing the poet – and with him the Russian army – to establish poetic
and finally military control over the mountain-dwellers’ territory (384).
In other words, it was the captive not the captor who was always in control. In gendered
terms, the complete submission of the Circassian woman signals the imperial domination
through her acceptance of the “gift of civilization.” In Pushkin’s rendering, Russia’s “gift
of civilization” or the “gift of empire” that was extended to (or imposed on) the Caucasus
becomes an act of generosity and good will. According to Grant, “the prisoner myth
operates as an art of emplacement” and reveals an imperial narrative of longing and
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belonging in the Caucasus. The myth portrays Russians not only as suffering victims, but
also as “victims who give and whose generosity invites just respect” (Grant, 98). As
opposed to the Circassian warriors, the Russian captive is described as harmless,
impotent, and not aggressive; he is preoccupied with his own inner torments and
thoughts. As highlighted in this poem, as well as in other stories, the danger for the
Circassian woman, in fact, never comes from the Russian man, but from her own
countrymen. However, once she falls for the Russian by recognizing his superiority and
by accepting the “gift of empire,” she is out of the picture. Therefore, the imperial
violence depicted in the epilogue and the Circassian maiden’s suicide is presented as
inevitable: “the Caucasus hero almost always expires once his or her central function –
the recognition of Russian goodness – is accomplished” (Grant, 108). The same pattern
could be noted in Lermontov’s novel Bela, which explores the themes of colonial
conquest, sexual desire, and captivity through the dialectical encounter between Gregory
Pechorin, a Russian officer in the colonial army, and Bela, a young Circassian princess.
Lermontov’s work, however, is much more complex in terms of its style and
composition. The author employes irony as the main rhetorical device in order to draw
attention to the ambiguities of the novel and reflects Lermontov’s own doubleconsciousness as an imperial writer who partially identifies with his Caucasian heroes
and renounces the brutality of Russian colonialism.
Mikhail Lermontov’s novel A Hero of Our Time (1840) is a hybrid text that
combines the conventions of Romanticism with its themes, its types of characters and its
genres (the travelogue, the adventure tale) with the elements of the novel of
psychological realism. In the preface to his novel the author/narrator states: “The Hero of
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Our Time…is indeed a portrait, but not of one single person. It is a portrait built up from
the vices of our whole generation, in all the fullness of their development.” 16 The
compositional structure of the novel is quite complex. It consists of several narratives that
appear in the following order: “Bela,” “Maksim Maksimych,” “Introduction to Pechorin’s
Journal,” “Taman,” “Princess Mary, and “The Fatalist.” Chronologically, however,
“Taman” is the “earliest” story in the novel, followed by “Bela” and “Maksim
Maskimych,” (both written in the genre of travel notes) and “Princess Mary” and “The
Fatalist” (written in the genre of diary, or fictional “journal”). As critics have pointed out,
one of the distinguishing qualities of A Hero of Our Time is the absence of the voice of
the author/narrator (with the exception of the Preface to the novel), who controls the
narrative and arranges the events in chronological order. 17 Instead, Lermontov introduces
multiple narrators whose authoritative voices control and manipulate the narratives and
the representations. Lermontov’s narrative, full of tensions, irony, and ambivalence,
presents a complex view of imperialism, gender, and identity.
For our purpose, I will turn straight to the representation of the Circassian woman
in Bela. It is not by chance that this story is written in the form of a traveler’s account full
of descriptions of sublime landscapes and exotic ethnographies combined with a
Romantic adventure tale. Lermontov’s traveling narrator is obviously in pursuit of the
exotic and the marvelous; he achieves his goal of stimulating his reader’s imagination by
describing the picturesque exotic scenery and people and by incorporating Maksim
Maksimych’s tale about Pechorin’s abduction of a Circassian princess. Thus, the themes
of captivity, conquest, and colonial desire become central to the story but in contrast to
Pushkin’s Prisoner of the Caucasus, it is the native Circassian woman who is imprisoned
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by the Russian protagonist. From the very beginning, the colonial conquest is depicted in
the story in sexual terms. According to Aida Azouqa, the difficult and long journey
across a rugged mountainous terrain that forces the traveling narrator and Maksim
Maksimych to stop several times before resuming their journey “allegorizes the sluggish
and dangerous penetration into the region” (104). Lermontov presents Bela’s abduction
as a fulfillment of an erotic fantasy of possessing a sensual Circassian woman. As Peter
Scotto points out, Pechorin’s abduction of Bela is made legitimate by his desire alone
(“Suppose I like her?”), thus giving voice to a pervasive cultural expectation that women
in the Caucasus embodied for the Russian male the “irresistible fantasy of sexual
adventure without responsibility” (252).
Pechorin’s encounter with Bela occurs at the wedding in Bela’s house, to which
Maksim Maksimych and Pechorin were invited by Bela’s father who is marrying off his
oldest daughter. Pechorin is captivated by Bela’s beauty and proceeds with his plans to
abduct her with the assistance of her younger brother Azamat. As Pechorin’s captive,
Bela at first resists Pechorin’s sexual advances, but later, she decides to succumb to his
will. Pechorin, however, wants more than submission: he desires sincere admiration and
respect. He achieves this goal by using various strategies to manipulate Bela – he gives
her presents, but they do not have much effect on her. Finally, he dresses up as a
Circassian man (playing the “other”) and plays out a “scene,” in which he acts as if he is
leaving her devastated by his love and granting her freedom:
I leave you as absolute mistress of all my possessions. If you want to, you can go
back to your father – you’re free. I am guilty before you, and I have to punish
myself. Goodbye. I am going – how do I know where? Very likely it won’t be
long before a bullet or a sabre-stroke finds me; when that happens, think of me
and forgive me! (Lermontov, 23)
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This theatrical strategy or deception succeeds, leading to Bela’s complete submission, as
she falls in love with Pechorin. After achieving his goal, Pechorin, however, grows bored
and disillusioned on discovering that the love of the ‘savage’ beauty is “little better than
that of a lady of rank” (Lermontov, 33). As in the beginning of the novel when Pechorin
remarked that the “Circassian ladies are not as beautiful as he imagined them,” here he
again demonstrates his disappointment with his imaginary “Orient” (13). Tlostanova
notes, there was a feeling that “the Orient that the Russian Empire was getting through its
colonizing efforts was somehow second-rate, not like the bright and exotic one in
Europe” (Tlostanova 2010, 70). In the end, Pechorin displays a profound indifference to
Bela’s and her family’s fate. As a direct result of Pechorin’s actions, Bela’s brother is
forced to leave his family, her father is murdered, and eventually, Bela herself falls
victim to the knife of Kazbich, her countryman and her jealous admirer. Bela undergoes a
slow and painful death. Neither Pechorin nor Maxim Maximych who displays sympathy
towards Bela, assume any responsibility for the destruction of her life. In this regard,
Tlostanova notes:
Cruelty and eroticism as the main signifiers of the colonized body – the desire to
possess and to destroy – were clearly present in Russia as well, … but if in the
Western mind it has been often depicted in terms of a submissive feminine Orient
dominated and inseminated by the European colonizer, in the Russian version of
early Romantic Orientalism this model was impossible, because of the inferiority
complex vis-à-vis Europe, which was partially compensated by the caricature
secondary Orientalism in Russia’s colonies. (Tlostanova 2010, 69)
She further points out that “any erotic relations of the Russian males with the colonized
women remained adventures outside the realm of the metropolis morale” (81). Both
characters, the “Circassian maiden” and Bela, depend physically and emotionally on men,
both Russian and Circassian, and on the myth of Romantic love. Thus, on the one hand,
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the representations of the Circassian woman conform to the universal stereotypes of the
exotic, oriental, other, beautiful, passionate, irrational, Romantic, sentimental; on the
other hand, as we have seen in Joe Andrew’s analysis above, this congeries of values
makes for a very unstable and contradictory image, representing “an instance of male
wish-fulfillment” remaining only at the level of the “projection of male fantasy” (20).
One can argue here, borrowing Bhabha’s concept of ambivalence against Said’s model of
“orientalism,” that the colonial discourse never fully manages to assert a fixed and
stereotypical knowledge of the colonial “other” and that it always contains moments of
ambivalence. On the surface, Lermontov’s novel appears to have little depth. One is
tempted to draw one-sided simplistic conclusions, but a closer look reveals the
complexities and ambiguities of his work that challenge the reader’s perceptions. His
glorifications of the mountaineers, as well as his ironic stance and critical engagement
with his time and the metropolitan society complicate the interpretation of ethnic
divisions in the novel. It is tempting, but not really feasible to reduce them to clear-cut
oppositions such as “superior” and “inferior,” “dominant” and “subordinate,” “civilized”
and “savage.”
Bela, as indicated also in its subtitle “From an Officer’s Notes on the Caucasus”
mixes two genres, the travelogue and the adventure tale set in the Caucasus. Maxim
Maximych told the story of Bela to the traveling narrator who then transcribed it and
shared it with readers. Thus, the story is twice removed from the original source(s) - Bela
and Pechorin – who might have had a different rendering of events, if each had been
given the chance to tell their subsequent story. As Lewis Bagby points out, “Lermontov’s
genius is that he does not permit us to completely untangle the novel without doing it a
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disservice.” 18 The layered structure and the complex chronological sequence of the novel,
the shifting perspectives and the multiple narrators, including the traveling narrator who
admits making some changes and publishing Pechorin’s journal, but not in its entirety,
under the current title, make readers question the whole subject of this work. Is it about
Pechorin “the hero” and his “time,” or is it about the travelling narrator who presented the
hero and his time, as well as Bela’s story that is narrated by Maksim Maksimych? Bagby
argues that all these factors lead to the instability of the text as a source of reliable
information:
As the traveling narrator imposes his subjective temporal experience upon his
readers, we begin to suspect that he may have done more to alter the novel’s
content than simply reorder its chronology. Proof of this lies in his reworking
Kazbich’s song into Russian verse form…We are forced to question the degree to
which both the traveler and Maksim Maksimych might have contaminated the
novel’s content. (17)
There are many instances in the text that point to the unreliability of the sources of the
presented information. The reader learns about Bela from the notes of the traveling
narrator to whom Maxim Maximovich told the story orally. The traveling narrator was
“forcing” the story when he admitted that he was sure that Bela’s story had to have an
“unusual” ending, because whatever started in an unusual way ought to have an unusual
ending” (Lermontov, 32). Likewise, the role of Maxim Maximovich as an “expert” on the
Caucasus and as a mediator between cultures is questioned multiple times. All of this
suggests that there is yet another way to interpret Lermontov’s novel as a whole, and Bela
in particular as an inversion of the conventions of the Orientalist paradigm; as an ironic
play on Orientalist clichés and stereotypes. Lermontov’s own Preface to his novel
suggests for the readers that the novel should be read ironically: “Our public are still so
young and naïve that they can’t understand a fable unless they find a moral at the end of
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it. They can’t get a joke, they can’t sense irony; in fact they’re just ill-educated” (5).
Lermontov wrote the Preface in response to his critics who had been “quite seriously
outraged at having such an immoral person as The Hero of Our Time held up as an
example…” (5).
There were many critical responces to Lermontov’s novel from his
contemporaries. To the list of narrators who retold Lermontov’s novel, we can also add
the nineteenth-century Russian literary critic Vissarion Belinsky who praised the novel in
one of his reviews. 19 In his seventy-eight page essay, Belinsky retells the novel in his
own words interspersing it with Lermontov’s text. Belinsky tried to “save” Pechorin from
the negative reviews and harsh criticism of his contemporaries. Analyzing Pechorin’s
character, Belinsky calls him a “mysterious type,” Bela, on the other hand, he remarks “is
all before you.” 20 As many critics have noted, the schematic representation of Bela could
hardly be seen as “all” that there is to this character, nor could it be seen as a realistic
portrayal of a Circassian girl, who could have winded up in captivity in a Russian or
Cossack fortress. Lermontov himself must have been aware of this when he rehearsed
through Maxim Maximych the long tradition of wholesale ethnographic descriptions of
natives, as well as the Orientalist clichés and myths surrounding Circassian women, some
of which he debunked in his novel. We get a first glimpse of Bela as she enters Maxim
Maximych’s tale “literally drawn out of his pseudo-ethnographic account of an “Asiatic”
wedding, an account that both disappoints Orientalizing and trades in tales of the
exotic.” 21 Pechorin’s first remark at the wedding was: “I had a far better notion of
Circassian girls” (13). To which Maksim Maksimych replied: “’You wait!’ I grinned
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back. I had an idea of my own in my mind” (13). Bela is presented here as an “idea” in
Maxim Maximych’s confused mind.
The character of Maxim Maximych, who is called “the old-time Caucasian army
man” (staryi kavkazets) reminds us of the figure of the perfect fatherly colonizer, who
simultaneously exemplifies and complicates Said’s mapping of Orientalism. Maxim
Maximych, as he first appears in the text “puffing on a little silver-mounted Kabarda
pipe” and wearing a “Circassian fur hat” (Lermontov, 7), stands for those liminal figures,
outcasts on the threshold of two cultures, and examples of travelers “gone native.” He
positions himself as a mediator between the two cultures, as he translates to Pechorin not
only the language but also the customs of the natives. He assumes the position of
authority who “knows” the locals. However, one has to question how much is “lost in
translation” or has been misinterpreted. He exemplifies ambivalence which, to reiterate,
involves both mimetic and discursive duplication, by wearing Circassian dress, by
knowing the customs, by performing as if he were one of the Caucasians. Maxim
Maximych embodies an exemplary Russian colonialist who lacks a concrete identity; he
belongs neither in Russia, nor in his “adopted” home in the Caucasus. This tension within
his self is also manifested in his ambivalent perception of the Circassians and Chechens
who constantly frustrate his colonial authority by resisting his power. He praises them,
and scolds at the same time: “Our Kabardinians and Chechens, now – they may be
robbers and ragamuffins, but still they’re real daredevils… Fine fellows, though!” (10)
Maksim’s ambivalent attitudes towards Circassians and Chechens extend also to Bela.
His compassion toward Bela did not stop him from perceiving her as a savage Other. He
did also harbor a colonial desire for her, as he admitted himself after witnessing the
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episode in which Bela fell completely for Pechorin’s charms: “I was upset, because no
woman had ever loved me that much” (24). Maksim Maksimych did not put a cross on
Bela’s grave after her death, even though he wanted to do it at first, after all, the Russian
colonizers did not actively engage in converting the locals to Christianity. Instead he left
her grave unmarked, erasing all traces of her existence:
Early next day we buried her outside the fort, by the riverside, near the place
where she had last been sitting. White acacia bushes and elder trees have grown
up round her little grave now. I should have liked to place a cross, but you know,
it wouldn’t have been right – she wasn’t a Christian, after all. (38)
Bela’s death, thus, symbolizes a wish-fulfillment to empty the land from its people
(Azouqa, 115), and as Scotto explains, her unmarked grave renders her totally “lost to
history” (Scotto, 257).
Through his use of irony, Lermontov effectively distances himself from his
Russian characters in the novel, Pechorin, Maksim Maskimych, and the traveling
narrator, and the imperialist mentality expressed by them. As Lermontov presents this
story to his readers, it seems that he not only shows that there are too many flaws,
omissions, and inconstistencies in the reader’s perception of the Caucasus, but he also
seems to question the whole imperial discourse that positions the colonizers as more
civilized, more knowledgable, more human than the colonized. On the contrary, as Susan
Layton points out, Lermontov seems to emphasize the similarities between all men,
(including Kazbich and Azamat) in their treatment of Bela. 22 Bela is the object of desire
of at least three men in the novel (Pechorin, Kazbich, and Maksim Maksimych). She is
also presented as someone who can be stolen, exchanged and won over by gifts. Thus,
Lermontov playfully reworks the clichés and stereotypes surrounding the Circassian
beauty myth, questioning at the same time the Russian imperialist ideology. This is not to
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say that Lermontov’s novel is free from Orientalist stereotypes. At the same time as it
demonstrates the colonizer’s willingness to humanize the Other, it operates within a
familiar vocabulary of Orientalist images, offering the readers the exotic elements they
expect.
While the Russian imperial tactics and the Caucasus war served only as a
romantic backdrop in the works of Pushkin ad Lermontov, Tolstoy was more critical
towards Russian policies and the Russian presence in the Caucasus. In his works, Tolstoy
also presented the point of view of the Caucasians themselves who were not in favor of
Russian rule. Even those Caucasians who cooperated with the Russian army, as Tolstoy
suggests, were indifferent to the empire. His most critically acclaimed novel Hadji Murat
was banned by Russian authorities, not appearing until 1912.
At the beginning of The Cossacks (1863), Leo Tolstoy’s early novel about
imperial Russia’s military campaign in the Caucasus, the protagonist Olenin, a young
Russian aristocrat who is on his way to the Caucasus, muses about the place, imagining
the “mountains, waterfalls, fair Circassians, and dangers” 23 that he will encounter. Olenin
had left his dissolute life in Moscow and was eager to join the Russian army in the
Caucasus. His dreams of the Caucasus and its inhabitants were shaped by the Romantic
images of the exotic orientals that were found in the popular literature of the time.
His imagination was now turned to the future: to the Caucasus. All his dreams of
the future were mingled with pictures of Amalat-Beks, Circassian women,
mountains, precipices, terrible torrents, and perils. (Tolstoy, 186)
Olenin imagined, with predictable vigor, the battles that he would engage in as he “slew
and subdued an innumerable host of hillsmen.” At the same time he also identified with
those whom he was sent to subdue as he imagined himself as one of them, and with them
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“maintaining their independence against the Russians” (187). Here the ambivalent nature
of the Russian colonizer becomes evident. Olenin wears the Circassian dress “cherkeska”
and prefers the Kabardian horses and weapons. But the strongest vision that he has is “the
vision of the woman” and his quest for Romantic love:
And there, among the mountains, she appeared to his imagination as a Circassian
slave, a fine figure with a long plait of hair and deep submissive eyes. He pictured
a lonely hut in the mountains, and on the threshold she stands awaiting him when,
tired and covered with dust, blood, and fame, he returns to her. He is conscious of
her kisses, her shoulders, her sweet voice, and her submissiveness. She is
enchanting, but uneducated, wild, and rough. In the long winter evenings he
begins her education. She is clever and gifted and quickly acquires all the
knowledge essential. (187)
As Olenin muses about this woman, her abilities, and how she will please him sexually
and aesthetically, he realizes that this is all “nonsense” and “rubbish,” but nevertheless,
he prefers to fall back into his fantasy adding to it the dream about the wealth that the
conquered land will bring him. The reality of Olenin’s sojourn in the Caucasus, however,
turned out to be quite different. Upon his arrival at the Cossack’s village, Olenin’s
romantic dreams evaporate and are replaced by a sincere appreciation of the reality of
Cossack life. He falls in love with the simplicity of their life, and with the beautiful
nature surrounding the village. While there, he learns a great deal about himself as he
sees “the falseness of his former life” that seemed now “inexpressibly vile and
ridiculous” (288). Olenin finds new joy in making others happy and feels “freer and freer
every day and more and more of a human being” (288). Olenin’s desire for romance is
never fulfilled; he falls in love with a Cossack woman named Maryanka, but he is
rejected by her. Their relationship is doomed and characterized by awkwardness.
His dreams about his bravery in battle also did not materialize. Olenin describes
one encounter with an enemy at the end of the novel, but before he knows it, it is all over:
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Olenin heard only a few shots, then shouting and moans. He thought he saw
smoke and blood, and abandoning his horse and quite beside himself he ran
towards the Cossacks. Horror seemed to blind him. He could not make out
anything, but understood that all was over. (338)
There was nothing romantic about the battle and its aftermath. Tolstoy describes the
scene in only a few sentences, conveying the graphic images and the senselessness of the
war: there was blood flowing from the stomach of Lukashka who had been mortally
wounded, and the Cossacks were dragging the bodies of the killed Chechens who, as the
narrator observes, were all human beings, each of them with “his own individual
expression” (338). Tolstoy shows through his character a more realistic picture of the
Caucasus, as his protagonist states:
The Caucasus now appeared entirely different to what his imagination had painted
it. He had found nothing at all like his dreams, nor like the descriptions of the
Caucasus he had heard and read. ‘There are none of all those chestnut steeds,
precipices, Amalat Beks, heroes or villains,’ thought he. ‘The people live as
nature lives: they die, are born, copulate, and more are born – they fight, eat and
drink, rejoice and die, without any restrictions but those that nature imposes on
sun and grass, on animal and tree. They have no other laws.’ Therefore these
people, compared to himself, appeared to him beautiful, strong, and free, and the
sight of them made him feel ashamed and sorry for himself. (288)
Thus we see that colonial encounters undoubtedly brought a transformation of identities
through cultural contact, in an uneven process of psychic exchange between the dominant
and subordinate groups.
The suppression of the histories of colonialism and imperialism in contemporary
Russia is a real matter of concern. The absence of a critical debate on issues of Russian
colonial/imperial legacy and its impact on the non-Russians prevents Russia from
developing a true postcolonial discourse. Russia has always perceived itself more as a
“carrier of civilization” than as a colonizer. This repressed or unquestioned colonial
heritage has heavily shaped the present social and political situation in Russia and its
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relations to the North Caucasus region. The persisting impact of colonialism is especially
evident in the present-day racism and sexism in Russian society towards the non-Russian
population. The Colonial history has been conveniently erased from the Russian
collective consciousness, confining the colonial past to the Soviet myths of the
“voluntary joining” and of the Soviet friendship between the nationalities or the sanitized
narratives of modernization and progress. Many Russians still believe in their cultural
superiority and in the civilizing mission of the imperial conquest and the colonization of
the Caucasus. The revival of colonial clichés to deal with the alterity of the Caucasians
testifies to the persistence of biased representations.
Gendered and racialized stereotypes informed by a colonial mentality marking the
difference between Russians and non-Russians, primarily from the Caucasus, are still
active in present day Russia and especially in its multicultural metropolis Moscow.
Ethnic, religious, and cultural differences are significant components of the processes of
othering and exclusion. In contemporary Russia, there is a lack of concern for the
discussion, not to mention the recognition and renegotiation of persistent colonial power
relations at play in the representation of otherness. The rhetoric of military expansion and
cultural submission which characterized Russian colonialism produced a great number of
images which contributed to the creation of a docile and exotic otherness to be conquered
and ruled. These representations have not been critically addressed in contemporary
Russian cultural and political discourses that are informed by an ethnocentric
(Russocentric) perspective and, therefore, are unable to recognize the Russian colonial
legacy and to connect it with the complex history of European imperialism. In particular,
the history textbooks adopted by Russian schools demonstrate the way the colonial
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experience is presented in order to build Russian national identity and prestige in contrast
with the prejudices and stereotypes attributed to the “other:” the representation of Russian
colonizers as good-natured people, tireless workers and civilizers, goes hand in hand with
the silence and omissions about the atrocities they committed.
The narratives of Circassian women writers analyzed in Part Two of my
dissertation address all these issues, as these writers attempt to rewrite Circassian
women’s gendered, racialized, and colonized histories. In their efforts to de-orientalize
and de-mythologize Circassian women’s identities, these women writers created female
characters who act and speak in their own voices and who self-conciously engage in
subversive behavior, reinventing their identities between and beyond the multiple
discourses and traditions (Western, Russian, Islamic, and ethno-national).
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PART II. THROUGH THEIR OWN EYES: REWRITING CIRCASSIAN
WOMEN’S HISTORIES
5. REWRITING THE CANON: LIBERATING BELA IN DINA DAMIAN’S I AM
A STRANGER IN YOUR WORLD (2006)

The second part of my dissertation discusses the authorial participation of
Circassian women writers in the male-dominated discourses on colonialism, gender,
identity, race and culture. I analyze the production of counter-narratives in the literary
works of three contemporary Circassian women writers as they tackle the issues of the
literary canon and identity representation in specific localized and historical contexts.
Their texts focus on women’s agency and authority, re-inscribing and re-signifying the
representations and the experiences of Circassian women.
The last two decades in particular have seen an increase in the publication of
literature, both fictional and non-fictional, by Circassian women. The recurring themes in
their works, including representations of identity, questions of gender, race, and the
literary canon, highlight, on the one hand, the experiences of women all around the
world, and on the other hand, address specific issues pertaining to Circassian female
identities as they counter the most popular myths and dominant cultural narratives
produced by Western/Russian modernity. There is, however, a dearth of literary criticism
regarding Circassian writers and little attention has been given to Circassian literature
despite the fact that during the last two decades literature by Circassians and about
Circassians has flourished. Through my analysis of Circassian literary and artistic works,
especially women’s literature, I intend to shift the focus from the Western
European/Russian perspective and, instead, foreground both Circassian women’s
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literature and history. The majority of critical studies to date are focused on
Western/Russian perceptions of Circassians, and studies that introduce the Circassian
perspective are needed for the development of comparative work and for the
advancement of the dialogical relationship with one another.
To gain an understanding of contemporary Circassian literature, one must bear in
mind two important factors that have influenced this ethnic group’s artistic and cultural
life: the colonial condition of Circassians under the Russian and then the Soviet empire
with its rigid control of the means of communication through censorship, and the
persistence of imperial narratives that have not been properly reassessed during the postSoviet period. By colonial condition, I mean the one hundred years of military resistance
of Circassians to Russia’s conquest that started in the eighteenth century and was
completed in the second half of the nineteenth century with the colonization of its
territory. The majority of Circassians were expelled from their native land to the Ottoman
Empire, forming at present one of the largest diasporas to live outside its homeland. The
remaining population was divided into three separate republics under the Soviet regime.
As a peripheral nationality Circassians were further restricted with regard to the
expression of their indigenous national identity. During the Soviet era, conventional
historical texts emphasized the Circassians’ voluntary submission to the Russian empire
that had brought them civilization and had ended the rule of the local aristocracy under
Moscow’s watchful eye. In the 1990s, with the collapse of the Soviet ideology and its
censorship, the genre of historical fiction flourished again, but this time with a different
emphasis. Through the use of historical narratives, Circassian writers (mostly male) made
an effort to reconstitute the cultural and national identity damaged by the colonial
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experience, to “bridge” the gap between the past and the present, to reconnect with their
ancestors, and to re-imagine the Circassian cultural and national identity. They attempted
to retrieve and make accessible the historical knowledge that had been censored and
distorted due to the politics of the time. This process was driven by the demand for selfrespect and self-representation without any ideological limitations and state censorship.
Although criticism and references to repressive periods in history are now
allowed, Circassian writers are still inhibited in presenting a truly postcolonial discourse.
The asymmetrical power relations between the center and the periphery remain up to the
present time, as Russia still relies on old imperial myths to hold its power over the
Caucasus, and the Circassians in particular, hindering their efforts at repatriation and
unification in their historic homeland. Criticism is allowed but the empire remains. The
haunting past is still very much present for Circassians, forcing them to relive all sorts of
trauma associated with Russian/Soviet imperialism, from the war and exile, the Socialist
Revolution and the Stalinist purges that eradicated the newly formed national elites, to
the loss of their home, language, and identity. Assessing the condition of the North
Caucasus and other post-Soviet locales in 2001, David Chioni Moore stated that the
“coloniality of these places is hardly ‘post.’” 1 More than a decade later, the “official”
post-Soviet discourses within Russia still have not been reassessed in any significant or
meaningful way the imperial legacies of Russian/Soviet modernity and their impact on
the colonized people at their borderlands. This task, however, is performed by the literary
and cultural productions of the colonized subjects and their postcolonial inheritors who
are concerned with recovering an identity, fragmented, displaced, and discredited by
colonialism. Contemporary Circassian writers and artists are actively engaged in a direct
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dialogue with the past in attempts to reconstruct their national identities in the present.
The works of these writers have much in common with other writers who have
experienced colonial domination and whose works reflect expressions of cultural
resistance. But they also differ in some respects due to the nature of Russian/Soviet
imperial legacies and the “double-colonized” status of its subjects who occupy the
imperial borderlands. Particularly informative in this regard is literature written by
contemporary Circassian women writers not only because of the centrality of women and
their experiences, notably the search for identity, in their works, but also because this
search is conveyed more deeply and forcefully than previously through the use of such
genres as drama and the autobiographical novel in contrast to historical fiction written
primarily by Circassian male authors. The need for self-identification, self-articulation,
and self-definition comes also from the fact that Circassian women, as well as other
ethnic or native women, have for a long time been objects of study and representations by
others, mostly male authors. And the instances in which they did represent themselves –
when they told their own stories in their own voices, as part of the oral tradition – have
been muted or erased. Women-writers are also less interested in satisfying the audience’s
“appetite for exotica:” they have assumed a role of finally making Circassians human and
real. For them, writing becomes an act of resistance, as well as an act of survival and reexistence. Their way of looking at the world from the transcultural perspective of a
displaced person lies at the heart of their achievements. In their efforts to counteract
objectified portrayals of Circassian women in Western/Russian colonial discourses and
historiography, not only do they create characters who act and speak up in their own
voices, but also characters who ultimately present a female consciousness that seizes
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discursive control of their histories. They have articulated women’s most basic right, that
is, their right to control their own bodies and minds, opening a space for Circassian
women’s voices in debates about cultural identities. These narratives of women
(heroines) make women who have been previously either forgotten or inadequately
described present in contemporary discourses on gender, race, ethnicity, and identity.
The heroines in all three literary works discussed in Part Two share certain
character traits with each other as well as with their creators. For example, one of the
common traits shared by all these heroines is the sense of alienation, and I discuss the
factors responsible for such a state of mind. All three writers, Dina Damian, Dina Arma,
and Zarina Kanukova, are transcultural products of Russian and Western acculturation
that have allowed them the mobility and freedom to pursue their careers as writers,
academics, and public figures. Damian’s and Arma’s novels are based on events in their
own life; they contain a significant amount of autobiographical elements. But their
multicultural and multilingual journey also left them estranged from their maternal or
paternal languages. Their narratives weave a complex fabric composed of references to
personal histories, Circassian history and events in present-day Russia and the Caucasus.
Their writing becomes a means of evaluating the state of Circassian society and its
identity through the eyes and voices of women-heroines.
Thus, Circassian women writers make a significant contribution to postcolonial,
post-Soviet literature as they illustrate a dynamic and creative process as means of
resistance to stereotyping and multiple oppressions; they are engaged in a process of
“decolonization of knowledge and mind.” For them, writing becomes an act of resistance,
as well as an act of survival and re-existence. These are therefore examples of how
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postcolonial fiction writers interact with traditional colonial discourse(s) by attempting to
modify or subvert it. Each of these narratives contains an example of some type of
resistance – whether as a form of resistance to the literary canon, to patriarchy, to
colonialism, to the official historiography of the dominant culture, or to the language of
the dominant culture. In addition, these “narratives of resistance” are not only
demystifying an old image but creating a new one; they are not reproducing so much as
producing and forging a new subjectivity, a new cultural identity, a new self that is
multiple and tangible. Each of these narratives dealing with writings of empire
emphasizes the transformative nature of the encounter between the colonizer and the
colonized. They recognize the power of literature and the literary discourse in shaping
cultural representations, a process that has been central to the colonization of other lands,
as well as to the decolonization process, to rebirth, transformation, and the emergence of
new formations.
How does the literary canon emerge and hold its ground? What are the relations
between canonical and non-canonical, between the center and the margins? How does the
literary canon relate to issues of colonialism, gender, race, and the representation of
identity? These are the questions posed by poststructuralist, postcolonial, and feminist
theorists that aim to challenge the canon and inscribe the experiences of the marginal
subject – female and/or (post)colonial. Revisionist rewritings are one of the strategies that
can serve that purpose. Given the peculiar position that the Caucasus occupies in the
nineteenth-century Russian literary imagination that has been reflected in the canonical
works written by Pushkin and Lermontov, I am particularly interested in the question: To
what extent does the literary canon serve the purpose of the erasure of colonialism from
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the national memory or of perpetuating the coloniality of knowledge and being, and how
does it affect the current discourses on culture and cultural differences in Russia and its
former and current colonies, specifically in the North Caucasus?
As I have discussed in the first part of my dissertation, one of the central ways in
which the meaning of gender, race, sexuality, and ethnicity is culturally constructed is
through representations – namely spoken or written words and images. These are the
modes through which forms of knowledge and feelings, that is, discourses as particular
ways of speaking about gender, race, sexuality, and ethnicity are constituted and
circulated. Scholars of feminism and postcolonialism have been especially interested in
the politics of representations and the formation of the literary canon. The canon is a form
for preserving not only the best literary works of a culture, but also its beliefs and
ideological values. The postcolonial theorist Edward Said reminds us that “the power to
narrate, or to block other narratives from forming and emerging, is very important to
culture and imperialism, and constitutes one of the main connections between them.” 2
Revising the literary canon is one of the strategies in which subordinate culture resists the
way it has been represented by the dominant culture.
In her famous article, “When We Dead Awaken: Writing as Re-Vision” from
1971, the feminist philosopher Adrienne Rich wrote: “Re-vision – the act of looking
back, of seeing with fresh eyes, of entering an old text from a new critical direction – is
for women more than a chapter in cultural history: it is an act of survival. Until we can
understand the assumptions in which we are drenched we cannot know ourselves” (18).
In this same essay, she envisaged the rewriting of the literary canon as a necessary
rupture from the past – “we need to know the writing of the past, and know it differently
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than we have ever known it; not to pass on a tradition but to break its hold over us” (19).
Exposing the hidden biases in the existing knowledge system, Rich was referencing a
long tradition of masculine texts (the “myth-making tradition,” or the myth of the
“special woman” and the “romantic” tradition) and their destructive nature on women.
Since the 1970s, other women writers have undertaken this re-reading, reinterpretation and re-writing of canonical texts, where minority authors play with the
double literary tradition (male and western) to counter it with their own double discourse
(female and ethnic), for aesthetic and political purposes. Rich argues that the process of
rewriting needs a “certain freedom of the mind” and “an imaginative transformation of
reality which is in no way passive” (Rich, 23). She emphasizes the “subversive function
of imagination” – “if the imagination is to transcend and transform experience, it has to
question, to challenge, to conceive of alternatives, perhaps to the very life you are living
at that moment” (Rich, 23). Judith Butler also suggests that the most promising strategy
to change regimes of representation is to contest them from within. This strategy is based
on the shifting and the unstable character of meanings and works through “making
strange” or de-familiarizing them, in order to interrupt the constant repetition of
stereotypes and binaries (Butler 1990). Countering the pre-existing knowledge structures,
these thinkers introduce new ways of knowing and theorizing that question the
Eurocentric models and epistemological systems based on binary oppositions.
The production of counter-narratives or counter-stories suggests the power to
oppose, to resist, either explicitly or implicitly, the dominant cultural narratives that
project certain images or constructions of otherness. According to the cultural
anthropologist Molly Andrews:
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One of the key functions of master narratives is that they offer people a way of
identifying what is assumed to be a normative experience. In this way, such
storylines serve as a blueprint for all stories; they become the vehicle through
which we comprehend not only the stories of others, but crucially of ourselves as
well. For ultimately, the power of master narratives derives from their
internalization. Wittingly or unwittingly, we become the stories we know, and the
master narrative is reproduced. 3
Gayatri Spivak calls this condition the “epistemic violence of imperialism” that is being
perpetrated even today through the reproductions of the “axioms of imperialism” in
literary texts and in the contemporary scholarship. 4 Spivak addresses this issue in her
analysis of the novel Wide Sargasso Sea (1965) that was written by Jean Rhys in
response to Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847). Spivak suggests that in Rhys’s retelling
Bertha’s function is rendered differently as “she keeps Bertha’s humanity, indeed her
sanity…intact” while the portrayal of the same heroine in Brontë’s novel oscillates in the
indeterminate “boundary between human and animal” (249). According to Spivak, in the
last section of the novel, in which Antoinette acts out Jane Eyre’s conclusion and
recognizes herself as the infamous ghost, Rhys makes her heroine “see her self as her
Other, Brontë’s Bertha” (250). Spivak interprets Antoinette’s statement at the end of
Rhys’s novel as her having been brought into “this fictive England” of Brontë’s novel,
where “she must play out her role, act out the transformation of her “self” into that fictive
Other, set fire to the house and kill herself, so that Jane Eyre can become the feminist
individualist heroine of British fiction” (251). Spivak reads this moment as “an allegory
of the general epistemic violence of imperialism, the construction of self-immolating
colonial subject for the glorification of the social mission of the colonizer” (251). Spivak
adds further: “At least Rhys sees to it that the woman from the colonies is not sacrificed
as an insane animal for her sister’s consolidation” (251). In her article, Spivak recognizes
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the power of counter-narratives to cause the “fracture of imperialism,” but also suggests
the need to “reopen the fracture without succumbing to a nostalgia for lost origins” (254).
The power of counter-story lies precisely in its ability to expose the constructed nature of
the dominant story by revealing the instability or the fluidity of the master narrative, as
well as its susceptibility to fracture and subversion. Counter-narratives infuse one’s
history with new meaning, complexity, and depth; they contain a great deal of selfreflection, and suggest new possibilities for a new beginning, and for a new
transformation to take place.
Dina Damian is one of the first authors to break with the Russian literary canon
and to address the issues of power, knowledge production, and representation in the
nineteenth-century Russian canonical texts. In her autobiographical novel I Am a
Stranger in Your World (2006), she rewrites Lermontov’s story Bela from his famous
novel A Hero of Our Time (1839), and, as in Jean Rhys’s novel, produces a counternarrative that gives Bela voice and the reader an opportunity to see Pechorin through her
eyes. By “writing back” to the “center” and its canon, or rewriting the history, Damian
demonstrates how this process applies “social constructions” such as discourses and
representations of gender, sexuality, class, race, and ethnicity; how, in other words, “the
re-storying of a former story resists the restoring of these categories….and the
reproduction of power based on them.” 5 By subverting both the canon and the tradition,
she takes on and critically revises a whole set of values and representations that shape our
cultural mythology.
Damian’s novel is a complex literary work that conveys the story of the
protagonist’s life Dina or Dinka (little Dina) from her childhood in a small town in the
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Soviet Caucasus to her adult years as an established writer and scholar. The novel is split
into three parts, Dawn, Morning, and Day; it traces the development of the main
character and takes place in different locales all around the globe. In Part Оne (Dawn),
narrated mostly in the third-person, the author relates Dina’s childhood memories in a
very emotional and yet lyrical way. Her narrative style becomes also quite grotesque and
ironic, and sometimes funny, when she describes the communal Soviet-style public
institutions and ways of living: “from her early childhood, Dina had a strong distaste of
everything that reminded her of a communal existence” (I Am a Stranger, 6).
The first story, entitled “Za zaborom” (Behind the Fence) focuses on the events of
the day when Dina’s mother brought her three-years old daughter for the first time to the
daycare and left her there in a “large room that had a smell of poverty and was full of
screaming, grubby, and quite scary, as she thought, children who were about her age” (7).
Little Dina was shocked by their behavior and tried to stay away from the children who
were running around, smashing everything in their way. When it was finally time to go
outside for a walk in their group’s backyard, little Dina was somewhat relieved until she
realized that what they called “their group’s territory” was actually a “square piece of
land with two rickety swings, a porch and stunted trees” behind the latticed fence (9).
Damian’s description of the place is more reminiscent of a prison than a daycare. Her
school stories and the story from the pioneer camp “Artek” are conveyed in a similar
style but with more nuances, as Dina develops into a young girl, who loves literature and
favors freedom and individualism. While being at the “Artek,” the international pioneer
camp in Crimea for the best and brightest young people from the Soviet Union and its
satellite states, Dina openly rebels against the Soviet educational practices and the
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ideology of collectivism. There, far away from home, Dina also encountered for the first
time the stereotypical Russian views of the people from the Caucasus. When she
introduced herself to a girl named Olya from a small town near Moscow, the girl asked
Dina if she knew how to ride a horse or if she had a dagger. Dina answered both
questions negatively, and the girl replied: “Then, you are not really from the Caucasus!”
(18).
The complex relationship between the Russian/Soviet empire and the Caucasus is
the subject of the next chapter entitled “Ekskursiya” (A Fieldtrip). This chapter also
contains Damian’s postmodern and postcolonial response to the well-known story of Bela
in Lermontov’s Hero of Our Time (1839). Damian rewrites the famous encounter
between Pechorin, the Russian officer in the imperial army, and Bela, the Circassian
princess, whom he abducted and then forced to love, making her an example of female
submissiveness to the male principle, and echoing the submissiveness of Circassians to
the Russian empire. Damian challenges both concepts as she creates a counter-narrative
full of complexity, ambiguity, tension, and irony.
The chapter begins with Dinka and her classmates visiting under the guidance of
their school teacher “Lermontov’s places” in Pyatigorsk, a small town in the North
Caucasus, where Lermontov lived when he was exiled to the Caucasus and where he was
later killed in a duel. The children have just covered Lermontov’s story in their school
program and ask their teacher all kinds of questions regarding Lermontov’s life, work,
and death. The teacher, who also serves as a guide, ignores the student’s questions and
repeats the same conventional story that is recounted in all Soviet textbooks over and
over again. Only a few students challenge this narrative, Dina being one of them, which
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creates tensions between the teacher and the students. To counter the stories of the school
teacher, Damian introduces into this chapter a semi-fictional character, Arsen Gisolfi,
who was supposedly a descendant of a Genoese-Circassian royal family from the
fifteenth century. At that time, before the Russian conquest of Circassia, Circassia and
Italy had close relationships. The children, while sightseeing in Pyatigorsk, a place which
is now mostly populated by Russians, encounter this old man from the precolonial time,
who appeared almost as a ghost. He tells them a different story about the history of the
place and about the Circassians who used to live there, and about their resistance to
Russian colonization. Arsen narrates the “forgotten” history of colonialism – a history
full of wars, deprivation, destruction, and exile – the one that they have never heard in
their school or read about in their textbooks. Thus, Damian demonstrates how the history
taught in schools, including myths about Lermontov, Pyatigorsk, and Circassians, which
was reproduced by the school teacher authority figure, emerges as a fiction or a
constructed history, whereas fiction, on the other hand, becomes a reconstructed truth.
In fact, this chapter demonstrates how Russian/Soviet educational institutions
shaped the identities of students by focusing on the dominant culture’s accepted
narratives of bringing progress and civilization to the Caucasus, often by ignoring the
presence of the indigenous non-Russian cultures. By blocking other alternative narratives
and voices, the Russian/Soviet school curriculum clearly did not encourage the
exploration of indigenous identities and was designed to assimilate non-Russian students
to Russian society and instill in them the Soviet ideology that valued the friendship and
the equality of all peoples – albeit the heavy Russian cultural dominance and influence.
Damian exposes this destructive ideology and the assimilation process that was
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quite successful during the Soviet era when “from the seeds of Russian culture, the
empire has grown its own national ‘local intelligentsia,’ its own version of the brownshirt communists” (I Am a Stranger, 35). As Damian describes, they became the “most
fanatical followers of the Communist party, who easily forgot their own native languages
and their native histories, customs and traditions; they even forgot their own parents and
their gravestones; some of them married Russian women, in order to join the higher caste.
They changed their own names to make them appear more Russian; they gave the names
of Communist leaders and Russian princes to their offspring” (35). This process of
mimicking the “big brother” that took place at the margins of the Soviet empire, as
Damian suggests, assumed the inevitable characteristics of tricksterism as people at these
borderlands were forced to manipulate their identities, in order to survive and adapt to the
constantly changing and shifting environment: “Maneuvering and playing the role of the
trickster, who was as old as the world itself, they were trying to adapt to the moribund
Soviet system, causing this system to mutate and turn into something that was necessary
to them” (36).
Through the interactions between the teachers and students at school, Damian
shows that Circassian students were not encouraged to explore their identities and their
history as Circassians but had to embrace the Soviet Russian ideals of “progress” and the
mission of assimilation carried through the educational institutions. While covering
nineteenth-century Russian canonical literature, Lermontov’s as well as Pushkin’s literary
works in their school curriculum, teachers focused only on select aspects of Circassian
identities, on highly romanticized or exoticized notions. Circassian culture was often
portrayed as a thing of the past, as an obsolete or non-living culture, or as a barbarian
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culture that needed to be civilized. These kinds of imperialistic representations that have
deep roots in colonial relations, where notions of self and otherness were constructed by
the colonizers based on the oppositional categories, are still present in modern-day
Russian classrooms. The lack of information in general on Russian colonial history or the
misrepresentation of that history contributes to the ignorance of Russians on the subject.
This ignorance is clearly constructed through educational omissions. Students are not
taught or made aware of patterns of dissymmetry at the level of representations by
analyzing these stereotypes and by unraveling the discursive practices that work towards
the institutionalization and canonization of certain regimes of beliefs, values, and
representations. As a result, Circassian students often have to tolerate and simultaneously
negotiate these notions while asserting their own identities as Circassians, whether
privately (at home) or in select public settings.
In her novel, Damian shows this process of identity negotiation and pushing back
through a Circassian student named Zaur and his Russian classmate. Kolka accused
Zaur’s Circassian ancestors of being “dirty” or uncivilized: “Your ancestors never
cleaned [washed] themselves, it was us [Russians] who taught you how to do that!” (51).
Kolka’s argument demonstrates the persistence of colonial views of “others” and reflects
the poor general knowledge of Russian colonial history, and, most importantly, it shows
the implications of that ignorance. In another episode, Zaur argues with his Russian
classmate Dima Metelkin on the subject of history. The “all-knowing” Dima, one of the
best students in school, whom even “the school teacher fears” because he always
researches the topic of the trip prior to the outing, presented the results of his research on
Pyatigorsk and Circassians with encyclopedic detail. However, it was the same one
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approved by the Soviet version of history, full of omissions, which Zaur jumps in to
correct: “This is your history, not mine. My history is the famine of 1840, the genocide as
a result of which only two percent of my people remained alive; my history is the
Circassian state unrecognized by the Russian Empire… it is rivers full of blood instead of
water” (50). Thus, Damian demonstrates how the concepts of self and other have been
historically and culturally constructed, and how Russian Soviet schools and the school
curriculum have contributed to the process of rewriting the history and reshaping of
indigenous identities. Some students, like Zaur and Dina were keenly aware of these
transformative intentions and attempted to simultaneously accommodate, negotiate, and
resist the reshaping of their identities. As we learn from the novel, Zaur later joined the
Chechen rebel force’s fight for independence against the Russian state and was killed in
one of the attacks by the Russian federal army. Although Damian, who speaks through
her character Dina, does not endorse Zaur’s nationalistic ideology, which was based on
the same destructive “principle of hatred” characteristic of imperialism, she does explain
the force that drives him. She thus gives voice to indigenous perspectives, feelings and
motivations – “the real complex history of relationships between Circassians and the
Russian Empire was either banned from the school curriculum or completely distorted by
the Soviet propaganda, creating animosity between these groups of people that one day
would spill over and blow up this imaginary coexistence from within” (37).
The suppression of histories of colonialism and imperialism in the Russian
context is a real matter of concern. 6 Russian colonial history in the Caucasus is not
mandatory part of the curriculum in primary and secondary schools. The erasure of
colonialism from the national memory affects current discourses of cultural difference in
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Russia. The process of “othering” or discrimination of the peoples of the Caucasus is
manifest in contemporary Russian public political and media discourses. The
consequences of Russian colonialism and imperialism are not acknowledged; and this
prevents Russia from developing a true postcolonial discourse. Instead, the discourse
capitalizes on “great” Russian literature and the literary canon to situate the Caucasus and
its people in the Russian imagination. In other words, the literary canon serves the
purpose of not only preserving a culture’s best work, but also fulfills an ideological role
as it continues the dissemination of knowledge, power, and the ideological values of
Russian culture. It continues to function as a crucial instrument and reference point in
pedagogy about place, culture, gender, and ethnicity in contemporary classrooms in
Russia.
Damian is one of the first authors to break the Russian literary canon and to
address the issues of power, knowledge production, and representation. She rewrites
Lermontov’s story Bela from his famous novel Hero of Our Time, and produces a
counter-narrative. Damian follows the example of Jean Rhys’ Wide Sargasso Sea, a story
inspired by Jane Eyre, Charlotte Bronte’s nineteenth-century novel, by presenting the
other side of the story. Similar to Rhys’ idea, Damian retells a familiar story from the
perspective of an oppressed character who has been silenced or not given enough of a
voice in the original novel. The narrator Dina, who is after all not a regular Soviet
schoolgirl, points directly to this connection in the novel by suggesting the similarities
between the two characters, Lermontov’s Bela and Charlotte Bronte’s Bertha in Jane
Eyre (51).
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Lermontov’s story is a canonical work that is part of the Russian school
curriculum. It presents the tragic story of a Circassian princess (Bela), who has been
abducted by a Russian officer (Grigoriy Pechorin), and is narrated by another officer
(Maxim Maximich) with long years of service in the Caucasus to the “travelling
narrator.” There are many interpretations of this novel in Russian, as well as in Western
literary discourses. The majority of them focus on the main characters (Pechorin and
Maxim Maximych); some critics claim that Lermontov’s story is about Bela, because
after all the story is named after her, and the author presents the reader with a very
compassionate portrait of the girl. But if we look closely at how much voice or Irepresentation Bela is given in the story, we come to the conclusion that this story is not
about Bela at all. As we see in the novel, she is constantly being translated or mediated
by others, especially by Maxim Maximych. All other characters in the novel, including
Kazbich and Azamat speak in their own voices; they all have moments of I-narration.
Damian’s feminist and postcolonial inclinations can be seen clearly in her
differential treatment of the same theme and the heroine. In Bela, Lermontov presents the
story of a young Circassian girl who has practically no identity of her own and is defined
mostly through her relationships with men – her father, her brother Azamat, Maxim
Maximych, Pechorin, and her admirer/killer Kazbich. As she revises this Russian
canonical text, Damian/Dinka, re-imagines Bela. She transforms her into a lively young
girl, who is literate. When we first encounter Bela, she is portrayed sitting in her room
and reading a book (not in Russian, perhaps in Tatar or in Arabic). She is studying a map
and dreams of distant places she can visit; she expresses a desire to travel, to explore the
world. So, we encounter no longer an Orientalist cliché, but a young girl with her own
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hopes, fears, dreams and desires. This episode now tells her side of the story as well as
Pechorin’s, detailing how she ended up in Pechorin’s house and what happened while she
was there. It gives voice not only to her and to all Circassian women, who appeared
mostly as “ghosts” or voiceless erotic concubines, but to other minor characters such as
Uarkhag, Bela’s distant relative, the Osset coachman who drove Maksim Maksimych and
his companion and provided shelter to them at his house. Uarkhag recounts how he drove
Maxim Maximych and his “friend,” and overheard the story of his niece’s abduction
narrated by Maxim Maximych, just like in the master narrative. He admits that at that
point he already knew the “true end” of Bela’s story, and that he chose not to interfere in
the conversation, thus withholding his knowledge of events and the power to narrate.
Uarkhag is given thus not only the voice, but also a certain power to share or to withhold
knowledge; he is a mirror image of Christofine, the “obeah woman” in The Wide
Sargasso Sea; both characters are given a certain power and spiritual vitality.
In Lermontov’s story, the Osset coachman did not have a name and was degraded
just like many others (Ossetians, Georgians, and Chechens) mentioned in the novel. The
traveling narrator and Maksim Maksimych in Lermontov’s story had to spend a night at
the house of a local man and his family, whom they described as follows:
‘What sorry folk!’ I said to the staff captain, pointing to our grubby hosts, who
were gazing worldlessly at us, seemingly in a daze. ‘The stupidest ever!’ he
replied. ‘Would you believe it? They’re no good at anything, and you can’t
educate them. Our Kabardinians and Chechens, now – they may be robbers and
ragamuffins, but still they’re real daredevils. This lot aren’t even interested in
weapons – you won’t see a proper dagger on any of them. Downright Ossetians!’ 7
Damian incorporates this paragraph from Lermontov’s text into her own novel, and
further describes Uarkhag’s living conditions and misfortunes, providing a stark contrast
between the two narratives:
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Uarkhag sat at the hearth staring blankly at the smoking fire; he did not even
notice the appearance of Maxim Maximych and his young companion. Uarkhag’s
eyes were dry and reddened. Bunches of herbs, and some strange things, pitchers,
plates, figures were hung everywhere. But Uarkhag was now indifferent to the
tools of his witchcraft. His wife had just died in childbirth. Five small children
were running around in the house; his old mother and aunt were busy with the
surviving baby by the fire. (Damian, 45-46)
Taking Uarkhag’s perspective or giving him a perspective of his own, Damian further
explains that his deprivation and extreme poverty were caused not only by the loss of his
wife, which had a devastating effect on him, but also by the actions of the Russian
imperial government that took away his land to build the post station for the travelers.
Thus, Uarkhag was broken morally, spiritually, and economically, and now “as many
other mountaineers, he had to live a double life” in order to survive:
It has been several years, since he started to receive a small compensation from
the Russian government for allowing the travelers to stay at his house, if there
was no room at the station. Along with the pathetic vegetable garden and stunted
dusty tree garden, from which he was selling the fruits at the nearby market, this
kind of imperial pension allowed him to somehow make ends meet. (46)
Uarkhag often thought about joining the abreks, the lonely brigades of local men, mostly
Muslim, who were fighting against the colonizers, but he was also considered a
“stranger” among them because of his Christian faith. Thus, located at the margins of
empire, Uarkhag experienced firsthand the hardships, dispossessions, and misfortunes
that came with imperial rule; he had to adapt to these transformations, because his old life
was torn apart. By incorporating Uarkhag’s perspective or his “story” and contrasting it
with Lermontov’s narrative, Tlostanova demonstrates that the reality of people whom the
Russian empire was trying to subjugate in the North Caucasus was largely ignored in
Lermontov’s text. Whereas certain aspects, such as beauty, bravery, savageness, and
childishness, were highlighted, in connection with the main protagonists who were
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presented as Circassians (Bela, Azamat, Kazbich), others, for example, Ossets, Chechens,
who were only mentioned in passing as “servicemen” or “bandits,” were completely
dehumanized. By romanticizing the mountaineers and glorifying nature, Lermontov’s
text has some serious omissions to which Damian is drawing our attention.
In order to tell her story, Damian uses multiple voices – those of Dinka, Bela,
Uarkhag, Pechorin, while silencing that of Maxim Maximych – and intertwines the plot
of her novel with that of Lermontov’s. Thus, the author reclaims a speaking position for
the other(s) or those who were silenced in the master narrative. In Damian’s portrayal,
Bela is also more rebellious and manipulative. From the very beginning, after she
realized that her brother Azamat had abducted her – “it happened so suddenly, that she
was startled, and could not react immediately, otherwise she always fought him back
quite successfully” (53), and given her to Pechorin (and not to Kazbich as she initially
thought), Bela wants to use Pechorin to accomplish her plans to travel and to see the
world. Since her homeland was becoming more and more like a “ghetto” as a result of
Russian colonization, “one could not get ‘in’ or ‘out’ beyond the Caucasian Line without
proper documents obtained from the Russian imperial administration,” she was ready to
obtain this “ticket” at any price (77). The price that she had to pay, however, was being
brutally raped by Pechorin. At first, Bela is not afraid of Pechorin, whom she describes as
“short, feeble, and womanlike, with a red thin moustache,” which, Damian suggests,
reminds us of Lermontov’s own appearance. “What can this small urus [Russian] do to
me? I will be able to endure everything,” she tells herself. The rape-scene is depicted
vividly: “Without taking off his jacket and his boots, he [Pechorin] roughly raped her
several times, completely ignoring the constrained cries and groans of a little girl. It was
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so painful, so terrifying, and so shameful that Bela shrank and almost stopped breathing.
She could not understand whether she was dead or alive” (55). The blood on her
nightgown that Bela discovered after she was raped suggests not only the loss of
virginity, but also the cruelty of the act and the savageness of the perpetrator. The rape
scene also reminds us of the Western metaphorical representations of the colonized
territory as a female body waiting to be penetrated by the colonizer, and the image of the
colonizer as a man bent on raping virgin lands.
Damian insists on affectionately calling Bela a “little girl,” and the episode is
narrated from Dinka’s perspective, a girl who was about Bela’s age. Eventually, Bela was
able to overcome the shock of her first sexual experience in the hope that Pechorin would
marry her and take her with him, but as she realizes that he is indifferent to her, has only
used her sexually, and that he is ready to dispose of her, she decides to act on her own.
Bela recalls how she once escaped from her father’s house into a nearby town and found
herself in the theater guarded by a few Cossacks, where a play was being shown that
evening. She managed to climb backstage without anyone noticing her, and spied on one
of the actresses who turned herself into a young man by cross-dressing and painting a
moustache. So, Bela decides to try this trick herself and to undergo this “wonderful
metamorphosis,” in order to escape (79-80). Bela uses the same “theater” strategy that
Pechorin used in the original version to manipulate her feelings. In this way, Damian
demonstrates the inevitable transcultural exchange that occurs at the imperial borderlands
– Pechorin dresses up in Circassian costume to trick Bela, and Bela learns from a Russian
actress how to transform her identity in order to escape. After Pechorin falls asleep, Bela
kills him in his sleep with her father’s dagger, given to Pechorin as a present – she cuts
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his throat, using the skill of sacrificing an animal or a bird that her grandmother Khalimat
had taught her. 8 After killing Pechorin, Bela dresses up in his uniform, and cuts off her
braids. She paints a little moustache with a piece of coal, takes Pechorin’s money, and
runs away. Damian allows us to interpret the fate of Bela differently by leaving the
ending open - we get a final glimpse of Bela dressed as a Russian officer waiting at the
train station. She easily rids herself of all markers of her previous identity completely
transforming it into a different identity. In Damian’s portrayal, Bela is no longer a passive
victim whose beauty, femininity, and weakness lead to her demise; she is rather a strong,
boy-like character, who is capable of manipulation and even murder. On the one hand,
Bela in Damian’s interpretation resembles an Amazon, a woman-warrior, a frequently
used trope for describing Circassian women in Greek and Roman sources, as well as in
some early modern European travelogues. On the other hand, Damian’s Bela – with her
flexibility and ability to change and adapt to different situations which allow her to
constantly transform and escape into different worlds – is engaged in what Maria
Lugones construes as “playful ‘world travelling.’” Lugones explains this concept as an
activity willfully exercised by the outsider giving the heroine “flexibility in shifting from
the mainstream construction of life where she is constructed as an outsider to other
constructions of life where she is more or less ‘at home.’” 9 According to Lugones, this
kind of “playfulness” or a “playful attitude” that “turns the activity into play” with no
rules and is marked by “uncertainty” – which in her definition means “openness to
surprise” – stands in contrast to the characteristic of Western epistemology “agonistic”
sense of play and playfulness that is grounded in rationality. The position of the player in
this structure is static; the player has a “fixed conception of him or herself” and is
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“imbued with self-importance” (Lugones 15, italics in original). The flexibility is only
possible as a result of a “particular metaphysical attitude that does not expect the world to
be neatly packaged” and presupposes breaking all kinds of norms and rules, and “not
being afraid to make a fool of oneself:”
Rules may fail to explain what we are doing. We are not self-important; we are
not fixed in particular constructions of ourselves, which is part of saying that we
are open to self-construction. We may not have rules, and when we do have rules,
there are no rules that are to us sacred. We are not worried about competence. We
are not wedded to a particular way of doing things. While playful we have not
abandoned ourselves to, nor are we stuck in, any particular ‘world.’ We are there
creatively. We are not passive. (Lugones 16-17)
Lugones further links the idea of “‘world’ traveling” with her concept of love, as she
claims that “traveling to someone’s ‘world’ is a way of identifying with them” because
by this traveling “we can understand what it is to be them and what it is to be ourselves in
their eyes. Only when we have traveled to each other’s ‘worlds’ are we fully subjects to
each other” (Lugones 17).
Tlostanova draws on Lugones’ treatment of “playfulness” and “‘world’
traveling,” as well as Sandoval’s conceptualization of the trickster problematic in the
Methodology of the Oppressed (2000) that requires a “differential mode of
consciousness,” a “commitment to the process of metamorphosis,” and practicing
“subjectivity as masquerade,” which is done not solely for survival purposes anymore
(Sandoval 60-62). Tlostanova also focuses on the various experiences of otherness in the
multiply colonized spaces, such as the former and current Russian colonies, and the
forms of resistance that they have generated. She identifies the emergence of “a particular
impulse of gender tricksterism” at the Russian imperial borderlands “as a way of
transcending the limitations of colonialist, orientalist, ideological, cultural, religious,
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ethnic, and sexual nature, and a way of acting beyond and around the dominant power
structures, weakening them from a particular gendered exteriority” (Tlostanova 2010,
66). Both Uarkhag and Bela in the novel embody this colonial trickster subjectivity that
allows them to adapt and re-adapt to changing conditions and to develop multiple
identities in order to survive and re-exist.
Ricki Tannen, who investigates the trickster problematic from a post-Jungian
psychological perspective, explores the re-emergence of the female trickster energy in
postmodern literature and links it to the female imagination that has been enclosed for a
long period of time. In her view, it is “directly attributable to the imagination of women
imagining and sharing with other women images of women with authority, agency, and
autonomy.” 10 Tannen identifies movement as one of the defining characteristics of the
trickster, and since previously a female body was excluded from the possibilities of
movement, the trickster narratives and imagery could not be embodied in a female
(Tannen 8). Lermontov’s Bela and other orientalized Circassian women-characters have
been restricted in movement; they could move only if accompanied by a male; the
postmodern female trickster is no longer restricted in movement. Damian makes
numerous references to movement and traveling in her novel - Bela studying the map,
Bela at the train station, etc. According to Tanner, the figure of the trickster has a very
performative nature. It is usually associated with someone who reinvents his/her identity
and is a very mobile figure that crosses all kinds of borders by tricking others: social,
moral, geographical, etc. The moral dimension is usually not important.
The emergence of the trickster suggests a certain brink of identity; the
impossibility of returning to his/her true or “authentic” identity may prompt a person to
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invent an identity or multiple identities. The theatrical identity/nationality takes the place
of the “authentic” one, as the trickster wears different masks. A certain pragmatism or
need for survival characterizes the trickster as Bela, since she took Pechorin’s money,
before she ran away.
This complicated masquerade of gender unfolds and finds a particular resonance
not only in the character of Bela but in other characters of the novel. Pechorin, for
example, in Damian’s story is portrayed like a woman – “feeble,” “womanlike, with a
thin moustache.” Damian repositions the characters in order to transform a stereotypical
dominant narrative. As I mentioned earlier, in Damian’s counter narrative, Maxim
Maximovich is silenced. Bela and Pechorin stand in clear opposition – Bela never liked
Pechorin. She resented him, yet she tried to use him to accomplish her own goals. After
recognizing the disparity of her situation, she finally took the matter into her own hands
by resorting to violence. This positioning undermines the message in the master narrative
where Bela, at first, puts up some resistance, described in sexual and romantic terms, then
inevitably falls in love with Pechorin, demonstrating her inability to resist the charms of
the colonizer and fulfills the imperialist fantasy of the submissive Orient. She is
ultimately killed by Kazbich, a bandit from her own people, an act symbolizing the
barbarity of the native man and the patriarchal oppression of the native woman.
Damian, however, disturbs these stereotypical images and expectations, as she
reconfigures hegemonic relations between power, sexuality, culture, and representation.
Bela is more rational and independent in Damian’s interpretation. Bela’s imagined
voyages and her gender crossing are in many ways a fantasy of freedom, boundary
transgression, and self-determination. She is ready to do whatever it takes to survive,
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even resorting to aggression if necessary, in order to undergo a new transformation.
Damian re-inscribes Bela by building on the standard reading of this character. She does
not vindicate Bela by recasting her as a humble, soft, dependent woman. On the contrary,
the author writes a non-canonical revision of the canonical reading of the text. In a way,
she is asserting Bela’s right to be so decisive and denying others the power to pass
judgment on her. She accomplishes it by giving Bela a strong agency, by re-appropriating
her sexuality, and by her refusal to be victimized. Damian thus deconstructs the gendered
history of the colonial Caucasus.
Damian subverts and transforms not only this Russian canonical text but also the
imperial narrative, as well as the larger collective consciousness which exhibits hostility
towards females manifesting autonomy and strong physical agency – especially if that
female belongs to one of the colonized cultures. One of the taboo topics in Soviet
literature was the resistance of the native woman to the imperial power, her active
engagement in the process of liberation, not only because of the allusion to the Russian
conquest of Circassia, but also due to the fact that such an account would inevitably
contradict the colonial narrative of the backward, passive Circassian woman, who was
also victimized by her countrymen. In this regard, Damian’s story and her interpretation
of Bela simultaneously engender an alternative history of empire, as well as of the canon
by undermining the whole paradigm of power, cultural authority, and representation.
Damian, not only challenges the very foundation of Russian literary canon by reinscribing the native Circassian female subject, but she also writes the postcolonial or
decolonial mind as she dislodges the center from its throne.
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Retelling Lermontov’s celebrated story critically engages with a whole array of
images, ideals, and representations, fancifully displaying them in a “defamiliarizing,”
indeed subversive context. Bela, in Lermontov’s text is the one who has been stolen and
circulated among the men, just like other things that can be designated masculine
(women, horses, etc.); Damian’s Bela, on the contrary, steals the emblems of masculinity
and imperial power such as money, uniform, weapons, and finally, mobility, since
Pechorin becomes the victim of theft and deadly assault. This reclaiming of female
resistance and agency, that was not the focus of colonial literature, is a crucial point of
interpretation. The transgendered body that emerges as a result of dramatic
transformations – Bela assuming masculine characteristics, cross-dressing, etc. – suggests
an uncertain brink of identity that represents an imbalance between the self and the other,
between her/himself, between her “natural” and her discursive body. We might interpret
this scene as an act of performance, an act of moving away from colonial definitions,
transgressing the boundaries of colonialist discourse, as well as borrowing or
appropriating the ideological, linguistic, and textual forms of colonial power. It is clear,
however, that Damian outlines the dramatic process of cultural adaptation, re-situation,
and reinvention of people and their selves. In order to be truly liberated, Bela must first
liberate herself from many forces; she must escape her destiny, and choose her own path.
The life of this transgressive heroine does not end tragically, but her return to her past, to
traditional life in Circassia also seems impossible. Bela’s encounter with Pechorin
altered her forever, and Damian shows it clearly in her story, suggesting the impossibility
of returning to her “natural” or pre-discursive body and of recuperating her “authentic”
native or national identity.
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In her novel, Damian further explores the issue of the colonized body through her
main character who exposes her/his transgendered identity. The openly sexual scenes in
the second part of her novel suggest that the decolonization of the body entails exposing
oneself. Although sexuality is part of the private space, it transcends the realm of privacy
in the protagonist’s world because she does not attempt to conceal it, but on the contrary
makes an effort to expose it. The sexuality of the main character of the novel disturbs the
public and determines her marginality. The sexual and social constituents of Damian’s
protagonist are many and worth examining. Damian depicts her protagonist as shifting
positions in parallel with her sexuality between female and male undermining all attempts
to restrict and classify women’s sexuality. It also emphasizes the flexibility of identity
formation. Identity is never fixed or stable, but always dislocated. The transgendered
body of the main character of the novel can be regarded as a falsification of his/her “true”
subjectivity and a resistance to the “natural order” that has been created discursively, as
elaborated by Judith Butler. 11 The figural, thematic, and allegorical imbrications in the
novel also suggest that both gender and colonization share common premises embedded
in a language of natural development that assigns the status of a child or abnormal
individual to those who are not yet properly gendered or civilized. Conceived as the
uncivilized, undeveloped, uncontrollable, and abnormal, these bodies are discursively
associated with the insane or physically disabled (as we will see in my analysis of
Keshev’s Chuchelo), or any other groups who are regarded as socially improper.
There is a very sparse history of critical reception of Damian’s works in Russia.
The silencing of Damian’s narrative/novel by Circassian nationalists and by Russian
literary critics alike suggests the desire of the former to uphold the idealized images of
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Circassian women (obviously the behavior of the main character does not fit into that
framework) and the unwillingness of the latter to critically engage with orientalist /
imperialist clichés.
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6. MEMORY, HISTORY, AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF SELF IN DINA
ARMA’S THE ROAD HOME (2009)
History looms large in Circassian intellectual and literary imagination as a source
of anxiety, anger, and affirmation for a people who were and still are denied history,
whose humanity was at once disdained and derided. Dina Arma’s autobiographical novel
The Road Home is a narrative of self-exploration written from the transcultural
perspective of a displaced person in search of her identity. It is a novel about identity
crisis and the frustrations of a person striving to capture and to define his or her identity,
especially if that person was and remains a colonial person who struggles to put together
the fragmented pieces of his or her shattered history. It is a novel that describes the
reawakening of national memory that takes place through the process of recovering the
past and the self that has been damaged by colonial encounters. In the following chapter,
I will examine the questions: How does Arma construct and define the concept of place
or home? How does the construction of home relate to memory and identity? How does
Arma engage in the process of rewriting and reconstructing history, and how does she
articulate the ways of re-existence and transformation of one’s culture and identity?
The preoccupation with loss of one’s home, in both a physical and spiritual sense,
and the loss of identity shared by many (post)colonial writers throughout the world found
its particular expression in Dina Arma’s novel The Road Home (2000). The quest for
“home” and the dialectic of belonging and unbelonging expressed in the novel is linked
to the quest for personal and cultural identity. This search for self-definition and for the
location of a “home” is presented in the novel as a “journey,” activating thus a whole
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range of concepts such as displacement, migrancy, homelessness, border dwelling, and
the position of in-betweenness that undermines the fixity of “centers” and “margins,” as
well as the ideology of a unified natural/cultural norm. By addressing the paradigmatic
condition of “uprootedness” and “homelessness” of Circassians, Arma’s novel explores
the troubled relationship between history, memory, place, and the self.
The history of displacement of Circassians began in the eighteenth century with
the colonization of Circassia by the Russian Empire and was completed in the second half
of the nineteenth century. It had catastrophic consequences for Circassians, leading not
only to the loss of their native land and to the breakdown of traditional social institutes
and ways of living, but to the physical annihilation and mass deportation of Circassians to
the Ottoman Empire. Dispossession, dislocation, and alienation in different forms have
defined and still continue to define the existence of Circassians, both those who live in
Diaspora all over the world and those who remain in their homeland in the Caucasus. The
imperial condition, under which Circassians live even today, strips them of their native
history and language as the most vital ways of transmitting and regenerating new
knowledge. The current Russian anti-Circassian politics destroys the remnants of
Circassian culture at home and neglects all appeals of Circassians scattered around the
world to support their right to return to their homeland making the reunification process
impossible. Sateney Shami, an expert on Circassian diaspora issues, has pointed out that
there is no homogeneous, unified conception of a Circassian identity today, even among
those who live in the Caucasus: “The homeland that the Caucasus presents to its diasporic
descendants is itself a fragmented and contested terrain. Circassians within the Caucasus
are scattered, divided by borders, interspersed with other ethnic groups and have
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experienced successive displacements and exile” (Shami 1998, 631). Circassians living
both in the homeland and in diaspora have gone through painful but ultimately
transformational interactions with and adaptation to, different cultures. This long history
of displacement that formed and transformed the Circassian identities complicates the
notions of home and exile, of self and other (Shami 2000, 191), contributing, ultimately,
to the creation of new transnational identities.
Dina Arma’s autobiographical novel The Road Home is narrated in the firstperson by the author/protagonist Dina, a well-educated woman and a medical doctor, who
aspires to be a writer. The plot of the novel is very intricate It is a narrative of selfreflection and self-exploration that introduces the reader to the tragic history of Dina’s
native place and people through the rediscovery of carefully hidden family archives. It
presents a quest for the past, its relation to the present, and the hope it engenders for the
future. Memory and history are central themes in Arma’s novel whose major task is
reclaiming the self and the past by getting rid of erasures, omissions, fabrications and
stereotypes created by Russian/Soviet historiography. Other major themes of the novel,
such as the concepts of “home” and “homelessness,” of memory loss and giving memory
a home are closely connected to the process of recovering the self by unearthing the
feminine voices in the novel. These voices, working from within the parameters of
patriarchal/imperialist discourses, destabilize these discourses and end up creating new
ways of reimagining the past, the present, and the future, as well as new ways of
organizing knowledge and constructing Circassian identities.
In my analysis of Arma’s novel, I will draw on the theoretical framework
presented by the decolonial scholar and writer Madina Tlostanova, as well as on Gloria
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Anzaldúa’s conception of border identity and border problematic. In her book Gender
Epistemologies and Eurasian Borderlands (2010), Tlostanova discusses the complex
histories of imperialism in the Caucasus and Central Asia through a decolonial feminist
lens, and addresses the absence of these places in currently constituted postcolonial
discourses. In Tlostanova’s work, such concepts as coloniality of gender, power and
knowledge, as well as trickster subjectivity, border thinking and being, emphasize more
transcultural models and experiences of people living in Eurasian borderlands, and
therefore, to my mind, are very useful for an analysis of Arma’s novel. Looking at the
main “historical and contemporary intersections of gender, race, religion, and body” in
the Caucasus and its position within the cultural imaginary of the Russian / Soviet
empires through a decolonial feminist lens, Tlostanova emphasizes the importance of
seeing the “distortions in the Russian variant of Orientalism and the forms of resistance it
has generated, linked with the fact that Russia has been a secondary empire of modernity
marked with external imperial difference while its colonies have been of a doubly or
multiply colonized status which has led to a specific multiplication of colonial identities
and interaction vectors” (64). Therefore, as Tlostanova further maintains, we see more
instances of subversion and manipulation of the imperial discourse in the Russian
colonies. The most interesting of those instances, as she maintains, is “a particular
impulse of gender tricksterism as a way of transcending the limitations of colonialist,
orientalist, ideological, cultural, religious, ethnic, and sexual nature, and a way of acting
beyond and around the dominant power structures, weakening them from a particular
gendered exteriority” (66). In the novel, we see Arma’s character moving across multiple
boundaries: geographical (center - periphery), cultural (dominant culture - indigenous
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culture), as well as historical (the reconstruction of one’s past through the archival
documents) as she playfully juggles her multiple identities, embodying a true trickster
subjectivity who refuses to be framed in one particular context, and displaying an identity
in (trans)formation.
Another important point of departure in Tlostanova’s work is her statement that
female identities in the former and present Russian colonies “may become the source of
other concepts, epistemologies, and ways of survival and reexistence” (xix). By
practicing “border thinking” and by “being the border,” these women resist the categories
imposed by Western/Russian modernity, and attempt to revive other models or systems
of knowledge discarded by modern imperial epistemology. In other words, they possess
the “border sensibility” and the “epistemic advantage of the border” that are necessary in
order to delink from the rhetoric of modernity and build bridges to transmodern
epistemologies. Arma’s narrative introduces the reader to several female characters that
embody this resistance and take part in the revival of indigenous cosmology in several
ways – some of them are unexpected and completely non-rational. As Dina recovers her
female ancestors’s voices (her grandmother’s narratives, her aunt Zhanos’s voice, and her
aunt Teun’s diary), they strengthen her own voice, and come to represent a narrative
history and memory, previously lost and undocumented.
The loss of one’s past, of history, of heritage, of language, and the painful
reconstruction of the past and the self forces individuals to stand in relation to the past
and the present at the same time and to look for creative means of incorporating different
modes of self-representation. The background and family history of the many characters
that populate this novel serve as a major theme in this multiepisodic saga, establishing
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cause-and-effect connections between past and present. Memory is a recurring theme in
Arma’s novel. The colonization of memory that has produced the condition of memory
loss affected generations of Circassians who were denied their history and their sense of
national pride. It has been created and maintained by historical falsifications and the
omissions of Russian/Soviet historiography, as well as by the severe censorship practiced
during the Soviet regime that made any effort to expose the truth impossible. Drawing
strength from a part of tradition, a part of cultural mythology and native female
cosmology, Arma’s protagonist makes an effort at decolonizing memory. The novel is
constructed as an excavation below our conventional sight level to recover the veins of
myth and memory that lie beneath the surface. The excavation process begins with the
familiar, digging down through layers of memories and representations.

“Torn Between Dream and Reality:” Searching for Home in the Space of InBetweenness.
The borderland identity is a nomadic identity - living at the borderland means
going back and forth, crossing multiple borders. It involves all kinds of journeys –
geographical, psychological, linguistic, and epistemological. In her book Borderland/La
Frontera, Gloria Anzaldúa describes her own experience and the experiences of women
who inhabit “the spaces between the different worlds” thus:
I am a border woman. I grew up between two cultures, the Mexican (with a heavy
Indian influence) and the Anglo (as a member of the colonized people in our own
territory). I have been straddling that tejas-Mexican border, and others, all my
life. It not a comfortable territory to live in, this place of contradictions…
However, there have been compensations for this mestiza, and certain joys. Living
on borders and in margins, keeping intact one’s shifting and multiple identity and
integrity, is like trying to swim in a new element, an ‘alien’ element. There is an
exhilaration in being a participant in the further evolution of humankind, in being
‘worked’ on. (18)
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And, later she writes: “I had to leave home so I could find myself, find my own intrinsic
nature buried under the personality that had been imposed on me” (19). Similarly,
Arma’s heroine embodies this borderland subjectivity that vacillates in a space of inbetweenness, and the journey (the “road”) becomes the central image of Arma’s novel
representing the links between past and present, as well as between motion and identity.
The novel begins with Dina’s return from her hometown in the North Caucasus to
Moscow, from the periphery to the metropolitan center of the Soviet empire, where she
studies medicine and lives in a dormitory for medical students: “I returned to Moscow on
one of the blue warm August evenings.” (Arma, 3) The first chapter titled “Moscow,” in
fact, describes a few such “returns,” including back to her hometown, and gives the
reader an impression of the unsettled nature of her journeys back and forth between the
two locales and the instability of the concept of “home.” In neither of those locales does
Dina feel “at home,” she experiences feelings of “estrangement” and “alienation:”
A strange feeling that has no explanation, not even a name lodged inside of me,
and made me feel as if I lost something very important, but at the same time,
something that was unknown to me. Vague images of dreams born in the
quicksand of the unconscious were interrupted and erased by awakening; they
managed, however, to stain the whole day with their colors, and I found myself
torn in the space between dream and reality. (30)
Back in her hometown, in the small provincial city at the outskirts of the Soviet empire,
Dina feels “out of place,” “a stranger and a native at the same time,” as she admits, not
only because of her poor knowledge of the native Circassian language, but also because
of her “deep longing” for something “significant and bright” that was lost beneath the
layers of lies and distortions. The apparent happiness and vitality of the “standardized”
Soviet reality in her hometown depress Dina, as she begins to feel “tormented by vague
emptiness and heaviness that hung in the surrounding atmosphere” (160). Dina noticed
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quite early that reality has been substituted with a Soviet myth, an invention that was
carefully cultivated in the minds of people and to which they feverishly tried to adjust.
This realization made her different from other natives who seemed to be quite happy with
their existence, living in a state of “blissful obliviousness” and spending their time
engaged in “primitive intrigues.” Rejecting this world and its “truths,” Dina spends most
of her time reading books, and escaping into different worlds. Significantly, the novel
begins with the protagonist traveling from the periphery to the center, emphasizing
Dina’s attraction to Moscow as yet another point of escape, and as a multicultural space
where she hopes she will be able to resolve her identity crisis. Moscow with its “motley
crowd of a big city, where most people lost their roots or any lasting attachments” (42)
promised to become a new home to Dina. In addition, Moscow as a space of intense
transcultural exchange and knowledge production, offers to Dina, who yearns for
knowledge and experience, an opportunity for professional development as a medical
specialist and as an aspiring writer. The dormitory, Dina’s place of residence in Moscow,
reminded her “more of a fortress than a house.” At first, it seemed “friendly and
homelike” (30). At the same time, however, this place with its elevator doors closing
behind her with “heavy metallic clang,” as if it was the “last evidence” of her “final
isolation from the outside world,” gave her a frightening impression of being a “prisoner”
(30). Dina’s comparison of her dorm to a “drifting ship” further intensifies the shaky
nature and the instability of her new home, creating a feeling of in-betwenness. On the
one hand, in Moscow, Dina feels at home like “a fish in the water,” but on the other hand,
as Dina admits, “a great part of me remained unacknowledged and in a dormant state,
presenting a mystery to myself and to others” (59). Dina’s roommates and fellow-
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students barely knew who she was and tried to put various labels on her, defining her as a
“product of hybridity resulting from the melting of various cultures” or as an “international” or “above-national” phenomenon. Dina, however, who always found those
abstractions “absurd,” resisted such oversimplified labeling that put her nicely into a box,
and most importantly, concealed her story and her history:
I was prepared for this kind of labeling that identified and defined my weakest
link, the subject of my painful searching in the labyrinth with an idiotic sign:
“Who am I?” How can I explain this feeling of alienation that prevented me from
feeling at home anywhere I went? (58)
Arma’s heroine always wonders and tries to understand who she is; she is constantly
invaded by a sense of unbelonging, the feeling that she never belongs anywhere, but at
the same time can feel at home in many places. She embodies what Tlostanova calls a
“true trickster identity” that has evolved at the borderlands of the Soviet empire, an
identity that is often marked by “migration, lack of roots, a paradigmatic unhomeleness,
loneliness, and otherness at any place, yet at the same time, an ability to flexibly adjust to
any space, acutely reacting to its signals and resonating in response” (Tlostanova 2010,
147). The conditions of “homelessness” and memory loss, as well as the lack of positive
self-identification that the main character of Arma’s novel struggles with and that were
created by Russian colonialism was further intensified by the Soviet imperialist ideology:
on the one hand, it emphasized “internationalism” and “friendship” among the ethnic
groups, but on the other hand, it marginalized or completely silenced them by falsifying
or denying them their history and identity. Tlostanova relates to this issue by describing
the condition of “homelessness” that her generation has experienced as a “globalization
narrative of seemingly erased boundaries:”
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Home has become very early a virtual concept for us and any links with it are
extremely complicated. We are dispersed around the world and the past for us
often shrinks into a thin pack of discolored photographs, a couple of old objects
and a few memories and old histories. Yet we strive to retain it – that transient
elusive sense of community and continuity based on the urge to keep one’s
dignity, honesty, and decency, to never be a victim or a beggar, and to remember
that each of us has her own task in life which she must discover for herself,
understand and fulfill. (Tlostanova 2010, xvii)
Dina’s search for home is one of the driving forces that sets her off on a journey to
retrace her steps, her culture, her heritage and her self. And, as Dina tries to put together
the puzzle of her family’s and her nation’s history, it proves not to be an easy task
because of many missing or erased pieces and sweeping misrepresentations.
Dina’s dormitory also signifies a multiethnic Soviet space shared by all members
of an international “family,” consisting of an African man, a German girl, an Uzbek, an
Evenk from Siberia, and a few Russians who comprise a Muscovite variable of “Russian”
identity. Dina, who comes from a family of Soviet national intelligentsia, seems to be
well-adjusted to her life in Moscow; nonetheless, she remains a marginal exotic variant
among other exotic characters. Arma portrays Moscow as a space of transcultural
encounters, but with a strong dominance of Russian culture, exposing the asymmetrical
power relations existing between the center and the periphery. Dina feels closer affinity
between her and other colonials, such as, for example, the Uzbek man named Chary, with
whom Dina never spoke a word, but felt that there was a “mutual understanding” existing
between them (Arma, 44). Unlike others, Dina also never felt awkward in the presence
of Toi, one of her admirers of African descent, who would usually sit in her room and
stare at her for hours without uttering a word. Despite the fact that the feelings were not
mutual, Dina let him engage in this activity. Once, after he had left, Dina stared at her
own reflection in the mirror examining her face: “looking closely into the darkness of
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pupils,” she wanted to discover something “immense and unknown” (32). At that
moment, Dina saw the appearance of “a strange woman with a dark face and a calm smile
on her full lips whose piercing eyes were filled with inescapable melancholy” (32) staring
back at her in the mirror. The mirror as a medium of self-understanding and selfreflection may be understood as a metaphor for the appearance of the quest for self. The
image of the African woman as Dina’s reflection of herself embodies a confrontation
with the other, which also represents for the protagonist the mirror-stage of the self. It is
revealing in the sense that the “identification” between the subject and its reflection
serves as an expression of the oppressed mind and self.
At the dormitory, Dina also meets Sasha, a medical student from Orenburg whose
parents were Evenks from Siberia. Sasha slowly opens up to Dina and shares his
memories of his family and his tragic past. From their conversations, we learn that as
children, Sasha and his sister were forcibly removed from their parents by the Soviet state
authorities and put into a boarding school simply because their parents were nomads –
just like their ancestors before them, and which had been their people’s way of life for
centuries. As Sasha explains, this has been done to all “children of the North,” in order to
prevent them from continuing their ancestor’s “savage” way of life and to ensure their
acceptance of the “civilization” that Russia brought to them. Speaking in his own voice,
Sasha shares his thoughts with Dina:
I don’t understand, how could one settle down and pursue agriculture and farming
in the tundra where it is only warm three months in a year!...And, then some
people came and started to drill holes for oil extraction. The locals did not get
anything for the extraction of their own natural resources; all the money went into
the pockets of people standing behind those corporations. They have destroyed
the entire ecosystem of the region… (5)
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Sasha’s narrative sheds light on the destructive nature of Russia’s conquest of Siberia,
another unacknowledged and distorted history, and represents an extreme case of lost
cultural identity. Dislocated in both the physical and the metaphorical sense, these people
have become the object of “cultural denigration” 1 – they had to abandon their land, their
communities, their traditions, religions, and languages; they had to give away their roots
and their real names.
By incorporating Sasha’s story into her novel, Arma gives voice to those who
have been marginalized or completely silenced by the dominant Soviet ideology. Sasha
continues:
Only recently, I came to the conclusion that we all became hostages of a very ugly
and corrupt state system; we witnessed the destruction of the centuries-old way of
life of the peoples of the North. Almost all children of my age were taken away
from their families. Gradually, they lost their connections to their parents and
other relatives; they have lost the ability to hear and understand the taiga, their
natural environment, to hunt and to breed reindeer, to migrate with them
accompanied by dogs. I completely forgot my native language. Some of us
became scientists and a small national intelligentsia was formed…But at what
price! Almost all of us became stepchildren of the North that never forgives the
violation of its law, the law of nature. People were trying to save themselves from
this horrifying sense of emptiness and confusion….any way they could, but
mostly with the help of alcohol and drugs. In this way, several generations were
uprooted and lost forever. For the most part, people drank themselves to their
deaths; others, like me, left the place and came here to Moscow. (6)
Thus, we learn about the erased histories of the peoples of the North whose ancestral way
of life and whose traditions have been disrupted or completely destroyed. Sasha’s story
introduced at the beginning of the novel shatters the illusion of normalcy and happiness
in this multiethnic Soviet family and triggers Dina’s search for her own identity and
ancestral history. It also sets the tone and prepares the reader to learn more about the
tragedies and atrocities perpetrated by the empire against other members of this “happy”
multiethnic family.
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The rediscovered “family archive” helps Dina to uncover the “forgotten” pages in
the history of her own people and to fill in the voids in her memory. Rejecting the notion
of assimilation, as well as the mythic rhetoric of nationalist exclusiveness, Arma’s new
humanistic approach in her decolonial writing is based on an ethics that acknowledges
differences in identity and history. The Soviet doctrine of assimilation only succeeded in
denying the colonized their historical agency and in the loss of their unique culture.
Similar ideas are presented by the decolonial writer Madina Tlostanova who emphasizes
that the “decolonization of knowledge and mind” is the only way out of dehumanization
in which the colonized live. Tlostanova argues that Western and Russian modernity is
responsible for these ideological distortions through which “the whole histories of
peoples were erased and rewritten depriving them of any links with the past and
methodically eliminating any subversive sources linked with passive and active resistance
to colonization and re-existence, and being in spite of everything” (Tlostanova 2010,
170). During the Soviet period, as Tlostanova notes, “the indigenous peoples were
brainwashed with the idea of their own presumable backwardness and the false belief that
only the Bolsheviks (Russians) allowed them to make a leap from medieval times into
socialist modernity or even from the cavemen to the communist future…” (170).
Tlostanova further argues that the idea of creating hybrid Soviet citizens by
erasing the differences between the colonizer (Russian) and the colonial people (nonRussian) based on the equality of all Soviet citizens was racist from the very beginning,
because it meant an assimilation into imperial Russian culture by which all Soviet
colonials were forced to study Russian language, Russian history, Russian literature and
completely ignore their own language, culture, and history. They were forced to change
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everything about themselves, the way they dress, what they eat, how they wash
themselves, etc. (140). Their culture and their dress was then reduced to highly artificial
creations in the forms of national dancing ensembles and national literature written in a
form allowed by the Party style of Socialist Realism. Tlostanova notes that the result of
such “liberating” and “modernizing” efforts on the part of the Soviet empire was the
creation of “second-rate colonial Soviet individuals” and the production of the most
powerful myths that persist even until today in the minds of both metropolitan and local
cultures, strengthening the imperialist tendencies of the former and the “selforientalizing” of the latter:
In reality the Soviet “liberation” often came to a nominal change of clothes and no
less nominal Russian/Soviet style primary education that colonized rather than
liberated the minds, left them ignorant about their own cultural tradition or
history, epistemic or linguistic legacy, and effectively zombified both men and
women, creating a specific self-orientalizing inferiority complex, compensated
with heroic efforts to modernize as quickly as possible. The self-orientalizing of
the local population has become one of the major successes of the Russian/Soviet
colonization which made the colonial subjects internalized the once alien values
and standards. (140)
According to Tlostanova, this spiritual colonization or zombification turned out to be
“worse than economic exploitation or even genocide” (170). As a result of the Soviet
modernization, “even the smallest traces of indigenous cosmologies and ethics were
irreparably erased from the collective memory and replaced with either Soviet
Eurocentric progressivist discourse or today – with ersatz ethnic nationalism” (171).
The successful “zombification” of the local population was the outcome of
extended subjugation resulting in compensatory behavior by the subject peoples who
sought to mimic the dominant cultural forms. One of the manifestations of this behavior
is the indifference of the natives to their own history and cultural traditions that were
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perceived as obsolete and worthless. This condition is represented in Arma’s novel in the
episode in which local librarians burned old rare books on Circassian music and folklore.
Dina, who witnessed the burning of books at the library of one of the local villages, was
able to pull from the fire one book entitled “The Anthology of Circassian Instrumental
Music.” Close to tears, she asked the librarians: “Why did you burn this unique book?”
Their answer was: “What else could we do? Nobody checked out this book in ten years.
It is sitting on the shelf and gathering dust. We relocated it several times from place to
place, but now other libraries refuse to take it as well.” (Arma, 169-170)
The lack of memory and the emptiness or the oblivion it creates where there is no
association with image, color, scent, and sound is a major source of marginality.
Recognizing the importance of these connections, Arma’s novel makes an effort to
reconstruct these associations by going down memory lane to the places of her
protagonist’s childhood. Part two of the novel titled In the “City of Happiness,” takes
the reader to a few such places back in her native town that are represented as “special”
and “magical” – her grandmother’s apartment in the city where Dina spent the “happiest
moments” of her childhood and the old family house in the village. Unlike their “tiny and
faceless apartment” in the city, where Dina lived with her parents, the grandmother’s
apartment was a unique place associated with happy memories, light, and harmony:
It seemed to me a special place, primarily because of the atmosphere that filled
the entire space. Its strict interior unfettered and awakened my imagination and
determined its direction… It [the grandmother’s apartment] was light…the coziest
island in the warm clear waters of my childhood. (108-114)
Dina was very close to her deeply religious yet independent grandmother, closer even
than to her mother whose generation has been directly affected by the Soviet policies of
the emancipation of women. 2 Dina’s grandmother never tried to control her
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granddaughter’s behavior and looks or discipline her in any way. At the same time, she
secretly taught her to pray in Arabic and told her stories that reflected a different ethniccultural world view and value system that emphasized spirituality, sensitivity, and
harmony as opposed to the harsh pragmatism and realism of Russian/Soviet culture.
Deemed illiterate, this generation of grandmothers was able to escape the Soviet
indoctrination with the official colonial version of memory and still retained the traces of
other epistemic models and forms of knowledge. Dina’s grandmother who was the
“center and the beginning of life” (108) was the keeper and the transmitter of the
traditional wisdom. The grandmother’s voice, her stories and tales transmitted orally to
her granddaughter, becomes an important instrument of recovery of indigenous
cosmology and epistemology that have been distorted and muted by Russian/Soviet
modernity. In her novel, Arma highlights the importance of oral traditions in
comprehending Circassian history and culture by weaving various folklore materials into
the fabric of her novel. In doing so, she also recovers the voices of the natives that have
been muted and marginalized. Two such examples are the inclusion into the novel of the
nineteenth-century lament-song “The Destruction of the Village” describing the massacre
of Circassians by the Russian colonial army, and a very somber “Lullaby Song” from the
same period (234). The recovery of these voices and sources of knowledge that have been
completely marginalized by Western/Russian modernity’s emphasis on the primacy of
the written tradition is one of the keys to recreating the self and the unity of the
indigenous world.
In the chapter The Old Manor, Arma’s heroine, haunted by her “longing” for local
color and flavor, revisits the old family house where she rediscovers these vital
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connections to sound, image, and scent, and finds her aunt Teun’s personal diary along
with some important archival documents that throw light on her family’s and her nation’s
tragic history. Dina’s return to this house is one of the most important journeys in the
reconstruction of her sense of place and belonging, as well as in the reconstruction of the
history of her family and her people. Located in the nearby village, the old manor, where
Dina spent the “best days of her childhood” (180), encompassed the old ancestral house,
the large garden that resembled a forest, and a stream running through the whole garden.
The house that was once the favorite place for family gatherings and that was still
connected by the invisible memory threads to the extraordinary history of her family and
the once strong spirit of her nation now stood abandoned and half-forgotten. Over the
years, Dina witnessed the steady decline of the house, in which people once spoke their
own native language and celebrated their own festivals marking the most important
events on the agrarian calendar of Circassians – the Winter solstice Dyghaghaze and the
Spring equinox Mafashkhadzhed – that are now forgotten in favor of new Russian/Soviet
and more recently Islamic holidays (194).
Going down memory lane, Dina recalls the old ancestral house and the garden as
she experienced it as a child being a “magic place” filled with fragrant smells, flavors,
colors of beautiful plants and trees, where people understood the language of nature. It
was a place where every plant was known and cherished for its beauty, as well as for its
healing and nurturing qualities. Describing the old ancestral house as a place where
nature and people coexisted with each other in a complex spiritual and physical
continuum, Arma tries to reanimate the holistic view of the world that has been an
integral part of Circassian culture and cosmology in the precolonial period. References to
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ancient Circassian gods and goddesses in the novel such as the god(dess) of forest
Mazytxa 3 and the goddess of water Psykhuaguashe, as well as to the supreme Circassian
god Tkha 4 serve to renew the links with indigenous spirituality and emphasize the idea of
responsibility for maintaining the “dynamic equilibrium” between nature, people, and
gods that was part of the belief system of the natives. This view was expressed in a
particular ethical code and a system of rules and etiquette called Adighe Khabza
demonstrating the “oneness and unity of religious and social spheres and the importance
of keeping the cosmic balance at all levels” (Tlostanova 2010, 164).
According to Tlostanova, it was the Soviet modernity that radically erased the
indigenous cosmologies and epistemic systems. The loss of faith that was rooted in
indigenous attributes, images, symbols, magic, and myth, led to the loss of spiritual
balance, damaging in the process the dynamic equilibrium that existed between man and
nature, and between the sexes. 5
Dina’s aunt Zhanos, who is the only surviving inhabitant of the house and Dina’s
connection to the past, is represented as someone who tries to restore the lost equilibrium.
Zhanos, just like Dina’s grandmother, was the keeper and the transmitter of the family’s
history: “Thanks to Zhanos and my grandmother the mighty crown of our family tree that
has been growing extensively was kept alive and constantly recreated” (187). For Dina,
Zhanos was a “personification of Mnemosyne” whom she followed as an “Ariadne’s
thread in the endless labyrinths of the past” (187).
Zhanos, who refused to sell the house and relocate to the city, is represented not
only as the keeper of the house and the family history, but also as a traditional healer
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whose knowledge of plants combined with other esoteric practices helps to heal sick
people:
Zhanos collected herbs in the spring, summer and fall and after drying them out,
she used them for healing purposes. Until late autumn, Zhanos was busy making
infusions and decoctions that she handed out to sick people who came to her in a
sparse, but an endless procession. She did not take any money, considering it a
sin. (200)
The importance of women-healers to the restoration or the healing process of the
indigenous spiritual legacy that has been distorted, suppressed, and partially erased by the
Soviet modernity has been suggested by Tlostanova. She notes that these women,
uneducated in the Western sense, possessed an “enormous power inherited and learnt
from their ancestors” (166). According to Tlostanova, maintaining traditional practices,
esoteric, and non-rational forms of knowledge, often of pre-Islamic origin was one form
of resistance to modernity, since these practices and forms of knowledge were
“completely inaccessible to (and thus uncontrollable by) modernity” (174). In addition, as
these women attempt to “escape the bondage of modernity,” they stress the importance of
individual spiritual growth and completely ignore the material side (174). Thus,
Tlostanova argues, these women, who attempt to negotiate various forms of modernity
and indigenous spiritual legacies, constitute true examples of “gendered colonial
tricksterism” and embody a border identity in its outmost trans-epistemic sense (166). In
the novel, both, Zhanos and grandmother, represent the links to the indigenous
cosmology and epistemology buried under multiple layers of imposed ideologies.
Unearthing the feminine voices of Zhanos, of her grandmother, and of Teun whose diary
Dina found at the old family house strengthen the voice of Dina herself. The powerful
images and voices of women in Arma’s novel restore the strength of the female element
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that has always been part of the indigenous Circassian cosmology and that remains even
today. Filling an existing void, they come to represent the lost and undocumented
narrative history and memory.
Another painful loss that is articulated in the novel as a disorder or trauma is the
loss of the native language. During her trips to the village, Dina describes herself
“painfully suffering from bouts of linguistic deficiency” (193). The native Circassian
language was banished from the Soviet school curriculum and work places, and although
it had a status of an official language, Russian was imposed as the language of instruction
and communication, and Circassian was marginalized and pushed out to the peripheral
spaces:
After the Russian-speaking kindergarten and the school, where the native
language class was optional and elective and we missed it at every opportunity
without even being penalized; after the Russian-speaking institutions in which my
parents worked forcing them automatically switch to Russian; after all the
university courses taught in Russian, this was the only island of undiluted native
speech, to which I had become almost completely unaccustomed since the death
of my grandmother. (193)
Dina was fully aware of the consequences of such policies that robbed her of the freedom
of thinking in her native language, seriously damaging the link with the local value
system and knowledge. Metaphorically, the old family house now stands for the halfforgotten native language, traditions, and history and currently occupies the place of inbetweenness, isolated and suspended in the air, remaining in an uncertain, irresolute state:
The late autumn fog disconnected our house from the outside world, it muffled all
sounds as if the surrounding objects were licked off by a giant animal or the land
itself became a mythical monster who forgot to breathe and exhale the visible
space, it made the house look as if it was hovering in a ghostly nothingness...
(200)
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But, significantly, it was Zhanos, the woman-healer, who guarded this space and tried to
breathe life into it, she symbolized the presence of the strong women’s element that is
still alive and that has been characteristic of Circassian society. Both, Zhanos and
grandmother could be seen as surviving links to the indigenous epistemic models that
manifested “feminocratic traditions, gender egalitarianism, and lack of fixed gender
divisions” (Tlostanova 2010). According to Tekueva, traces of such models are to be
found today mostly in Circassian mythology and folklore, where we see the presence of
powerful female deities, and in the tradition by which older women still enjoy enormous
power and respect by all members of society (Tekueva 2006). The erasure and the
disappearance of these traces of indigenous cosmologies led to the intensification of
patriarchal tendencies in Circassian society – not only were the powerful female deities
substituted by male deities, but also the feminocratic traditions were replaced by malecentered culture that favored the subordination of women, and occasionally, even
perpetrated violence against them.
There are also male characters in the novel who possess certain esoteric qualities,
most notably the “flying characters” such as Dina’s uncle Leva (Liuan) who has the
ability to “levitate” and their neighbor Aslan, who “was falling out of the house, both
literally and figuratively” (Arma, 124). The supernatural qualities that these characters
possess mark them as unconventional, not ordinary, falling out of the Soviet reality,
which emphasizes their sense of displacement and unbelonging. They both felt
discontented and each in his own way tried to escape reality. Aslan, who lived in the
apartment building of Dina’s grandmother, was an artist. Aslan’s sense of unbelonging to
the house and to the world that he inhabits is vividly expressed by the author: “There was
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a neighbor who lived two floors above and who was falling out of the house in the literal
and figurative sense. He was too great for small apartments, houses, and streets of our
city, too strong for small bustling urban whirl, too majestic for the monotonous everyday
life” (124). Aslan was a musician who played the flute and sang in such a magical voice
that when he sang “the entire house froze and turned into one reverent ear” (124). But the
narrator points out: “I did not, however, catch the era, when Aslan was singing” (124,
italics in original) referring thus to the loss of the ancient Circassian tradition of oral
performance and the institution of dzheguako that was lost with the advent of the new
Soviet era. 6 Aslan did not fit into this new Soviet reality, even with his appearance: “he
looked like a perfect pagan deity accidentally lost in a strange world” (124). He started to
drink, and at night, the neighbor heard him crying. Once, Aslan tried to commit suicide
by jumping from his apartment on the third floor, but since he “had a soft landing,” he
repeated his attempts several times: “Very soon these flights from the balcony of his
apartment became commonplace, along with his beauty, his drinking problem, and his
nightly weeping” (126).
Neither Aslan nor Leva was as successful in bridging the gaps as the female
characters. Perhaps, the most successful of them was Mussa – Dina’s husband, a Middle
Eastern man of Circassian decent, after whom the entire last part of the novel is entitled.
Dina met Mussa in Moscow and although their marriage was short-lived, their spiritual
unity was strong. Mussa emphasized the importance of listening to oneself and to the
voice of God within oneself that will help to find the lost purpose in life, the lost
equilibrium:
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The biggest sin of our nation lies in the fact that we lost our God... God is looking
for his people in their own land, and calls to them in the language of the people. If
people have lost their land and lost their language, they cannot hear God. (335)
Speaking through Mussa, a prototype of Messiah, Arma emphasizes the importance of
the recovery of lost spirituality and the unity that existed between nature, god, and
people. By exposing the existence of the “other world” and the other faith rooted in
indigenous attributes, images, symbols, magic, and myth, Arma counters the “official”
reality of the rational modes of representations and historical truths, as well as the
institutionalized religions and religious practices.

“Where is the History of My People?”
The reconceptualization of the history of Circassians in Russian historiography,
overcoming the archival silences and absences, and withholding the “permission to
narrate” became important topics in both Circassian fiction and in non-fiction literature of
the post-Soviet period. Since Circassians have been excluded from the official Russian
historiography and their representations have been distorted, literature reveals itself as a
powerful means to recover the past, as an act of self-assertion and self-possession. The
struggle for historical truth in the North Caucasus is still ongoing and manifests itself in a
clash between the official Soviet/Russian version of history that insists on the “voluntary
joining” of the Caucasians and the “counter memory” of historically repressed groups.
Circassians, as well as other Caucasians, such as Chechens, Daghestanis, and Ingush,
started to actively object to the ideologically motivated falsifications of their histories,
especially with respect to their legitimate national-liberation struggle against Tsarist
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imperialism. The struggle of these groups for decolonization is centered on the politics of
memory, and on questions of identity and history.
In Arma’s novel, the present and the past, the personal and the political, truth and
justice acquire a specific form through the use of the rediscovered family archive – the
personal diary of her aunt Teun along with various documents, including excerpts from
the reports of the Russian colonial administration, eyewitness accounts of the colonial
officers, and various witnesses such as journalists and diplomats, that threw light on the
Russian expansionist policies in the region. In the chapter The Blue Files, Arma critically
engages with the Soviet/Russian version of the colonization of the Caucasus and the
continuous ideology of denying Circassians their history of resistance to colonization.
She presents the “forgotten” history of Circassians by including references to, and
examples of, eyewitness accounts of the atrocities perpetrated by the Russian empire
during the colonization of Circassia. These actions, as many historians now argue,
amount to genocide. In addition, she explores and rebuilds the past through the imaginary
– by incorporating myths, legends, and beliefs into the fabric of her novel. Returning to
popular folklore, mythology, and roots is a continuous tendency among Circassian
writers and artists, as is the quest for history reflected in the novel. The chapter contains
Teun’s diary, various archival documents concerning the Russian colonization of
Circassia, reminiscences of an old family friend about Stalin’s repressions, as well as two
parables, narrating the myth of origin, decline, and rebirth of the Circassian nation, that
symbolize the past, present, and future of Circassians.
In Teun’s Diary, Arma brings to light the sincere revelations and self-reflections
of Dina’s aunt Teun whose short life was somewhat mysterious; she died of a heart attack
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at an early age. Her sudden death and the unknown story of her life tormented Dina who
suspected that it might have something to do with her own search for the “truth.” In her
diary, Teun relates in a very emotional way her experiences upon reading the archival
documents that she found among her father’s things:
I am just starting to see clearly. I never could understand who we are. Studying
world history and the history of Russia, I was always tormented by the question:
Where is the history of my people?
…Just yesterday, I did not know that all of us had been completely immersed into
a vacuum, and we became people without a past and a future, some small
insignificant nation without a culture, because culture implies the continuity of
history. And, that continuity we have been deprived, it was taken away from us:
we are a handful of survivors deprived of historical memory. We have been
deprived of our thoughts and feelings; we are mimics obeying and repeating
someone else’s words and actions, and as such we are loved and being
‘replicated.’ But, those who do not fit into this framework are being destroyed…
(Arma, 255-256)
Smuggled by Dina’s grandfather’s friend from the archives in Turkey and carefully
hidden by her grandmother and aunt Zhanos at the old family house, these archival
documents that filled in the existing memory voids and historical omissions brought
misfortune to those who possessed them. Like most members of Circassian intelligentsia
who were murdered during the Stalinist repressions, they were either killed by the
repressive political regime, or without being able to rehabilitate justice by confronting the
Soviet propaganda machine, they could not cope with the truth and died of a heart attack,
like Teun and other members of Dina’s family. This was the era when purges suppressed
any voice of national aspiration, giving local power to Moscow’s puppets through a
number of policies including adopting the Cyrillic alphabet in non-Slavic regions;
establishing the primacy of the Russian language in education and the work place, which
endangered the existence of the native languages; and limiting sovereignty in the nonRussian republics, whose histories were interpreted and rewritten as narratives favoring
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the interests of Moscow and the dominant Russian culture. Countering the official
historical narrative of the Russian/Soviet Empire, these eye-opening accounts
demonstrate the immorality of colonial conquest and the righteousness of the resistance
against it. Only a few people at that time had access to the documents and knew about
these atrocities. The family archive that emerged from “nothingness” and the fragments
of memories that Dina was able to recover establishes a Circassian perspective to history
and tells the forgotten history of an entire people – these are the stories of loss,
dispossessions, and tragic deaths during the long years of wars, repressions, and famine
that the Circassian nation endured. Thus, Arma writes not only the history of her own
family, but also a post-colonial history that goes beyond the imperial histories and relates
the stories and the experiences of the colonized people.
Through her use of archival documents – the citations of the officers of the
Russian imperial army who took part in the colonization of the Caucasus and the
descriptions of events by the Russian imperial historians – Arma makes much clearer
connections between the past and the present of the Circassians. These narratives
incorporated into the fabric of the novel serve the need for restoring, filling and
correcting the official historical narrative. Arma re-writes the history of an officially
accepted, familiar narrative of Russia’s triumph in the Caucasus and a willing
subjugation of the natives to Russian rule, to turn it into a narrative of oppression,
dispossession, dislocation, and genocide. In her novel, Arma cites, for example, the
Russian historian Eugene Felitsyn (1848 – 1903) who described the events as follows:
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The war was fought with inexorable severity. Hundreds of Circassian villages
were burned down; their crops were wiped out or trampled by horses; the
residents who decided to submit were evicted to the areas under the control of our
police officers, the rebels were sent to the Black Sea shore for resettlement to
Turkey. (Arma, 145)
According to Maja Catic, the Tsarist deportations were motivated by the logic of settler
colonialism, aimed at permanently removing Circassians as competitors for land and
recourses. 7 This violent incorporation of Circassian territories was intended to
permanently extend the territorial jurisdiction of the Russian state over the North
Caucasus. After an armed resistance of Circassians to Russian imperial conquest which
lasted a century from 1763 to 1864, almost all of the survivors, approximately one
million, were forcibly removed from their land and deported to the Ottoman Empire.
Catic notes, anywhere between 30% and 50% perished from hunger, disease or violence,
on overcrowded ships or in refugee camps upon their arrival in Anatolia and the Balkans
(Catic 2015, 1687). The actions of the Russian imperial state during the last phase of
colonization of Circassia that led to the physical annihilation of a significant amount of
population, the deportations of Circassians and the expropriation of their property
prompted Circassian nationalists in the 1990s and later historians (mostly in the West) to
raise the question of Circassian genocide, which is vehemently denied by the Russian
state and the majority of contemporary Russian historians, despite the staggering
evidence suggesting the opposite. The genocide of the Circassians during the Russian
colonial conquest that has never been openly discussed emerges as a significant theme in
the novel.
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Here is how the horrors of the last period of Russian colonization are described by
the Russian imperial officer Drozdov who participated in the subjugation of Western
Circassia in 1863-1864:
At the end of February our Pshehsky military unit moved to the river Marte, in
order to observe the eviction of the mountaineers, and if need be to expel them by
force. Gradually moving to the right and to the left, then up and down, destroying
the abandoned villages on our way, we reached the river Psekups…On the road
our eyes were met with a staggering image: corpses of women, children, elderly
persons, torn to pieces and half-eaten by dogs; deportees emaciated by hunger and
disease, almost too weak to move their legs, collapsing from exhaustion and
becoming prey to dogs while still alive… Those alive and healthy had no time to
concern themselves with the dying; the Turkish skippers, out of greed, overloaded
their boats with Circassians and threw anyone who showed the slightest sign of
illness overboard. The waves washed the corpses of these unfortunate souls onto
the shores of Anatolia…Scarcely half of those who set out made it to their goal.
Such a disaster on such a large scale rarely befell mankind... Now, in the
mountains of the Kuban region one can meet a bear, a wolf, but not the
mountaineer. (Arma, 247-248)
In fact, the Soviet/Russian version of the colonization of Circassia represented in the
history textbooks and other official sources emphasizes that the Cossacks and other
colonists settled the empty lands while never specifically mentioning the reasons why the
territory became “empty.” By incorporating these accounts into her novel, Arma reminds
her readers of these crimes, because re-living these violent acts keeps the memory of
violence alive and with it the hope of restoring the truth that was “lost in time;” the truth
that “fled from millions of pages of books, from the TV screens, from the greedy hands
and sticky eyes, from a muddy stream of words that form the rivers and seas of verbal
filth, but remained as imperishable light in the hearts of nameless fallen soldiers” (Arma,
348). The inclusion of the archival documents that describe the concrete policies of
Russian colonial expansionism in the region is an effort to rehabilitate manipulated and
suppressed memories and to reclaim justice, but the unwillingness of the colonialist
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culture to accept the historical evidence demonstrates that once a political culture was
constituted in which even the most severe crimes- including genocide and the wholesale
exportation of the native population – remained unacknowledged and unpunished, there
is nothing that keeps that culture from coming back.
After Dina discovers the archive and learns the truth, she goes back to Moscow,
back to the center, and tries to call attention to this historical injustice. The chapter At the
Café relates the conversation between Dina and the representative of the metropolitan
culture who is described as a man with “blue eyes,” a “prose writer, a real classic,” and a
“true representative of the demos” (313). When their conversation touched on the subject
of the history of the “Caucasian war,” 8 Dina “lost control and could not stop talking:”
I was speaking, releasing the layers of pain that until now had been mute and
which I had not yet fully been aware of myself… I have consciously and yet in an
uncontrolled way violated an unspoken taboo, perhaps simply because it had
expired. (Arma, 313)
Dina tried to convince her interlocutor that the time has come to rewrite the history
without ideological omissions and falsifications:
It is our fate, the fate of the current intellectuals to have the courage to face the
terrible events of the past, without hiding from them, without suppressing or
silencing them; fate silently demands from us that we should recognize the past
for what it is and give it a real name. Our past is our shadow, or a blindfold, but it
is always with us… Our burned and erased history persistently looms in front of
us and requires a full and fair resolution… (314)
She did not, however, find any understanding or any support on the part of the
intellectual from the center, who condescendingly dismissed her revelations. Instead, she
was reprimanded with the same colonial narrative of the civilizing mission of the Russian
empire that presented the colonization of the Caucasus as an act of benevolence: “What
genocide, my dear! Genocide is when the civilian population is exterminated. There are
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no such facts…Tsarism actually saved the Caucasus!” (314) At this point, Dina
experiences a “strange feeling of powerlessness, fatigue, and hopelessness,” as she
realizes the he represents the “views of the majority” that without any remorse readily
reproduces the Soviet and sometimes Czarist mythologies and remains ignorant about the
history of the colonized peoples.
This conversation highlights the phenomenon of the “coloniality of memory” that,
according to Tlostanova, exists in “post-dependence” (including post-socialist or postdictatorship) societies, in which trauma and memory remain too often unacknowledged,
“repressed and under-analyzed by the majority and hence repentance or responsibility
never even come in sight.” 9 Tlostanova argues that “societies are offered certain
sanctioned forms of constructed collective memory which does not conserve but rather
erases the past which is still full of restless ghosts…The victims are forced to forgive and
forget,” and this colonization of memory “fixes rapture in the texture of memory
connected with violence, trauma, and humiliation” (Tlostanova 2014, 64). Significantly,
however, the act of speaking itself for Dina becomes a powerful mechanism for
overriding the colonial experience. Regaining the ability to speak, unmuting her voice
and releasing the pain are signs of the beginning of the healing process, and the
possibility of transcending the traumas associated with various repressions of colonialist
regimes, which ultimately opens up the opportunity for the colonials to build their world
anew. Thus, The Road Home advocates a cultural history that while looking backward to
the past also points forward to the future and to ways for the re-existence and
(trans)formation of one’s culture and identity. Transition or transformation is a process of
reiteration, of remembering history, but in such a way that the repetition recognizes the
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differences within and thus gradually reforms traditional forms and relationships between
the oppressors and the oppressed. Ultimately, the goal is to reach that level of identity
and identification that would allow the Circassian community both to immortalize their
history of pain and suffering and to celebrate memory as the most precious tool against
forgetfulness and erasure.

“I Am the Face of the New Circassian Identity:” Transnationality and the
Construction of Circassian Selves
The Road Home is not merely a geographical journey, but first and foremost a
spiritual one, one that reconnects Dina with her family’s and nation’s history, her culture,
and her roots. It demonstrates that for a (post)colonial subject, a renewed sense of self
lies in a deeper understanding of one’s historical roots. It also advocates the necessity of
recognizing and resisting the multiple imperial discourses that were imposed on the
subjectivities of these people. Quite early in the novel, Arma’s character exclaims: “I am
the face of the new Circassian identity, although marginal yet” (Arma, 59)
acknowledging her heterogeneous identity of multiple crossings (linguistic, geographical,
cultural) and her position as a colonial gendered intellectual who attempts to negotiate
her identity between and beyond the existing power structures. This position allows her to
reassess and to reevaluate her identity by pointing out the distortions in the colonial
representations of Circassian women. Overdetermined by stereotypes and clichés that
tended to simplify their identities, these representations deprived women of agency and
reduced them to the level of possessions:
I see my image reflected a thousand times in the stream of people, and it
disintegrates into a multitude of NOT-MINE portraits. From my round, multicolored personality that sparkles with all its multi-faceted edges… they want to
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make a flat pattern, a diagram. It conceals all colors and shades of the world, but
they try to paint it only black and white. They take off my real dress that
resembles the white wedding dress that was cut out and sewn carefully by my
mother and tear it into pieces by pulling it into different directions, and then
devour them. They put on me an old, alien dress that better reflects the taste of the
appraiser because it resembles the dress of an odalisque woman. They put my
body on a hard and narrow bed and cut off all the abundant waves overflowing its
borders. With confidence, they put me into a stiff cage, so they could better ‘see
and study’ me, and they put a fixed price on my hip. They search for me among
different things: scientific charts and tables, statistics, information and plans, and
various other laws and rules. They apply to me their laughable frames fully
convinced that they are mine. My world which is a boundless ocean, they call a
dirty puddle. (350)
Arma is concerned with the effects that multiple discourses have had on the lives and
identities of Circassian women. By erasing their agency, diversity, resistance, thinking,
and voices, these discourses produced a twisted female consciousness that has been
devastated by multiple alterations.
Arma’s goal is to recover the self that is buried under multiple layers of
distortions and imposed identities:
I have an infinite number of names and faces. I slip through the cracks between
the mirrors and find myself beyond the looking glass at home, where my real self
lives…
My real self is contained in the sounds of ancient shikapshina that awaken the
most inner layers of my soul; it is in the eternal whirling of red-furred foxes in the
virgin mountain forests; and in the moonlight of white bones of unidentified
dolmens that resemble a woman’s bosom. My self is to be found in the clear
sounds of a tambourine that streams through the forests, cliffs, and valleys of my
boundless soul – of my homeland -- and cannot find limits even on the sparkling
summits overhang by the angel’s wings… it is found in the dark blood drops that
begin their ancestral line from the shimmering corpuscles of black holes from the
pre-universe. (351, emphasis in the original)
As seen from these excerpts, the emancipated sense of self is able to reflect on her
reflections; she dares to look at her image(s), and is no longer “captured” or “caught up”
by those still and frozen projections. She escapes them by “slipping through” them; and
once she is beyond them, on the other side of the mirror, she is able to produce her own
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self-projections. She replaces the frozen images with a new fluid, shifting subjectivity
that is open-ended. Her new self-image grounded in the local logic, cosmology, and
epistemology, is closely related to the notions of cosmos, of country, of home; they are,
in fact, seen as inseparable from each other and become the source of spiritual and
regenerative power. Dina searches for her own identity in her native places and she
chooses the irrational ways of construction of her new self.
Counteracting objectified portrayals of Circassian women in Western/Russian
colonial discourses and historiography, Arma creates female characters who not only
speak up in their own voices, but ultimately present a female consciousness that seizes
discursive control of their histories. She offers simultaneously a deconstructive and
reconstructive vision of identities. By challenging the received concepts and notions of
the female, of native Circassian women, and particularly the notion of submissiveness
that has marked so much of colonial literature and the literary canon, Arma has
articulated woman’s most basic right – her right to control her own body and mind. She is
not reproducing so much as producing and forging a new subjectivity, a new cultural
identity, a new self that is multiple and tangible. The open-endedness of her new
constructed subjectivity is associated with a fluid, transformational thinking process that
breaks down the rigid boundaries of conventional social and symbolic structures. Arma is
writing from the position of the border, indeed from the colonial “open wound” 10
position. According to Anzaldúa, this position at the border is also unique, because it is a
position from which the “official” reality of the rational, “the consciousness of duality” or
“white rationality” could be challenged and “the other mode of consciousness” that
facilitates “images from the soul and the unconscious through dreams and the
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imagination” inaugurated (Anzaldúa, 59). Then, describing the border identities of the
india and the mestiza, Anzaldúa continues: “Not only was the brain split into two
functions but so was reality. Thus people who inhabit both realities are forced to live in
the interface between the two, forced to become adept at switching modes” (59).
Anzaldúa concludes her essay with a statement: “The future will belong to the mestiza.
Because the future depends on the breaking down of paradigms, it depends on straddling
of two or more cultures. By creating a new mythos – that is, a change in the way we
perceive reality, the way we see ourselves, and the way we behave – la mestiza creates a
new consciousness” (102). It echoes Sandoval’s concept of the “differential mode of
consciousness” and Lugones’s idea of “playfulness” that marks this new consciousness:
“We are not self-important, we are not fixed in particular constructions of ourselves,
which is part of saying that we are open to self-construction… While playful we have not
abandoned ourselves to, nor are we stuck in, any particular ‘world.’ We are there
creatively” (Lugones 1987, 16). All these writers emphasize the flexibility and the
nonrestrictive nature of borderland subjectivity and its potential for transformative
thinking with alternative ways of knowing and shaping reality.
The power of Arma’s novel lies in its narrative style that harmoniously
assimilates oral and literary modes of narration, as much as in its uncompromising
messages against colonial injustice. By combining autobiography with historical
narrative, poetry, fantasy, and myth, Arma creates a hybrid literary form. Arma’s writing
style is marked by captivating lyricism and metaphoric imagery. She caresses each word,
each image with affection, emphasizing its magic potency. Arma writes in Russian and,
in doing so, appropriates the language of the dominant culture as a means of transforming
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the dominant conceptions, clichés, and ideologies that have circulated for quite some
time. Most importantly, she embodies the ambivalent insider/outsider position, the socalled “threshold position,” which is reflected in her writing marked by “transitional, inbetween spaces where new beginnings and unexpected combinations can occur.” 11
According to Keating, this threshold position can be a dangerous and uncomfortable
location for both readers and writers, because it marks the “crisis points, spaces where
conflicting values, ideas, and beliefs converge, unsettling fixed categories of meaning”
(Keating, 2). By incorporating this threshold perspective into their works, Circassian
women writers simultaneously challenge and expand the existing definitions of ethnicity,
gender, race, and modernity.
The “insertion” of Circassian women in history, the recovering of their histories,
is seen in non-fiction literature, as well as fiction. In her article “Prehistories of
Globalization: Circassian Identity in Motion” (Shami 2000), the diasporic Circassian
anthropologist Seteney Shami attempts to bring Circassian voices to the historical
forefront by presenting the narratives of two journeys undertaken by two Circassian
women – Shengul’s journey from Turkey to her homeland in the Caucasus in 1993 12 and
Shemsigul’s journey from the Caucasus to slavery in 1854 13 – articulating what these two
women thought and felt about their experiences. By becoming a testimony of voices
never heard, these narratives constitute a counter history to the dominant historical
narratives of Ottoman slavery and the construction of Circassian identidties. As she
chronicles these Circassian experiences, Shami presents Circassian female identities
marked by motion and transformation (Shami, 2000). Shami analyzes Shengul’s narrative
(an interview conducted in the 1990s) and compares it to Shemsigul’s story from the
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1850s (Toledano 1993) to discover the unexpected divergence and convergences in the
“changing trajectories of migration, memory, and imagination” (178). Shemsigul’s story
(analyzed in the first part of my dissertation) framed by Shami as a “prehistory to
globalization” throws light on how the past or the history (in this case an erased history)
of Circassians acts upon their present engagements with globality and the ways in which
they experience their newly accessible homeland in the Caucasus, revealing that
“mobility and migration emerge clearly as constitutive elements of Circassian identity”
(178).
Shami further investigates the implications of the relationship between
globalization and culture using as an example the experiences of the Circassian diasporic
communities. Examining the process of construction of Circassian identities in the postSoviet era and in the context of globalization and shifting or disappearing borders, Shami
demonstrates the fluidity and the ambiguity of this process that challenges both the
concepts of ethnicity and nationalism that previously has been regarded as monolithic
constructs. The construction of Circassian identities, she argues, is based on the
transcendence of national boundaries and on the emergence of transnational bonds and
identities. After the breakup of the Soviet Union, an increasing number of Circassians
from diaspora traveled to their homeland in the Caucasus, some as visitors and others
intending to settle there permanently. Straddling two or more places and building bridges
between them, these diasporic individuals embody transnational identity, and the culture
of transnationalism – the Caucasus emerges as a place where these transnational
encounters occur, and where new economic and political organizations are formed
(Shami 2000). In her article “Circassian Encounters: The Self as Other and the
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Production of the Homeland in the North Caucasus” (1998), Shami examines the
concepts of home and identity through the narratives of several diasporic individuals who
journeyed from Turkey to their homeland in the Caucasus. Capturing the intricacies of
“identities in motion” these narratives represent histories of movement that complicate
the notions of home and exile, of self and other, and are directly related to the long
history of displacements that formed and transformed Circassian identities. Circassians
living both in homeland and in diaspora went through painful but ultimately
transformational interaction with and adaptation to, different cultures. As these
narratives demonstrate, for most returnees to the Caucasus, encountering their ancestral
home has an unsettling effect. Once they experience the discrepancy between the reality
and their imagined homeland, it produces a feeling “of shock, of non-recognition, and the
encounter of the “self as other” (Shami 1998, 629). But despite the many contradictions
that characterize Circassian diaspora-homeland and intra-diasporic encounters, Circassian
transnationalism continues to evolve around a shared set of values and goals, including
the preservation of culture, particularly of language that have been in consistent decline,
and the struggle for self-determination. Both Shami and Arma discuss the precariousness
of Circassian identities resulting from their experiences living in the homeland and in
diaspora and how the “road home” or the journey to identity is a problematic process, but
also an exciting one, as it exposes in the process a complex, textured and polyvalent
Circassian identity and Circassian society in a “condition of open-ended transition”
(Shami 1998, 617).
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7. WOMEN, PATRIARCHY, AND TRADITION IN ADIL-GIREI KESHEV’S
SCARECROW (1860) AND ZARINA KANUKOVA’S THE BRIDGE (2006)
Nascent counter narratives to homogenizing imperialist discourses began to
appear in the first half of the nineteenth century with the emergence of a generation of
indigenous writers who were engaged with European/Russian literary forms in
articulating the particularities of Circassian culture. Most prominent among them were
Sultan Kazy-Girei (1807-1863), Adil-Girei Keshev (1837-1872), Khan-Girei (18081842), and Shora Nogmov (1794-1843) who were writing both within and against the
empire, although not directly opposing it. They were the first Circassian writers who laid
the foundations of Circassian literature by inaugurating the written forms of literary
expression that replaced the oral forms of cultural transmission. Educated within the
Russian imperial system, that just like the British Empire regarded education as
instrumental for the successful governance of its newly acquired territories, 1 these early
colonial writers participated in the imperial project by producing an array of texts written
in Russian and ranging from fiction to ethnographical and historical accounts.
While the self-expression of these early colonial writers did not pose much of a
challenge to European/Russian cultural authority, it did change the homogeneity of that
culture and authority, and thus contributed to a new and more volatile political and
cultural climate. These writings are examples of how colonial intellectuals participated in
the narratives of the imperial center, and how they claimed agency in order to give a
conceptual shape to their history, culture, and society. Their works try to convey to
readers an indigenous Circassian identity while at the same time allowing an implicit
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social critique to arise within Circassian society. Their writings encompass self-reflection
and self-critique, as well as some critical representations of Eurocentric views, however,
since they were forced to participate in the dominant culture in order to make their case,
early national writers could sometimes find themselves supporting the oppressive regime
and its symbolic system. An interesting case in point here is Khan-Girei who wrote his
ethnographic sketch Notes about Circassia (1836) on the direct order of the Tsar
Nicholas I. Khan-Girei, who expressed his doubts that he would be able to do the job
properly because of his insufficient knowledge of Russian, was ordered to take an
assistant. While the Notes contain some valuable ethnographic information, one should
be wary of the ideological goals of this project, and take into account the history of its
production and specifically how much of it has been “corrected.”
In addition, the internalization of the values of the colonizer caused a damaging
split in the subjectivities of these writers, reshaping how they think about themselves and
their culture (Fanon 1967). Operating within the colonizer’s structures, and often
mirroring the authoritative poses of the colonizer, colonized writers started to appropriate
European genres, symbolic conventions, and modern structures to express their own
identities. As Elleke Boehmer points out:
From the moment of their genesis…nationalist elites were caught in a situation of
split perception or double vision. Bilingual and bicultural, having Janus-like
access to both metropolitan and local cultures, yet alienated from both, the elites
who sought to challenge aspects of imperial rule also found they might gain
advantages from making compromises with it…European ways were believed to
bring income, status, and the possibility of sharing in power. Nationalists in
particular reached for that which was progressive, ‘modern,’ and improving in a
Western sense as vehicles of political mobilization. 2
This split is especially evident in Adil-Girei Keshev’s stories that contain some
autobiographical elements and are marked by self-reflection and self-critique. As a son of
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a Circassian nobleman, Keshev received his education in Russia 3 and at a fairly young
age became prominent as a Circassian writer. He published literary works under the
pseudonym Kalamby4 in the well-known Russian literary journals of the time, such as
Russkii Vestnik and Biblioteka dlya Chteniya. Especially popular among the nineteenthcentury Russian readership was his famous collection of short stories entitled The Notes
of a Circassian (1860). The stories gathered in this collection are Two Months in the
Village, The Disciple of Genies, The Scarecrow, and On the Hill; they all contain some
autobiographical elements and are narrated for the most part in the first person. The selfreflection of the main protagonist and his critique of contemporary Circassian society
offer a unique insight into the state of mind of Circassian intellectuals of the time.
Whether or not we can use Keshev’s stories to reconstruct the reality of ordinary
life of Circassians and the nature of their social relations at the time, as the author himself
seems to suggest and as some of his critics claim, is doubtful, firstly, because we would
then gain a very partial view of Circassian society, and secondly, there was nothing
ordinary about that period of time during the last years of Circassian resistance to the
Russian colonization.5 Circassia would subsequently disappear from maps, its population
would be drastically diminished; the Black Sea shore would be completely cleansed of
the native population in order for the new settlers to settle the “empty lands,” and
Circassians would be made foreigners in their own homeland.
In a private correspondence with his Russian publisher, Keshev made an effort to
affirm the authenticity of the materials presented in his stories as he claimed that he
offered a realistic account of life of his countrymen, deliberately avoiding romanticizing
them:
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In my stories, I tried to avoid anything that goes beyond the everyday life of
Circassians, so no one can accuse me of deliberate distortions. I would like to
portray the Circassian not on his horseback or in any other dramatic positions in
which he has been represented in the past, but in his home, with all his human
side. 6
But contrary to his own statement, as I will argue in this chapter, Kehshev’s portrayals of
his countrymen and countrywomen are quite dramatic, and not without a touch of
orientalism and Romantic mysticism – they make us doubt his statement about the
authenticity of the presented material. This claim to authenticity rests on the authority
Keshev’s own claim to an indigenous heritage, reflected in the title of his collection.
In the same letter to the publisher, however, Keshev indicated that the
contemporary situation in the Caucasus created people with fragmented identities who
were no longer part of their homeland, but neither fully integrated into their adopted
community:
The current state of the Caucasus gave rise to a significant number of people who
strayed from their native soil, and never got attached to any other ground. The
shallow half-education that they received causes the development of a hostile
attitude to everything around them, destroys faith in the dignity of the old
customs, but does not give them enough strength to successfully combat the real
evil. (52)
For example, Keshev’s main protagonist experiences an extreme alienation when he says
in the Two Months in the Village, for example:
All that I have taken from my school years is a striving for goodness and a hope
to apply my knowledge in the wide field, but my half-education cost me too
much: it formed an indestructible wall between my compatriots and me, and made
me a stranger among my own people. They looked at me, as if I were an alien;
even in my own family, I was a guest rather than a family member. (53)
As we can see, Keshev does signal the incredible changes in the Circassian psyche and
the pain caused by these transformations, but he attributes these changes to the
unsurpassable gap between his “modern” self and the “savage” other. As he indicated in
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his letter, on the one hand, the education that he received destroyed faith in his own
value, or the value of traditional systems of knowledge; on the other hand, he wanted to
apply this new system of knowledge that he acquired to “modernize” his compatriots, to
make them better.
The colonial education system, with its emphasis on the superiority of the Russian
culture, devalued the indigenous cultures. It generated alienation and ambivalence in the
mind of the colonized and became the source of anxiety, confusion, and marginalization.
This alienation could also become an effective source and a site of resistance to the
colonial order, and Keshev’s texts contain some instances of “speaking back.” However,
Keshev was not critical of the Russian empire as such; he kept the colonialist divisions
and dichotomies in place without contesting the stereotypes of the barbarian and the
savage. He did not criticize the colonial practices of the Russian empire and the RussoCircassian War (1763-1864) was mentioned only in passing in his works. The
author/narrator identifies himself as a Circassian and expresses a typical imperialist
rhetoric in many instances. He adopts and mimics the colonizer’s point of view through
the I-narrator in his stories by criticizing the “savage” practices of his “barbaric”
countrymen and supporting the Russian “civilizing” and “modernizing” missions, which
were their justifications for the war and the colonization of the Caucasus.
After enjoying some short-lived success at the time of their publication, Keshev’s
works were later “forgotten” until Zarina Kanukova, a contemporary Circassian poet and
playwright re-discovered them. In this chapter, I will first analyze the ways in which
Circassian women are represented in Keshev’s texts. In my analysis, I will draw mainly
on the image of Nasika from Keshev’s short story The Scarecrow, and then compare it to
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Kanukova’s reinscription of the same character and the same plot. Originally written in
Russian, Kanukova re-writes the story in her native language, in Circassian, and changes
the genre from a short story to a drama, giving each character an opportunity to speak up
in his or her own voice and transforming the characters and the whole dynamics of the
original story.
Keshev’s story is narrated for the most part in the third person by a traveling male
narrator, who interjects at the end of the tale as an I-narrator. It tells the story of a young
Circassian girl named Nasika 7 who was married off by her father to a much older man
with a higher social status. The narrator describes Nasika in conventional terms as a
beautiful girl: the most beautiful and virtuous girl not only in that village but in the whole
region – “her beauty and her virtues are praised in songs” (Keshev 1976,105, 113).
Nasika is further portrayed as a very traditional and obedient girl. She does not protest
against her parent’s wish to marry her off to an old man, even after she has learned that
her future husband was so old that he could be her grandfather. A few days before her
father arranged her marriage, Nasika had fallen in love with a young man, whom she met
at her father’s house. The young man named Zheraslan had been wounded in one of the
skirmishes between the natives and the Cossacks and then brought into the house by a
kunak. 8 According to Circassian tradition, any visitor who comes to your house seeking
shelter becomes your guest of honor and should be treated as such. Since ancient times,
Circassians built guest houses next to their own homes, in order to receive guests and
provide shelter to any traveler. Zheraslan and his friends spent a night at the guest house
of Nasika’s father while Nasika and other young people held vigil over him and kept him
company. In order to entertain Zheraslan and prevent him from falling asleep, they
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engaged in conversation and played games making a loud clamor and chanting songs by
his bedside. This Circassian ritual that Keshev briefly describes gives the reader an
opportunity to glimpse at the ways young men and women interacted with each other. As
seen in this episode, young men and women freely mingled, but since they were not
given much voice in the story, there was no depth to the characters and to their
representations.
Zheraslan, the wounded young man with whom Nasika fell deeply in love,
happened to be the son of her future husband, Aitek. After spending four years in Aitek’s
house, Nasika met Zheraslan who just returned from the atalyk 9 where he had spent the
last seventeen years of his life. Nasika recognized him immediately as that same
wounded young man who stole her heart at her father’s house. Once, when her husband
was away at a meeting of the Circassian military council, Zheraslan secretly visited
Nasika, who was now his mother-in-law. Nasika confessed to him that she loved him and
still wore her corset, the sign of her virginity. While she was trying to convince Zheraslan
to take her and run away together, they were both discovered in her room by the old man
who unexpectedly returned home.
The author pauses here for a moment without revealing the immediate outcome of
this scene and creates a very suspenseful situation. The reader learns of the outcome of
this story from the I-narrator who suddenly appears in the narrative as an eyewitness to
this, the most dramatic and disturbing scene in the story. The travelling narrator, who, as
he explains, was “driven by his curiosity and passion for the nomadic life” (138)
happened to be in that village where he witnessed the following scene on the bridge:
several men standing on top of the bridge lowered the body of an insanely screaming
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woman with her arms and legs tied with a rope into the river. After keeping her under the
water for a while, they pull her up and repeat this action several times until the screaming
ends. Finally, the body of the unconscious woman was brought up and placed on the
bridge, where the narrator could see her: “The water gushed from the mouth and the nose
of the woman. Her black braid cut in half and heavy from water was lying around in ugly
lumps in the dust. Her blue face and her swollen stomach were disgusting to look at”
(140). After asking the local men, why they were doing this to the poor woman, the
narrator receives the following explanation from one of them: “‘She is insane,’ he replied
with outrageous calm in his voice. ‘This is the way our khakims 10 cure all of those who
lost their mind…’” (140). The narrator further notes that all villagers who observed this
action as bystanders agreed that it was the only way to calm the woman whenever she
was seized by insanity, the only way to “cure” her. In the beginning, the I-narrator who
observed this scene – although he was at pains to clearly distinguish himself from his
barbaric countrymen who indifferently watched the scene – admitted that he was “so
disturbed by the desperate cries of the woman that he could not utter a word during the
whole operation” (140). Later, however, he became a participant when he bent over the
woman to check her pulse and stayed with her until she regained consciousness, thus
clearly posing himself as a more civilized person.
This was also the moment when the narrator had a chance to take a closer look at
the woman:
I peered into her face for quite some time. It still had the traces of outstanding
beauty. The thin line of her black eyebrows, her big eyes, delicately rounded chin
and a tiny mouth clearly demonstrated that this woman was not intended for such
a deplorable state. Her proportioned body was amazing. I was struck, however, by
one feature which had awakened in me a terrible suspicion – the tip of her nose
had been cut off. (140)
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The narrator then reports that after the woman comes back to her senses, she starts
looking for something, until one of the men hands her what she was looking for – a
wooden stump wrapped in rags (a dressed wooden “doll” that looks like a scarecrow) that
she passionately hugs and kisses. Shortly thereafter, the woman becomes quiеt and ties
the wooden doll to her back and takes off. The narrator who admits that he was “shaken
to the core” by what he has witnessed asked the local men to tell him who this woman
was and why she had ended up like this. And, the local men related the fate of Nasika and
her lover. Upon discovering his wife and his son together, Aitek severely punished both:
he killed his son with a dagger on the spot, chopped off his wife’s nose, and, to make it
worse, he tied his son’s corpse to the naked body of his wife and left her in a locked room
for several days. As a result, the woman descended into madness.
It is worth noting that Keshev’s protagonist admits at this point, at the end of his
narrative:
I knew Nasika’s story in general, with the inevitable errors and exaggerations,
even before this incident. In the guesthouse of Karabatyr, I asked people to tell me
her story, and for the first time I heard the terrible ending of this grim tale. I
cannot doubt the truthfulness of my host’s [the master’s 11] narrative. (141)
Thus, the narrator points out that his account of Nasika’s story presented to the reader
could be inaccurate, marking him as unreliable source of information, but he insists on
the authenticity of his host’s narrative. This position of the narrator contradicts the
statement of the author himself who indicated that his primary goal is to give a realistic
account of the ordinary life of his countrymen. Instead, the author creates a conventional
romance that turns into a horror story. He also clearly uses this scene to distinguish his
main protagonist as a Europeanized and civilized individual from his “barbaric”
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compatriots, thus mimicking the colonizer’s position and the “master’s narrative.” The
narrator ends the story with the following comment:
Nasika’s lot, however, was much more enviable than that of many others of the
same sex. She gave her first passionate kiss to the very same young man who
flashed in front of her like a dream and had taken possession of her heart ever
since (142).
This remark conspicuously reminds us of Vyazemsky’s description of the Circassian
maiden in his 1822 review of Aleksadr Pushkin’s poem The Prisoner of the Caucasus
(discussed in chapter four): “a woman who has loved has fulfilled all that she was
destined for in this world, and she has lived in the fullest sense of the world”
(Vyazemsky, 48).
It is important to understand how the Circassian woman is constructed in
Keshev’s texts, what functions she serves, and in what ways she is necessary to his
discourse. The story focuses on one of the most recurring and dramatized themes in
literary texts, namely a marriage arrangement and the devastating consequences of a love
affair. The woman in this case becomes the center of scrutiny (her lover is dead and out
of the picture) revealing the patriarchal tendency to objectify her. Her sexuality becomes
a basis for a multitude of dramatized complications that emphasize her contradictory or
dichotomous nature – she is categorized socially, literally, and artistically as both virgin
and whore. In the beginning of the story, she is portrayed as young, beautiful, and
virtuous, but as the story progresses, she is reduced to a deceptive, sick, insane, and
physically altered or ugly woman. Nasika’s identity is defined strictly in sexual terms
with an emphasis on her femininity, her beauty, her physical appearance, her sexual
encounter(s), but her self remains unknown and mysterious.
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In a typical colonial representation of the relations between indigenous men and
women, Circassian men, who represent the “dark side of modernity,” patriarchy and
backward traditions, are portrayed as perpetrators of violence against Circassian women.
In Keshev’s narrative, Nasika is transformed from a beautiful, pure, and angelic person to
an ugly, insane woman with a disfigured body, who from the very beginning is under the
total control of men in her society. Her dramatically deformed appearance is very
disturbing; her body was first beautifully assembled and then disassembled. She is
marked by insanity and disfigured as a result of her rebellion (love affair), or resistance,
to the patriarchal order. Nasika is severely punished for resisting the existing order and
disobeying the authority – as is her lover. This excessive violence, perpetrated by the
patriarchy, as well as the excessive preoccupation with beauty and femininity, are
characteristic of colonial representations of indigenous peoples. The metaphors employed
by Keshev are allied with culturally defined roles: native men are marked by excessive
violence and cruelty, they are Muslims, and plunderers; native women are marked by
excessive beauty and passion, they are voiceless and relatively static. Such
representations of colonial masculinities and femininities imposed certain gender
constructs.
Keshev seems to criticize the male-dominated society with its obsolete practices.
He calls for modernization, but disregards the traditional values, because to his mind
tradition equals regress. Thus, his image of the Circassian woman as a passive victim,
and the culture in general as barbarian reflect imperial views, but in many instances, the
author also contradicts himself through his contradictory and ambivalent position. The
main protagonist in Keshev’s story is fascinated with the European rhetoric of modernity
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and juxtaposes it with the patriarchal nature of the traditionalist society that in his view
inevitably oppresses and harms local women. He shows that in a patriarchal world, men
develop a sense of entitlement to women; they have a right to women that women do not
have to themselves. Keshev’s women are domesticated and seen as objects of exchange
between male partners.
Yet even as he perpetuates the mythology about the woman, he also inadvertently
unmasks it, and in doing so lays bare the structures that bind women. Describing Nasika’s
virtues and how much she was loved by everyone around her, Keshev writes, for
example:
Our mountaineer appreciates a woman while at the same time he oppresses her.
Circassian man enslaved the woman; following the example of the dissolute East,
he degraded her to the level of the toy. But at the same time he made her the
object of his enthusiastic praise and hymns. Any offender who comes under the
protection of a woman is considered to be untouchable. (113)
In this passage, Keshev combines the rhetoric of the “oppressed woman” with the notion
that she is being constantly praised by men in her society and possesses certain powers
that are socially important. In the last sentence of the quote above, he refers to the
enormous power that a woman was able to exercise by stopping the deadly disputes
between her countrymen. What Keshev mentions here in passing is the right and the
power of women to stop a duel or other types of revenge and violent situations, such as
blood feuds between men, and to reconcile enemies. It is this ancient tradition, still
preserved and practiced in the nineteenth century that testifies to the fact that women
were structured differently in the indigenous societies than they were represented in
imperial texts. Not only were they “mingling” into the supposed affairs of men, but they
also had certain responsibilities in maintaining and restoring social order in the society. It
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is this ambivalent position and the threads of counter-hegemonic thoughts that make
Keshev’s narratives at once very simple and extremely complex.
In his story The Two Months in the Village, for example, the author describes an
encounter between the main protagonist (the I-narrator) and a young Circassian woman
named Zalikha at a “berry picking” party. The episode portrays a group of young men
and women spending the entire day together interacting with each other, and entertaining
each other while picking berries. The I-narrator, who really liked Zalikha from the
moment he saw her, expressed his surprise by her “courageous behavior” several times,
first when she openly chose him to accompany her during the walk by directly rejecting
another suitor, and then when she jumped with him on his horse and embraced him
tightly when he lost control of his horse. And, yet the narrator poses a question: “Could
one expect from such a lowly being as a Circassian woman such an open and bold
expression of her ideas?” (57) This statement stands in stark contrast to the scene’s
description, making evident the dissonance between the assertive actions of women and
the degrading comments of the narrator.
While mimicking the colonizer and rehearsing the rhetoric of modernity, the
narrator blames the “barbaric” East for the degraded position of women, but at the same
time, presents instances in which the indigenous women are structured differently and do
not conform to his own assessment of them. Keshev’s narratives both support and expose
the patriarchal and colonial power system that subjugates women. However subversive
some aspects of Keshev’s vision may be, his work carries the dominant ideology about
women; he both participates in the mythologizing process and sets out to critique a
patriarchal society that objectifies and victimizes women. The violent acts perpetrated
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against Nasika and other women represented in his stories are the symptoms of an
intensification of the patriarchal tendencies in Circassian society. Some other
Russian/European commentators also reported in their eyewitness accounts on the
punishment of women who had committed adultery. However, what Keshev fails to
demonstrate is what the source of this societal transformation is. He blames this
transformation on the decadent East and Islam. Keshev’s commentary on how Islam and
Islamic practices influenced Circassian society are extremely negative – his portrayal of
the imam at Nasika’s wedding ceremony is dismissive and “demonizing,” using
terminology such as “lustful” and “dirty” (119). He depicts a traditional Circassian
wedding ceremony as barbaric (with an emphasis on dirt) including such “primitive
activities” as dancing, horse racing, gaming, and shooting.
Hoping to change or reform his fellow mountaineers, Keshev fell “victim” to the
rhetoric of the colonizer and to the “spell of modernity.” He criticized the “primitive”
ways of his own culture and praised the modernity introduced by the European/Russian
cultures; he saw them as superior to his own. Keshev showed Circassians as being out of
step with modernity and promoted union with Russia as the best way for Circassian
people to survive and advance in the modern world.
And yet, to some extent, Keshev does attempt to unsettle dominant categories.
Through one of his characters, for example, the author expresses the idea that Circassian
culture does not lack either sophistication or spirituality and is not so inferior to the
European enlightenment. In fact, even in the nineteenth century Islam and Islamic
practices were not as widespread among the Circassians. The external Islamization of
Circassians that occurred mostly under the late influence of the Ottoman Empire had
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never fully been completed. The Circassians partially preserved their indigenous belief
system and Khabza, namely the Circassian traditional ethical code of behavior that
regulated the relationships between men and women, adults and children in society, still
remained very strong. According to Khabza, women, as well as men in Circassian society
had rights and responsibilities. One of the woman’s rights was a free choice of her future
husband, and one of her main responsibilities was to ensure the continuation of her kin. If
for some reason this did not happen, for example due to the age of her husband, she had
the right to leave her husband.
The myth of modernity based on the idea of progress and development and the
casting of tradition as its dark other lies at the core of Eurocentrism. It has undoubtedly
affected the ways in which non-Western cultures were viewed and interpreted. Keshev
supported the modernist ideology and the colonial project, which was part of this
ideology. By demonstrating the barbarity and cruelty of local men, however, the author
failed to mention the technologies of violence that were used by the Russian Empire
(war, the burning of villages and crops, the resettlement of the native population). The
association of the local men with violence (a stereotype that has been revived even today,
in post-Soviet Russian society) and the subsequent liberation of the oppressed local
woman served to justify colonial rule. Russia, as an “enlightened and modern” empire,
assumes, then, a supervising position over the “impulsive, quick to anger, selfdestructive, excessively macho, and exhibiting a pronounced lack of personal self-control
mountaineers” (Jersild, 104) who are clearly incapable of self-governance. The
feminization of aboriginal males was never widely used in the colonialist interpretation of
the Caucasus, but local men were associated with violence. They were portrayed as
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violent, barbaric, and savage; therefore, the “gender and sexual problematic was used by
the Russian imperial rhetoric in its justification of colonization coded as emancipation of
the local women from the horrible male dictate” (Tlostanova 2010, 78).
Similar representations of Circassian men, we find in Keshev’s stories. They all
are portrayed as participating in violence against Nasika – the father, who loved his
daughter so tenderly, but then decides to give her away to the old man; Aitek, who was
overcome by his desire to the much younger woman; and even Zheraslan, who refused to
run away with Nasika, stating that the “betrayal of his father would be something that he
would not wish even upon his enemy” (137). And of course, Aitek and all other men in
the village participated directly and indirectly in the physical abuse and the disciplining
of Nasika’s body. Significantly, Zheraslan’s characterization is marked by ambivalence;
he is the object of Nasika’s affectionate love and admiration, even after he was killed and
turned into a piece of wood that resembled the scarecrow. The metaphor of the scarecrow
that acquires a central position in Kehsev’s narrative is attributable then to both
characters representing the disfigured body of Nasika and the dead body of Zheraslan,
and to what happened to their love in this “primitive” society that supposedly did not
attach any value to women and their feelings.
Zheraslan’s ambivalent position, however, marks him not only as a victim, but
also as one of the local men who are always demonized in Keshev’s narrative. In one
paragraph, the author praises him for his bravery on the battlefield, in the next one, he
stigmatizes and even feminizes him:
His facial features were not only exquisitely subtle, but also marked by an almost
feminine tenderness: if he would be dressed in womens’ clothes, then no one
would recognize him as a man... As a true child of this half-savage region,
Zheraslan loved to brag to his friends about his amorous conquests, even though
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half of them were not true, at the same time however, this boaster never talked
about his acts of bravery on the battlefield. (133)
Similarly, Aitek was characterized as a “very old man who was married five times before
he took Nasika as his wife” (126), which seems to be another instance of gross
exaggeration on the part of the author. His predatory nature is described as follows:
Aitek felt that he was a thief who stole a whole life of an innocent creature. But
what tormented him was not his conscience - no! With his conscience he will
never stand on ceremony. He was tormented by the belief that one who steals is in
turn robbed. ‘A man should not trust three things, - said prince Aitek – his horse,
his rifle, and his wife.’ …At the first sight of his wife, Aitek became convinced of
the possibility of her betrayal.” (131)
Aitek’s distrust and his suspicion of his wife that intensified to the point that he forbade
not only men but also women to visit her stands in stark contrast to Olearius’s description
– discussed in the first part of the dissertation – of the relationships between Circassian
men and women, between husbands and wives that was based on absolute trust.
Certainly, the gender hierarchy presented in the story could be interpreted as evidence of
the increased patriarchalization and militarization of Circassian society at this pivotal
point in its history, but it is the narrator’s position that makes us suspicious of his
interpretation of this history. By reducing the Circassian men and women to absolute
difference, Keshev also erased the possibility or the necessity of understanding or
knowing them. By doing so, he also participated in the erasure of indigenous forms of
knowledge and of the local cosmology, even though he refers to some of them in his
texts. This self-orientalizing tendency of Circassian colonial subjects signals a deep
internalization of the borrowed European Orientalist clichés and is said to be one of the
major accomplishments of Russian colonization (Tlostanova 2010).
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Keshev adopts wholesale Romantic evocations of native life as a cruel anarchy
and a recurring cycle of violence. His stories re-enact the colonial conflict between
savagery and civilization, where savagery retains an upper hand. Even though his
conviction of Western/Russian superiority is sometimes shattered, the hierarchies remain
in place throughout. The colonialist consciousness or “mental colonization” of the
national elites is usually attributed to the colonial education they received. Russian
language and literature played a key role in naturalizing European/Russian values. Thus,
the knowledge which made possible the advance of the colonized within the colonial
system, and which furnished the terms of their protest, entrapped them at the same time.
The persistence of this kind of imagery in the texts of early colonial writers demonstrates
the difficulty of transcending the dominant language of empire, literary and figuratively.
Kanukova’s play The Bridge (2006), on the other hand, transcends this boundary. As I
mentioned earlier, Kanukova re-writes Keshev’s story in the Circassian language, and
thus disrupts the process of privileging Russian as the language of Empire and of the
canon. By doing so she strips the text of the cultural authority invested in it by the
language; she contests and reconfigures the values, attitudes, and ways of seeing the
world that inform Keshev’s narrative. The power of Nasika’s image created by Keshev is
undeniable. The questions that arise then are: How does Kanukova reimagine Nasika and
her story? How does she forge the relationship between image and identity? And, how
does the restaging of the relationship between image and identity promote new ways of
imagining the encounter between self and other?
Kanukova devises several creative tactics for “misrecognizing” hegemonic
imagery and for complicating the opposition between “subject” and “object” of the
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Orientalist, colonial, masculinist nationalist gaze. Firstly, she introduces in her play two
girls named Nasika - the “first” Nasika is the one before she turned insane, and the
“second” Nasika is the one who is “insane.” They both appear almost at the same time on
stage, thus disrupting the linear progression of Keshev’s story and the objectification of
the main heroine who gazes at her self as the other since the spectators also have a
simultaneous view of both of them. Another subversive tactic deployed by Kanukova is
the use of the bridge as a potent metaphor for transcending the static positionality of the
characters and decentering the dichotomous constructions. It is an important element in
the staging of the play, which is described as follows: the bridge hangs above the stage
with several rooms around it; the one directly underneath the bridge is Nasika’s room in
Aitek’s house; the other two are Nasika’s own room and the guestroom in her father’s
house. The bridge as a metaphor is connected with the multiplicity of points of view that
allow the object to be viewed from various different angles and therefore helps to
overcome the singularity of the perspective. As metaphors, bridges also symbolize
connection, communication, transition, and the states of in-betweenness, and are
therefore a useful tool for accessing the relationship between image and identity.
The opening scene in Kanukova’s play begins with several masked men dragging
the screaming Nasika (the “second”) onto the bridge, and as they lower her body into the
water the screaming ends. So, right at the beginning of the play, the spectator is made
uncomfortable by being confronted with a violent scene that is intensified by the sound of
a woman’s scream. This stands in stark contrast to Nasika’s appearance (in Kehsev’s
story), whose fame and beauty was mentioned in the text even before she appeared in the
guestroom with the other girls and boys to entertain the wounded Zheraslan. In the play,
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after the “second” Nasika is brought up from the water onto the bridge and regains her
consciousness, she approaches one of the rooms (on the stage) and sees the “first” Nasika
surrounded by her girlfriends who unsuspectingly engage in their activities. From that
moment on, the “second” Nasika tries to intervene and manipulate the action by asserting
herself in bizarre and compelling ways. She encourages the other Nasika to disobey her
father and not to marry the old man. And then she challenges the authority herself by
appearing to the old man (Nasika’s husband) and aggressively confronting him. Her
behavior is truly subversive, and in a way it reinscribes her attitude towards marrying this
old man; she confronts him directly with questions (“You are the age of my grandfather!
Why did you take me as your wife?”), and even tries to kill him (the “second” Nasika
took out his dagger while he was asleep and pointed it toward him). Her defiant attitude
is expressed by both her behavior and her language; she calls Aitek the “stinky old man.”
Her dark humor and manipulative behavior, her sudden appearances and disappearances
convey her trickster-like qualities.
Kanukova destabilizes the power hierarchy in her play by introducing multiple
voices and transgressions. Nasika in Keshev’s male-centered narrative barely utters a
word. The Nasika(s), and the other characters in the play, feel real, because they speak up
and they speak their own language. In addition, men and women are presented in
interactions with each other. Kanukova uses conversational and colloquial language in
order to recreate the characters and their situations. In this play, the author engages in a
conscious deconstruction of Orientalist stereotypes and moves towards a positive selfidentification. She expresses a feminine sensibility that demands justice, and she
examines love relationship from a woman’s point of view. The double character
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introduced by Kanukova could also be interpreted as the mirror image of Keshev’s
alienated sense of self and the painful process of self-estrangement. But, it could also
suggests that Nasika is no longer able to live inside that body; she feels the need to step
outside that body which is both her’s and not her’s at the same time.
In Kanukova’s play, the image(s) of Nasika are closer to the depictions of women
in indigenous cosmology, where gender roles are defined by non-sexual concepts and
based on different factors, for example, on the age or social status of women. In contrast
to Keshev’s story, Kanunova does not focus exclusively on gender-based oppression, but
instead highlights how an evil act of one individual – the desire for a young woman –
destroys the lives of two people. Kanukova’s heroine challenges the patriarchy
differently. She puts more emphasis on the responsibility of an individual with regard to
upholding the traditional values of Circassian society that considers certain actions that
damage the lives of people and that tip the balance of the social order as being
unacceptable. For example, an old man marrying a very young woman is considered to be
a moral perversion and a loss of dignity on part of the man, because in Circassian
traditions gender and age are more significant categories than sex. Circassian men
recognize not only the feminine virtues of women, but also the masculine traits.
Therefore, the disorder is caused by the older male’s desire towards a much younger
female who could be his granddaughter. Kanukova sees this condition of women as the
consequence of the moral perversion of a man who failed to live up to the values of
Circassian traditions – respect for women and the dignified position of elderly people in
Circassian society. The play seeks recognition of women as females and exponents of the
feminine but also as a reason to reform the distorted nature of men and of humanity in
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general – in the play people who participate in violence are all faceless and masked.
While the other Nasika accepts the symbolic patriarchal order as it is, she lacks potency
and agency. Her madness seems a natural outcome when it is viewed in the context of the
gradual disintegration of the central character. Kanunova as a woman dramatist
transforms the novel into a performable and utterable work that, whether produced on
stage or not, promotes a woman-centered resistance to the lack of female agency in
Keshev’s nineteenth-century novel and the powerlessness and objectification of
Circassian women.
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8. CONCLUSION
In my dissertation, I have attempted to highlight the notion that women in the
Caucasus deal with the multiplicity of colonizing agents and reinventing their identities
between and beyond the multiple discourses and traditions (Western, Russian, and ethnicnational) becomes a true challenge. As I have discussed in Part One of my dissertation,
the Orientalized representations of Circassian women in Western colonial and Russian
imperial discourses limit the character(s) by emphasizing their gender – specifically, the
exotic/erotic aspects – and by ignoring or denying them the representation(s) of self. The
category “Circassian woman” as the epitome of beauty and sexuality, and later, as the
purest example of the white race, defined mainly by her anatomy and subordinated to
men in all situations emerged in Western discourses in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. The Circassian Beauty myth reduces the Circassian woman to a onedimensional manifestation of the self, and its repetition in contemporary nationalistic
discourses re-frames the image in one particular context; it is a static image which is
mostly characterized by passivity. The stereotype was fully exploited during the
Orientalist period and received a further twist in the Russian/Soviet imperial imagination.
The specific focus on gender and later on race obviously emanated from the
preoccupation of Western culture with the visual and hence physical aspect of human
reality. The artistic representations were also limiting because they framed Circassian
women literally and figuratively by situating them in particular contexts – as an exotic,
erotic, white slave concubine in Western depictions, or as an exotic prisoner, a savage, a
passionate, voiceless beauty, and a victim of patriarchy in Russian colonial depictions. In
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other words, their characterizations were overdetermined by stereotypes and clichés that
tended to simplify their identities by erasing their agency, diversity, resistance, thinking,
and voices. The process of the invention of Circassian women went hand in hand with the
process of stripping them of power and of their own identity. Through the numerous
equations of Circassian women and slavery, women and passivity, etc. in
imperial/colonial texts, women were deprived of agency and reduced to the level of
possessions.
As demonstrated in my analysis of the contemporary texts by women writers
discussed in Part Two, the self loses this mythic aura and the associations that are
attached to the older images of Circassian women. Each of these narratives presents
female characters as agents with complex identities that are no longer perceived as
“aliens” or “victims” but rather as microcosms of the world (including, rather than
excluding them). These mobile characters with layered, multiple identities become
subjects who are engaged in a process of self-reflection. This self-reflexivity constitutes
their strategy for turning their marginalized positions into an advantage by creating
mobile characters who are not fixed in particular constructions of themselves and,
therefore, are open to self-construction through multiple transformations. In other words,
the “new models” created by Circassian women writers challenge the received concepts
and notions of the female, of native Circassian women, and particularly the notion of
submissiveness that has marked so much of the colonial literature and the literary canon.
These new models restore Circassian women’s voices, diversity and resistance.
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Figure 1

The Caucasus circa 1780
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Figure 2

Administrative map of Caucasus in the USSR, 1957-1991
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Figure 3

Contemporary map of North Caucasus
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Dana Wojokh, a protester against the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Newe Reyse Beschreibung, 1656)
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Figure 7

America (ca. 1580), an engraving by Theodor Galle
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Figure 8

Frontispiece to James Bell’s Journal of a Residence in Circassia (1840)
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Figure 9

A Circassian Lady (from Turkey, Russia, the Black Sea and Circassia by
Capt. Edmund Spencer, 1854)
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Figure 10

Anthony Van Dyck, The Portrait of Theresia Shirley, 1622
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Figure 11

Anthony Van Dyck, The Portrait of Theresia Shirley in Oriental Dress,
1622
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Figure 12

Jean-Léon Gérôme, Femme Circassienne Voilée (Veiled Circassian
Beauty), 1880
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Figure 13

Carte de visite of a Circassian Beauty. Courtesy of the Harvard Theatre
Collection, the Houghton Library, Harvard University
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Figure 14

Carte de visite of a Circassian Beauty. Courtesy of the Harvard Theatre
Collection, the Houghton Library, Harvard University
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Figure 15

Carte de visite. “Miss Zula Zeleke, the Circassian Beauty at the Dime
Museum, January 23, 1884” is written on the back. Courtesy of the
Harvard Theatre Collection, the Houghton Library, Harvard University
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Figure 16

Folk Dances Ensamble “Kabardinka.” Photo by Evgeny Monin (The Heart
of the Caucasus, 1997)
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Figure 17

Ruslan Tsrimov, Nude with a Fan, 1996
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